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Introduction

Background

1. The quality of economic analysis in the Staff Appraisal Reports (SARs) of Bank-
financed projects has come under severe criticism in recent years. The Operations Evaluation
Department (OED) has pointed to a gap between the estimates of economic rates of return at
project appraisal and completion, unrealistic analysis of risk and uncertainty, and a failure of
many projects to sustain benefit flows during execution. Two internal Bank reportsI have
concluded that the quality of economic analysis is below Bank standards in about one-third of
SARs. Even outside the Bank, economists have expressed concern about the decline in
methodological rigor, particularly in the application of the Little and Mirrlees/Squire and van der
Tak approach to the economic analysis of projects.2

2. The two Bank reports considered the reason for the high incidence of SARs with poor
economic analysis and concluded that the Bank provides poor incentives and overly complex
guidelines on economic evaluation. Accordingly, both reports recommended simplifying the
Bank guidelines for economic analysis. Specific recommendations included

* eliminating the inclusion of different public and private sector income (fiscal)
weights and distributional (poverty) weights in the calculation of expected rate of
return, but clearly indicating the fiscal and distributional implications of the project;

* using shadow prices selectively, depending on country circumstances and
particularly on the severity and prevalence of distortions;

* continuing to use 10-12 percent as the Bank's standard discount rate. Country-
specific opportunity cost of capital rates could be used on trial basis, but only if the
Country Assistance Strategy fully justifies the rate;

* paying more attention to the financial aspects of the project, particularly as they bear
on its implementation and sustainability;

* including environmental costs and benefits in economic analysis; and

* improving risk analysis in order to assess the cumulative probability of an
unsatisfactory outcome.

3. This Handbook has been developed with these recommendations in mind. Its goals are
(a) to provide staff with analytical tools that are solidly grounded in economic theory, yet
practical and simple to use, and (b) to make the Bank's approach to the economic evaluation of
projects more transparent-for clients, stakeholders, donors, and cofinanciers. The Handbook
offers a set of usable tools that integrate financial, economic, and fiscal analysis and permit
analysts and decision makers to look at a project from the perspective of various stakeholders,
particularly the implementing agency, the fisc, and society in general. Because the Handbook is
intended to be a practical guide to economic project evaluation, all of the techniques presented in
it have been tried and applied in the field.

Economic Analysis of Projects: Towards a Results-Oriented Approach to Evaluation (1992); and A Review of the
Quality of Economic Analysis in StaffAppraisal Reportsfor Projects Approved in 1993 (1995).

2 See, for example, Little and Mirrlees (1990).
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Organization of the Handbook

4. The Handbook is divided into two parts: a main text and a Technical Appendix. The
main text provides a set of tools for economic and risk analysis and discusses issues that
commonly arise in the evaluation of projects in any sector. This part provides guidance on
extending the financial analysis to view the project from the point of view of not only the
implementing agency, but also the fisc, the beneficiaries, and society. The main audience of this
part is the practitioner interested in the application of the techniques of project appraisal, but not
necessarily in the theoretical underpinnings of the approach. Thus, it presumes that the person
undertaking the analysis has been given a set of imputed prices that reflect the costs to society of
the various inputs and outputs of the project (or "shadow" prices and conversion factors) in
addition to the prices that the project entity faces. (For the practitioner who needs additional
background, the Technical Appendix provides the guidance necessary to estimate social
opportunity costs or shadow prices.)

5. Chapter 1 provides an overview of economic analysis-its purpose, the main questions it
should answer, the main steps it should follow, and the minimum inforrnation that the analysis
should convey to enable decision makers to make informed decisions. Chapter 2 focuses on the
choice of numeraire and the problem of inflation. Chapter 3 discusses basic principles of
economic analysis, such as the need to search for alternatives, the with- and without-project
comparisons, and the problem of displacement of existing services. The theme of chapter 4 is
"getting the flows right." The analyst's first task is to identify the costs and benefits of the
project from the country's point of view. This chapter provides guidance on adjusting the
monetary flows of these financial statements to assess the costs and benefits to society.
Chapter 5 focuses on "getting the prices right." While financial analysis relies on prices faced by
the project's implementing agency, economic analysis is based on opportunity costs to society.
The chapter provides guidance on the main adjustments to market prices that must be made for
the project to reflect benefits and costs from society's point of view, not just from the
implementing agency's point of view.

6. One of the main differences between financial and economic analysis is the treatment of
the project's impact on the environment. Unless this impact is directly reflected in the project's
cash flows, financial analysis usually ignores it. Economic analysis, on the other hand, is
incomplete if it does not take environmental impacts into account. Chapter 6 deals with the
broad subject of "externalities," and in particular with the techniques for measuring the value of
environmental impacts so that they can be taken into account in the economic analysis of
projects.

7. For many types of projects-for example, those in the education and health sectors-the
benefits are not readily measurable in monetary terms. Nevertheless, the general techniques of
project analysis are applicable to such projects. Chapter 7 discusses techniques for assessing
such projects, while chapters 8 and 9 focus respectively on the assessment of projects in
education and in the health sector. These chapters specifically discuss the measurement of the
benefits of projects in these sectors, as the measurement of costs is uniform across sectors.

8. Once the adjustments to financial analysis are made and the economic analysis is
concluded, the analyst needs to assess the robustness of the project to changes in the basic
assumptions. Ideally, the analyst looks not only at the effect on project outcomes of changes in
the main assumptions-prices. and the ,,iysical relationships between inputs and outputs-but
also at the institutional variaoies that affect project performance. Chapter 10 discusses the risk
assessment tools that allow us to assess systematically the impact of changes in the economic
variables and in the physical relationship- if the project. Risk assessment allows the analyst to
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rethink the project design and make corrections to reduce risks, or to increase the project's net

benefits to society.

9. Any good project entails gainers, and some projects entail losers. Financial analysis

shows the gains to the project entity; economic analysis goes further and shows the gains to

society and to specific groups in society. In particular, economic analysis should quantify the

project's fiscal impact. Identifying gainers and losers and measuring the fiscal impact are

important steps in assessing the project's sustainability, among other things. Chapter 11 uses

two actual cases to demonstrate this use of the tools of economic analysis.

10. The second part of the Handbook, the Technical Appendix, provides a brief discussion of

discounting techniques, but the bulk of the chapter is a presentation of the theoretical

underpinnings of the approach for assessing social opportunity costs. The appendix is directed

primarily to those charged with the estimation of shadow prices. The presentation relies solely

on elementary algebra and geometry. It assumes that the reader is an economist, or at least is

familiar with the basic concepts of supply, demand, and elasticities. The appendix applies the

same basic approach to the calculation of all social opportunity costs, whether they are costs of

material inputs, tradeable goods, nontradeable goods, exchange rate, capital, or labor. In

addition to developing the basic theoretical concepts, the appendix also shows how these

concepts were applied in actual case studies.
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Chapter 1. An Overview of Economic Analysis

Purpose of Economic Analysis

1. The main purpose of project economic analysis is to help design and select projects that
contribute to the welfare of a country. Economic analysis is most useful when used early in the
project cycle, to catch bad projects and bad project components. If used at the end of the project
cycle, economic analysis can only help in the decision of whether or not to proceed with a
project. When used solely to calculate a single summary measure, such as the project's net
present value (NPV) or economic rate of return (ERR), economic analysis serves only a very
limited purpose.

2. The tools of economic analysis can help us answer various questions about the project's
impact on the entity undertaking the project, on society, on the fisc, and on various stakeholders,
and about the project's risks and sustainability. In particular, they can help us (a) decide whether
the private or the public sector should undertake the project; (b) estimate the project's fiscal
impact; (c) determine whether the arrangements for cost recovery are efficient and equitable; and
(d) assess the project's potential environmental impact and contribution to poverty reduction.
This Handbook provides a toolkit that helps answer these questions; it does not provide a recipe
for every possible instance. The procedure set out in this Handbook is an iterative process that
begins early in the project cycle and is used throughout it. This procedure works best when it
uses all of the infornation available about the project, including the financial evaluation and the
sources of divergence between financial and economic prices.

The Economic Setting

3. A project cannot be divorced from the context in which it takes place. The links between
the project and the sector and the country strategy need to be established early in the presentation
of the project. The key role of the policy and institutional framework also needs to be discussed.
Research indicates that projects do better in environments with low distortions than in highly
distorted environments.I One of the first questions analysts should ask is whether the sector and
macro preconditions are satisfactory for the project. In particular, they should inquire whether
there are key distortions that should be removed prior to project implementation to ensure project
effectiveness. With projects increasingly stressing policy reform and institution building, project
appraisal needs to include an evaluation of the project's policy and institutional components.
The relationship of the project to the broader development objectives of the sector and of the
country is an integral part of the economic justification of the project, and analysts should always
ascertain that the project fits with the broader country and sector strategies. These aspects of the
evaluation normally derive from the economic and sector work on which the project is based.

Rationale for Public Sector Involvement

4. Analysts should also examine whether the project properly belongs in the public sector
or whether the country would be better served if the project were undertaken by the private
sector. Although the tools of economic analysis can shed light on these questions, in this

I Kaufmann (1991).
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Handbook it is assumed that these questions have been answered satisfactorily. It is also
assumed that there is good justification for public sector involvement in tlhe project.

Other Aspects of Project Analysis

5. A large part of project analysis, then, serves to establish a project's technical and
institutional feasibility, its fit with the government's and Bank's strategies for the country and
the sector, and the appropriateness of the economic context for the project, including the
soundness of the country's public expenditure plans. Economic analysis is only one part of the
overall analysis of the project; it takes for granted that the project is technically sound and its
institutional arrangements will be effective during implementation. The purpose of this section
is to give a general overview of the questions that good economic analysis of projects should ask
and answer. The section can serve as a checklist for project analysts and a map for finding in the
Handbook the tools that help answer those questions.

Fungibility

6. A final question that should be answered prior to undertaking a full appraisal of a project
concerns the quality of the country's public expenditure program. Given that money is fungible,
when the Bank finances a project, the borrowing government can use its own funds to finance
another project. In a sense, then, the Bank is financing the project that the government would not
have undertaken had it not had access to Bank financing. If the project that would not have been
undertaken produces lower benefits than the project that the Bank finances, then the Bank has
indirectly helped a country finance a less desirable project. For this reason, it is important to
ensure, within the limits of practicality, that all the projects in the public investment programs of
borrowing countries contribute to the country's development objectives.

The Questions that Economic Analysis Should Answer

What is the objective of the project ?

7. The first step in the economic analysis of a project is to define clearly the objective(s)
that the project is trying to achieve. A clear definition of the objective is essential to reduce the
number of alternatives considered, and to select the tools of analysis and the performance
indicators. Is the project trying to achieve a narrow objective, such as improving the delivery of
vaccines to a target population, or is it trying to achieve a broader objective, such as improving
health status? If the former, then the analyst will only look at alternative ways of delivering
vaccinations to a target population, and will judge the success of the project in terms of the
vaccination coverage obtained. If the latter, then the analyst will look not only at alternative
ways of delivering vaccinations but at alternative ways of reducing morbidiity and prolonging the
lives of the target population, and will judge the success of the project in terms of its impact on
health status. The appropriate tool of analysis also depends on the breadth of the objective. For
example, if the objective is to reduce the cost of vaccination, cost-benefit ratios might be
adequate ways of comparing and selecting among interventions. If the objective is to improve
health status, then the interventions need to be compared in terms of the impact on health status.
If the objective is even broader-say, to increase a country's welfare--then the comparisons
need to be done in terms on a common unit of measurement, usually a monetary measure. In
short, a clear objective is essential to define the set of feasible alternatives for obtaining the
desired result, and to select the tools to analyze the problem and th .2cators of success.
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What will happen if the project is undertaken? What if it is not?

8. One of the most fundamental questions concerns a counterfactual: What would the world
look like without the project and what would it look like with the project? What will be the
impact of the project on various groups in the society? In particular, what will be the impact of
the project on the provision of goods and services in the private sector: Will the project add to
the provision of goods and services, or will it substitute for (displace) goods and services that
would have been provided anyway? The difference between the situation with and without the
project is the basis for assessing the incremental costs and benefits of the project. Both the
financial and economic analysis of the project are predicated on the incremental net gains of the
project, not on the before/after gains. Chapter 3 deals with this issue.

Is the project the best alternative?

9. A second important question concerns the examination of alternatives. Are there any
plausible (mutually exclusive) alternatives to the project? Alternatives could involve, for
example, different technical specifications, different policy or institutional reforms, different
location, different beneficiaries, different financial arrangements, or differences in the scale or
timing of the project. How would the costs and benefits of alternatives to achieve the same goal
compare with those of the project? Comparison of alternatives helps planners choose the best
way to accomplish their objectives. These questions are treated in chapter 3.

Are there any separable components? How good are they?

10. A closely related question concerns the separability of the components. Is the project
one integrated package, or does it have separable components that could be undertaken, and
justified, by themselves? If the project contains separable components, then each and every
separable component must be justified as if it were the marginal component. Omitting a
component whose presence cannot be justified always increases the project's net benefits.
Unsatisfactory (separable) components should always be deleted from the project. Chapter 3
addresses these issues.

Winners and losers: Who enjoys the music? Who pays the piper?

11. A good project contributes to the country's economic output; hence it has the potential to
make everyone better off. Nevertheless, normally not everyone benefits, and someone may lose.
Moreover, groups that benefit from a project are not necessarily those that incur the costs of the
project. Identifying those who will gain, those who will pay, and those who will lose gives the
analyst insight into the incentives that various stakeholders have to see that the project is
implemented as designed. It is especially important to identify the benefits accruing to and the
costs borne by the "poor" or "very poor," as defined for the country by poverty assessments.
Chapters 4 and 5 lay the foundations for identifying gainers and losers, and chapter 11 shows
how the various tools can be used to help answer these questions.

What is the project's fiscal impact?

12. Given the importance of fiscal policy for overall macroeconomic stability, the fiscal
impact of the project should always be analyzed. How and to what extent will the costs of the
project be recovered from its beneficiaries? What changes in public expenditures and revenues
will be attributable to the project? What will be the net effect for the central government and for
local governments? Will the cost recovery arrangements affect the quantities demanded of the
services provided by the project? Are these effects being properly taken into account in
designing the project? What will be the effect of the cost recovery on the distribution of the
benefits (gainers and losers)? Will the cost recovery arrangements contribute to the efficient use
of the output from the project (and resources generally)? Is the nonrecovered portion factored
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into the analysis of fiscal impact? Chapters 3 and 4 lay the foundations for answering these
questions, and chapter 11 puts it all together.

Is the project financially sustainable?

13. The financing of a project is often critical for its sustainability. E;ven a project with high
benefits undergoes a lean period when it must be sustained by funds external to the project. The
cash flow profile is often as important as the overall benefits. For these reasons, it is important
to know how the project is to be financed and who will provide the funds and on what terms. Is
adequate financing available for the project? How will the financing arrangements affect the
distribution of benefits and costs of the project? Is concessional foreign financing available only
for the project, and not otherwise? These questions are dealt with in chapter 11 and, to a lesser
degree, in chapters 4 and 5.

What is the project's environmental impact?

14. A very important difference between society's point of view and the private point of
view concerns costs (or benefits) attributable to the project but not reflected in its cash flows.
When these costs and benefits can be measured in monetary terms, they should be integrated into
the economic analysis. In particular, the effects of the project on the environment, both negative
(costs) and positive (benefits), should be taken into account and, if possible, quantified and
assigned a monetary value. The impact of these external costs and benefits on specific groups
within society, especially the poor, should be borne in mind. The external effects of projects are
treated in chapter 6.

Techniques for assessment: Is the project worthwhile?

15. After taking into account all the costs and benefits of the project, the analyst needs to
decide whether the project is worth undertaking. Costs and benefits should be quantified
whenever reasonable estimates can be made. But given the present state of the art, it is not
always feasible to quantify all benefits and costs, and various proxies or intermediate output may
have to suffice. For projects whose benefits are measurable in monetary terms, the appropriate
yardstick for judging whether the project is acceptable is the project's net present value. To be
acceptable on economic grounds, a Bank-financed project must meet tvvo conditions: (a) the
expected net present value of the project must not be negative, and (b) thte expected net present
value of the project must be higher than or equal to the expected net present value of mutually
acceptable project alternatives. For other projects, physical indicators of achievement in relation
to costs (cost-effectiveness) are appropriate. In some other cases, a qualitative account of the
expected net development impact might have to suffice. In all cases, however, the economic
analysis should give a persuasive rationale for why the benefits of the project are expected to
outweigh its costs, that is, why the net development impact of the project is expected to be
positive. When quantitative analysis is carried out, economic and not market prices should be
applied. Chapters 2-6 provide guidance on deciding which costs to take into account, valuing
the flows, and finally comparing costs and benefits that occur at different times.

Is this a risky project?

16. Economic analysis of projects is necessarily based on uncertain future events and
involves implicit or explicit probability judgments. The basic elements in the costs and benefit
streams are seldom represented by a single value, but more often by a range of values with
different likelihoods of occurring. It is desirable, therefore, to take into consideration the range
of possible variations in the values of the basic elements and to reflect clearly the extent of the
uncertainties attaching to the outcomes. At the very least, economic analysis should identify the
critical variables that determine the outcome of the project, that is, the values that increase
(decrease) the likelihood that the project will have the expected positive net development impact.
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These critical variables should emerge from the economic and risk analysis of the project. The
analysis should also identify and reflect the likelihood that these variables may deviate
significantly from their expected values, as well as the major factors affecting these deviations.
The analysis should assess how likely such deviations are, singly and in combination, and
identify the factors that are likely to create the greatest risks for the project. Finally, it should be
explicit about actions taken to reduce these risks. If the analysis of risk is based on "switching
values," it should identify the critical variables, individually and in plausible combinations, and
determine by how much they can change before the net development impact of the project
becomes unfavorable. The evaluation of risk is the main theme of chapter 10.

The Process of Economic Analysis

17. After identifying with- and without-project situations, selecting the best of the
alternatives considered, and dropping bad project components, the analyst prepares the financial
analysis of the project. This step, which examines the net benefits to the project implementing
agency, conveys important information about incentives. It helps assess whether the project
would be of interest to the private sector. Once the financial analysis is complete, the analyst
needs to adjust the flows and prices to reflect net benefits to society. As discussed in chapter 4,
the analyst must get the flows right by removing all subsidies and taxes from the adjusted
financial flows and taking into account the project's externalities, especially the environmental
externalities. To assess the project's fiscal and financial sustainability, it is important to keep
track of who receives or pays for the benefits and costs of the environmental externalities and for
the implicit and explicit transfers (typically, income taxes, direct subsidies, and property taxes).

18. After correctly identifying the streams of costs and benefits, the analyst needs to price
them right. Market prices seldom reflect the economic values of inputs and outputs, and
adjustments need to be made. Chapter 5 explains that the main price adjustments include using
"border" prices for all tradable goods and services and a "shadow" exchange rate to convert
foreign to domestic currency. Information about the sources of divergence between border and
market prices and between shadow and market exchange rates will help identify the groups that
benefit from and pay for the differences.

19. The final price adjustments affect nontradeables. If nontradeables are a sizable part of
project costs, their prices need to be adjusted to reflect opportunity costs to society. As chapter 5
discusses, labor is one of the most important nontradeables; this Handbook suggests that analysts
use sensitivity analysis to determine whether the project's NPV turns negative when using an
upper bound for the shadow price of labor (usually the market price). If it does not, then there is
no need for further analysis. In many cases, especially in projects in health and education,
volunteer labor is an important component. If project costs and sustainability are to be assessed
correctly, such contributions need to be priced at their opportunity costs.

20. Next, the analyst needs to put this information together and identify sources of
divergence between the financial and the economic analysis of the project. The sources of
divergence convey very useful information that enables the analyst to answer a number of
important questions. First, by identifying the groups that enjoy the benefits and pay for the costs
of the project, this comparison helps identify the impact of the project on the main stakeholders
and assess its sustainability. In particular, since taxes and subsidies are usually important
sources of difference, this step is essential to assess the project's fiscal impact. Second, by
identifving tliu causes of the differences between the financial and the economic evaluations, the
anialyst can tell whether the differences are market-induced or policy-induced. If they are policy-
induced, the analyst needs to consider whether any types of policy changes would bring the
economic and financial assessments closer to each other; in short, is the project timely, or might
it be preferable to convince the authorities that what is needed is policy reform. Finally, the
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comparison also sheds light on the size and incidence of the environmental externalities that can
be evaluated in monetary terms.

Transparency

21. It is important for the analysis to indicate the extent to which the success of the project
depends on assumptions about macroeconomic, institutional, financial, behavioral, technical, and
environmental variables, including assumptions about government implementation capacity,
macroeconomic performance, and availability of local cost financing. The analysis should
indicate the key actions-by the government and the borrower-necessary for project success;
these actions include implementing policy and procedural measures and ensuring the requisite
degree of government commitment to and popular participation in the project. The analysis
should include a comparison of project assumptions with the relevant historical values, and spell
out the rationale for any differences. When all these points are made clear, the economic
analysis provides an easily understandable and transparent product that policymakers can
confidently factor into decision making.
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Chapter 2. Numeraire, Price Level, and
Real vs. Nominal Prices

Numeraire and Price Level

1. One of the earliest decisions that an analyst confronts is the choice of currency and price
level in which to conduct the analysis. Financial analysis is usually conducted in the currency of
the country undertaking the project and at prevailing market prices. Economic analysis can be
conducted in domestic or foreign currency and at domestic or border price levels. The three
most frequently used alternatives are

(a) domestic currency at the domestic price level,

(b) domestic currency at the border price level, and

(c) foreign currency at the border price level.

2. When the analysis is done in domestic currency at the domestic price level, the analyst is
using the same price level and currency that a financial analyst in the borrowing country would
use. In most countries, the domestic price level is the price level used to keep national accounts,
the price level used by the government to reckon its taxes and expenditures, and the price level
used by business. For purposes of economic analysis, when we use domestic currency at the
domestic price level as numeraire, the prices of traded goods and services are taken at the
"border price" and converted into domestic currency at a "shadow" exchange rate.' The prices
of nontraded goods and services, such as cleaning services, are taken at their market prices.
When the analysis is done in domestic currency at the border price level, the prices of all imports
and exports, for example, are taken at the border price and converted into domestic currency at
the prevailing market or official exchange rate. However, the prices of services, such as cleaning
services are converted to their border price equivalent by means of a "conversion factor." If the
analysis is done in foreign currency at the border price level, the prices of imports and exports
remain in foreign currency, but the prices of such things as cleaning services are first converted
to their border price equivalent by means of a conversion factor, and then to their foreign
currency equivalent by means of the prevailing market or official exchange rate.

3. An example, summarized in table 2.1, will serve to illustrate the differences among these
approaches. Suppose that we have two goods-an imported good, and a service (e.g., cleaning
services) that can neither be imported nor exported, and whose market price reflects the true
economic cost to the economy. Suppose that the imported good is subject to a tariff of 40
percent, making the cost of the good in the domestic market 40 percent higher than under
conditions of free trade. Let's call the net-of-duty price the "border price." Assume, moreover,
that the cost of foreign exchange to the economy is 14 percent higher than the official exchange
rate. Finally, suppose that the official exchange rate with respect to the dollar is C$ 1. 10:1. If we
are calculating costs and benefits in domestic currency at the domestic price level, we take the
border price of the imported good in foreign currency and convert it to domestic currency using
the exchange rate that reflects the cost of foreign exchange to the economy (the "shadow
exchange rate"), as shown in column 3 of table 2.1. If we are calculating costs and benefits in
domestic currency at the border price lev:, we take the same border price and convert it to

1 As discussed in chapter 4, border prices are either (IF or FOB prices suitably adjusted for internal transport costs
and other costs, but net of taxes and subsidies.
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domestic currency using the official exchange rate, as shown in column 4. If we are using the
border price level in foreign currency, then we would not convert the price of the good into
domestic currency, but would take the price in dollars, as shown in column 5. The price of
cleaning services (and in general of all nontraded goods whose market prices reflect the true
economic costs) would be converted as follows. If we are using domestic prices at the domestic
price level, the price of cleaning services would be taken as given. If we are using domestic
currency at the border price level, we would need to calculate the "border price" of cleaning
services by using a conversion factor. In this case the appropriate conversion factor would be the
ratio of the official to the shadow exchange rate, or 0.88. If the numeraire is foreign currency at
the border price level, the "border price" in domestic currency would have to be further
converted to dollars using the official exchange rate.

Table 2.1. Numerical Example in World and Domestic Prices
Domestic Border Economic cost in Economic c ost in Economic cost in
market price domestic currency domestic currency foreign currency at
price at domestic price at border price border price level

level level
Category (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Imported good CS140 $100 C$125 C$110 $100
Cleaning service C$50 C$50 C$44 $40

Memorandum items
Official exchange rate 1.10
Shadow exchange rate 1.25
Conversion factor 0.88

4. The choice of currency and price level is largely a matter of convenience that will have
no impact on relative prices and on the decision to accept or reject a project (in table 2.1, for
example, the price of the imported good relative to the price of cleaning services is 2.5:1 in all
cases). As long as relative prices are unaffected, if the NPV is positive in one case, it will be
positive in all cases. Moreover, the NPV measured in domestic currency at the domestic price
level will differ from the NPV measured in domestic currency at the border price level by the
ratio of the official exchange rate to the shadow exchange rate, that is, by the conversion factor
shown in table 2.1. Therefore, one can quickly convert the NPV from one numeraire to another.
The IRR remains the same, regardless of numeraire.

5. However, to integrate financial, fiscal, and economic analyses, to assess risk and
sustainability, and to identify gainers and losers, the financial and economic analyses must be
expressed in the same unit of account. When the financial analysis is done in one unit of account
and the economic analysis in another, the differences between the financial and the economic
values have no meaning. Because financial and fiscal analyses are generally done in domestic
prices at the domestic price level, it is most convenient to do the economic analysis in the same
unit of account. If we use the border price level for the economic analysis, the fiscal impact of
the project would need to be calculated twice, first at the border price level and then at the
domestic price level. Moreover, for the evaluation of projects whose benefits are nontradeable
(f. example, projects in education, health, and transportation), it is muclh easier to evaluate the
benefits in domestic currency at the domestic price level than in some other numeraire. For
these reasons, this Handbook uses domestic currency at the domestic price level for the
nurn ,raire.
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Real Prices vs. Nominal Prices

6. Regardless of the numeraire and price level chosen, changes in the general price level
that result from inflation should not affect the comparison of a project's costs and benefits for the
purpose of calculating its contribution to society. For this reason, economic analyses are
normally conducted using "real prices," and they distinguish whether the price changes
anticipated during the life of a project are in real or in nominal terms.

7. Real prices do not reflect inflation. Market prices may rise for two reasons. First, they
may rise because the general price level rises, i.e., because of inflation. If prices rise solely
because of inflation, they rise in the same proportion. Market prices may also rise because of
changes in the underlying conditions of supply and demand. For example, bad weather in Brazil
may cause the world supply of coffee to fall and the price of coffee to rise. This would be a
change in the real price of coffee. Real prices are usually expressed as of a certain date. For
example, for a project in a country where the monetary unit is a peso, all prices may be
denominated in terms of the purchasing power of 1994 pesos.

8. Nominal prices on the other hand, reflect any inflation or deflation occurring over time.
The relationship among real prices, nominal prices, and inflation is given by the following
formula:

Pn = [Pr x (IPC/I 00)]

where P. denotes the nominal price, Pr denotes the real price, and IPC is a price index. This
index could be the consumer price index, the wholesale price index, or any other appropriate
price index. In Bank work, we usually use the Manufacturing Unit Value Index (MUV)-a price
index derived by weighting the price index of manufactures in each of the G5 countries by their
respective shares of exports to the developing countries.

Constant Prices vs. Real Prices

9. The terms constant prices and real prices are often used interchangeably, but referring to
real prices as constant prices is misleading. Real prices do not necessarily remain constant
through time, but change in response to changes in the underlying conditions of demand and
supply of the goods. As table 2.2 shows, both real and relative prices change over time.
Normally, therefore, a single price estimate should not be given for an item throughout the life of
the project. Whenever feasible and desirable in light of the available data, year-by-year changes
in real prices should be incorporated in the cost and benefit streams. The difficulties involved in
forecasting prices are not to be underestimated. The project analyst should consult with the
relevant Country Operations Division regarding country- and project-specific estimates and
assumptions. For other non-project-specific--or non-country-specific-forecasts, the Bank's
quarterly publication Commodity Markets and the Developing Countries is the main source for
price forecasts in Bank project analysis.

Table 2.2. Historical Prices of Petroleum, Coffee, and Copper
(constant 1990 US dollars)

Sector 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994
Petroleum ($Ibbl) 21.2 17.0 16.3 14.6 13.9

Coffee ($/kg) 1.97 1.83 1.32 1.50 3.08

Copper ($/mt) 2,662 2,288 2,139 1,836 2,150
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Real and Nominal Returns

10. Improperly accounting for the impact of inflation on the financial and economic
perforrnance of a potential project is one of the errors most frequently made in project
evaluation.2 Inflation should be treated explicitly in the economic evaluation of projects for the
following reasons: (a) the amount borrowed to help finance a project depends on the rate of
inflation; (b) the rate of inflation affects the project's financial rate of return through the explicit
and implicit taxes collected by the government from the project and also through the implicit
subsidy received by the project entity when the nominal interest rate on loans is lower than the
rate of inflation; and (c) high rates of inflation may undermine the financial sustainability of
projects through their deleterious effects on cash flows, especially if projects rely heavily on
borrowed funds and nominal interest rates are high. These effects of inflation affect the financial
and not the economic analysis of the project; that is to say, they do not affect the estimated
economic net present value (NPV) of a project. Of course, if the project's financial viability is in
jeopardy, its economic performance may suffer. Also, although inflation does not alter the net
benefit streams of a project, it has fiscal implications: it alters the way project benefits are
divided between the government and the project entity.3 Thus, although economic analysis
should always be conducted in real prices, it is customary to use nominal prices when setting up
cash flows for the purpose of making a financing plan. Real-price cash flows are used to
calculate financial or economic NPVs or IRRs and to facilitate the conduct of sensitivity,
switching value, break-even, and pricing analyses;4 but the Bank's guidelines for financial
analysis of projects specify that financial flows be set up in nominal prices.

11. Setting up the cash flow of a project in nominal prices requires an inflation forecast.
This is a difficult, if not impossible, task. There are no economic tools that allow us to forecast
inflation as far into the future as required for the life of a typical project. Therefore, it is
preferable to use real prices for both financial and economic analyses and then to conduct
sensitivity analysis to estimate the impact of different inflation rates on the project's cash flows,
its tax liabilities, and on the real value of its debt service.

12. As an illustration, consider the impact of inflation on debt service. Say that we have a
$200 million loan disbursed in equal amounts over the course of two years with a 10 percent
nominal interest rate. Assume that the loan is to be repaid in its entirety in the fifth year. The
nominal cash flow from the point of view of the lender would look as follows:

Table 2.3. Nominal Cash Flows, 10 Percent Interest Rate, No Inflation
Year 0 1 2 3 4 5
Principal -100 -100
Interest 10 20 20 20 20
Amortization 200
Cash flow -100 -90 20 20 20 220

2 See, for example, Jenkins and Harberger (1992), p. 6:1.

For exarnple, inflation may increase the corporate income tax if the revaluation of assets lags behind inflation. In
this case, inflation lowers depreciation allowances and hence raises taxable income.

4 For exa- ple, the calculation of average incremental cost as an approximation to long-run marginal cost in public
utility pricing is normally carried out initially in constant prices and then adjusted for expected inflation.
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The real return on this cash flow (and, of course, the real NPV of the loan) would depend on the
inflation rate. If there is no inflation, the real return would be 10 percent (the present value of
the flows, discounted at 10 percent would, of course, be zero). If inflation goes up to 5 percent
per year, the real cash flow would be as follows:

Table 2.4. Real Cash Flows, 10 Percent Interest Rate, 5 Percent Inflation Rate

Year 0 1 2 3 4 5
Principal -100.0 -95.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Interest 0.0 9.5 18.1 17.3 16.5 15.7
Amortization 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 156.7
Cash flow -100.0 -85.7 18.1 17.3 16.5 172.4

The real return on the loan from the lender's point of view would be only 5 percent, and its NPV
(discounting the flows at 10 percent) would be minus $32 million. The $32 million would
amount to an implicit transfer from the lender to the borrower. Inflation would have other
effects as well. For example, the purchasing power of the second year disbursements would be
less than expected, leaving a financing gap that would have to be filled from other sources. All
of these effects can be calculated using a spreadsheet program and incorporating inflation rates
as parameters. Using a similar procedure, we can assess the fiscal implications by conducting
the analysis in real terms and then assuming various inflation rates.

Profitability of Individual Project Entities

13. Measures of financial profitability for individual project beneficiaries-measures such as
are derived, for example, in farm budget analyses-should also be based on real prices. Because
of taxes, subsidies, or other policies, the real prices to the enterprises, used in calculating the
financial return, may not be the same as the prices used in measuring the economic return (this
issue is discussed in Chapters 4 and 5). However, changes over time in these two sets of prices
should be based on the same underlying market assumptions. Hence they should move in
parallel unless there are strong indications that changes in policies affecting the margin between
the prices relevant for the economic and financial analysis will result in divergent trends. In
particular, it is generally inconsistent to calculate NPVs (or IRRs) on the basis of real prices,
which are assumed to change, while calculating, for example, farm budget NPVs (or IRRs) on
the basis of present prices, which are assumed to remain constant in real terms throughout the
life of the project.
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Chapter 3. Consideration of Alternatives

1. One of the most important steps in project evaluation is the consideration of alternatives
throughout the project cycle, from identification through appraisal. Many important choices are
made at an early stage, when alternatives are rejected or retained for more detailed study. The
need to compare mutually exclusive options is one of the principal reasons for applying
economic analysis from the early stages of the project cycle. The particular problem that a
project is designed to solve may have many solutions, some of which may be optimal, not from
an economic point of view, but from a technical point of view. Good economic analysis inquires
whether the project can be expected to create more net benefits to the economy than any other
known option for the use of the resources in question. The project design, therefore, should be
compared with various other designs involving differences in such important aspects as the scale
of the project, the choice of beneficiaries, the types of outputs and services, the production
technology, location, starting date, and sequencing of components. The project should also be
compared with the alternative of not doing it at all.

"With" and "Without" Comparisons

2. Whatever the nature of the project, its implementation reduces the supply of inputs and
increases the supply of outputs available to the rest of the economy. Examining the difference
between the availability of inputs and outputs with and without the project is the basic method of
identifying project costs and benefits; it is not normally the same as a before/after comparison.
The with/without comparison attempts to measure the incremental benefits arising from the
project. The before/after comparison, by contrast, fails to account for changes in production that
would occur without the project and thus leads to an erroneous statement of the benefit
attributable to the project investment.

Figure 3.1. The With/Without Project Comparison

Net benefits
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net benefitsj
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3. As figure 3.1 illustrates, a change in output can take place if production is already
increasing (decreasing) and would continue to increase (decrease) even without the project.
Thus, if production without the project were to increase at 3 percent per year and with the project
at 5 percent per year, the project's contribution would be an increase of 2 percent per year. A
before/after comparison would attribute the entire 5 percent growth in production, not just the
incremental benefit, to the project. Of course, if production without the project were to remain
stagnant and production with the project were to increase 5 percent per year, the before/after
comparison would yield the same result as the with/without comparison. Box 3.1 shows a
comparison of the costs and benefits of a highway rehabilitation project with and without the
project.

B&x 3.1: The Withand& Without Case: VietNamAHighway Rehabilitation Projeet
After decadesofi warzand,economic stanation, Viet Nam's deteriorated infrastructure.threatens to

lhamper jthe. countryy's economic recovery. It is estirnated that the countryvneeds tob .invest the equivalenthof
3: percent bof GDPper year hover the next I0 to 15 years for the rehabilitation and modernization of the
transport sector.:. The egovernment haszrequested I:A assistance to rehabilitate the mainhighway network..
The aims ofthe project are threefold (a) Jto raise overall economic efficiency and support economic.-.
recoverybyb upgrading critical Isegmets:of the national highway -network; (b) to transfer rodeinroad 
technologyothe t cies ough a pgram :oftechnical assistance.and tiriing; and (cnto

strenghen hghwaymaintnance capacity by providingtechnca assistance adeupet

The project has three,main components: highway rehabilitation, improvements to fen crossings,
and.technical assistance. IDA -is financing $158.5 million of the total project cost of $176.0 million.

The table below illustrates the benefits:of the highway rehabilitation component of the project.
Similar analyses vere conducted. for the remaining components. Thbe withwithout project situations are
compared in, Ethe: analysis Aonh the': basis of highway maintenance., costs and vehicle operation costs ,:(VOC). 

kTheanalysisAtakes into acco:unt project-induced changes tin .both :surface conditions- and vehiclet speeds.-
; The NPV of :the progjectis jUS$533 gmillion.: Thenet :cash. flow is: calculated for6each :offthfe. 1-2 project
years.,

Cost witloutprojed: B:*flCostwdproject Beef sreams

Vehicle Construction lebicle ConiOCstruion VOC Ne

Maintenance operation aton cost savings. savgs benet

7004 ti000 :021994 0 .02 5-0.7C02::0 Ari 3 61.196 50.702 i: - -30.894 0 .000 -10; 0894

219957 0.353 - 6G3.344 14.449 1 63.144 -14.096 0.000 -14.C96

1996 .0.40.2: 77.685. 144449 ~ 35.327 -14.047: :42.359 282111

1997, 0.439 :94.613 0.~1 40 41.508 0.291 53.051 :] 53.395

19495 0.49 .600 -. 51 48. 0 0. 65630 65.970 100

J999 0.528 130.278 0.155 5&8003. : 0.373 0M275 80764 8

20001 ~ :0.573 168505968.900 0414 i : 97.945 9835

2001 0.8242200-32 0.163 82227 0.450 10.125 18.7

2002 0.466 -:241.962 0.172: 98392 -0.494 143.570 144064

:: tt .200300 4:40 ;00 0 0 0.725 t00004 290.646 t 4 0.:85 A17.8991:.0 0.40,: 172.765; 173.305

.2004* 0.365 45.234::0l00 0.205: 1424540 0.561 1202,780 203.341-:

2005 0.813- 4 Y0.161 U :0.218 173.366 .-.... 0565 ... 233.794; .... 234.389:.,

:Sourct Viet Nani-Hihwa P 2025- VN,

4. Sometimes a project competes with other projects and diverts demand away from
existing projects. For example, a hospital may provide services not only to people who
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otherwise would not have had access to health care, but also to patients who would have used
existing facilities. The benefits from the new hospital are overstated if the analyst counts as
benefits the treatments received by all the patients visiting the hospital, rather than the
incremental number of patients receiving treatment. This situation is illustrated in figure 3.2,
where D is the demand for hospital services and S is the original supply of a good. The initial
price is P and the initial quantity produced and consumed is a. The augmented supply after
construction of a new facility is S' and the new price is P'. The project's total addition to
capacity is cb, but the net increase in actual use of the service is ab, with a displacement of ac
from the old facilities. The incremental benefit of the project is ab, even though the net addition
to capacity is cb. If the project is a government-sponsored hospital, for example, and the initial
supply was provided by the private sector, then the net benefits of the project would be
overestimated if based on cb rather than on ab. Of course, the cost savings incurred in reducing
the amount provided by the old facility also have to be taken into account.

Figure 3.2. Displacement and Addition Effects

Si

D~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Private Sector Counterfactual

5. An important consideration in the with/without the project comparison is the reaction of
the private sector in the absence of the government project. In some cases the private sector
would have stepped in and undertaken the project anyway. The costs and benefits of the
government-provided good or service should then be compared with the costs and benefits of
having the private sector provide the same goods and services. Although ultimately the decision
to have government involvement in a particular project is a decision of policy and not necessarily
of economics, economic analysis can help decision makers by pinpointing the distribution of
costs and benefits among the various stakeholders.
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Separable Components

Sometimes a project consists of several interrelated subprojects or components. When
the components are independent of each other, each component must be treated as if it were a
separate project and the analyst must determine whether each component increases or decreases
the project's total net present value. Any component that has a negative net present value should
be dropped, even if the total net present value of all the components is positive. In other words,
each separable component must justify itself as a marginal part of the overall project.

Suppose that a project provides three benefits, hydroelectric power, irrigation water, and
recreational facilities. This project might appear at first to consist of three complementary and
inseparable components. But if the water is needed early in the year for irrigation and only later
in the year to meet peak demand for electricity, and if the tourist season occurs at the end of the
year, the three uses might conflict with one another. For example, rnaximizing the use for
electricity generation might result in an empty reservoir when the tourist season begins. If
maximizing the net present value of the whole package entails reducing the efficiency of one
component, then dropping one or more components might result in an overall package with a
higher net present value.

Appraising such a project requires several steps. First, each separable component needs
to be appraised independently. Second, each possible combination must be appraised. Finally,
the entire project, comprising all of the separable components, must be appraised as a package.
Thus, the hydroelectric component must be appraised separately, considering the most
appropriate technology for generating electricity, disregarding its uses for irrigation or
recreation. Similarly, the irrigation component must be appraised as an irrigation project,
choosing the most appropriate design for irrigation and disregardingr its potential use for
electricity generation or recreation. Finally, the recreation component must also be appraised
independently using the same general approach.

The second step would involve appraising three combinations, hydro-irrigation, hydro-
recreation, irrigation-recreation. In each case, the most approprialte technology for the
combination would be used, and the NPV of each combination would be assessed. The final step
would be to evaluate the design that combines all three components. This design, as well, would
be predicated on a technology that maximizes the NPV from the combined facilities. We would
thus have seven alternatives: hydro, irrigation, recreation, hydro-irrigation, hydro-recreation,
irrigation-recreation, and hydro-irrigation-recreation. The preferred alternative would be the one
that yields the highest NPV. If there is a budget constraint, the preferred alternative would be the
one that maximizes the NPV without exceeding the budget.'

This example is taken from Jenkins and Harberger (1992), pp.5:8-5:12.
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Chapter 4. Getting the Flows Right:
Identifying Costs and Benefits

1. The next step in economic analysis is to identify the project's costs and benefits. The
projectedfinancial revenues and costs are often a good starting point for identifying economic
benefits and costs, but two types of adjustments are necessary. First, it is necessary to include
(or exclude) some costs and benefits. Second, it is necessary to revalue inputs and outputs at
their social opportunity costs. Financial analysis looks at the project from the perspective of the
implementing agency: it identifies the project's net money flows to the implementing entity and
assesses the entity's ability to meet its financial obligations and to finance future investments.
Economic analysis, by contrast, looks at a project from the perspective of the entire country
("society") and measures the effects of the project on the economy as a whole. These different
points of view require that analysts take into consideration different items when looking at the
costs of a project, use different valuations for the items considered, and in some cases, even use
different rates to discount the streams of costs and benefits.

2. In financial analysis we are interested in the items that entail monetary outlays. In
economic analysis, we are interested in the opportunity costs for the country. Even if the project
entity does not pay for the use of a resource, that does not mean that the resource is a free good.
If a project diverts resources from other activities that produce goods or services, the value of
what is given up represents an opportunity cost of the project to society. Many projects involve
economic costs that do not necessarily involve a corresponding money flow from the project's
financial account; for example, an adverse environmental effect that is not reflected in the
project accounts may represent major economic costs. Likewise, a money payment made by the
project entity-say the payment of a tax-is a financial but not an economic cost: it does not
involve the use of resources, only a transfer from the project entity to the government. Finally,
some inputs-say the services of volunteer workers-may be donated, entailing no money flows
from the project entity. Such inputs also must be taken into account in estimating the economic
cost of projects.

3. Another important difference between financial and economic analysis concerns the
prices that the project entity uses to value the inputs and outputs. Financial analysis is based on
the actual prices that the project entity pays for inputs and receives for outputs. The prices used
for economic analysis are based on the opportunity costs to the country. The economic values of
both inputs and outputs differ from their financial values because of market distortions created
either by the government or by the private sector. Tariffs, export taxes and subsidies, excise and
sales taxes, production subsidies, and quantitative restrictions are common distortions created by
governments. Monopolies are a market phenomenon that can be created by either government or
the private sector. Some market distortions are created by the public nature of the good or
service. The values to society of common public services, such as clean water, transportation,
road services, and electricity, are often significantly greater than the financial prices people are
required to pay for them. It is such factors that create divergence between the financial and the
economic prices for a project.

4. Economic and financial costs are always closely intertwined, but they never coincide.
The divergence between financial and economic prices and flows shows the extent to which
someone in society, other than the project entity, enjoys a benefit or pays a cost of the project.
Sometimes such payments are in the form of explicit taxes and subsidies, as in a sales tax;
sometimes they are implicit, as in price controls. The magnitudes and incidence of transfers are
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important pieces of information that shed light on the project's fiscal impact, on the distribution
of its costs and benefits, and hence on its likely opponents and supporters. By identifying the
groups that benefit from the project and the groups that pay for its costs, the analyst can extract
valuable information about the incentives that these groups have to see to it that the project is
implemented as designed.

5. It is evident, then, that a thorough evaluation should summarize all of the relevant
information about the project. To look at the project from the point of view of society as well as
from that of the implementing agency, identify gainers and losers, and, ultimately, decide
whether the project can be implemented and sustained, it is necessary to integrate the financial,
fiscal, and economic analyses and identify the sources of the differences.

Cash Flow Analysis

6. Financial analysis of projects is based on cashflow analysis. For every period during the
expected life of the project, the financial analyst estimates the cash likely to be generated by the
project and subtracts the cash likely to be needed to sustain the project. The net cash flows result
in the financial profile of the project. Because the financial evaluation of a project is based on
cash flows, it omits some important items that appear in profit-and-loss statements. For
example, depreciation and depletion charges are used in income statements and balance sheet
accounting to arrive at an estimate of net profit. These concepts are imputed financial costs that
do not entail cash outlays and consequently do not appear in either the financial or economic
flows used to calculate net present values and economic rates of return.

Sunk Costs

7. For both financial and economic analysis, bygones are bygones. 'What matters are future
costs and future benefits. Sunk costs are costs incurred in the past in connection with the
proposed project. However ill-advised they may have been, such costs have already been
incurred and can no longer be avoided. When analyzing a proposed lproject, sunk costs are
ignored. Economic and financial analyses consider only future retums to future costs.

8. Ignoring sunk costs sometimes leads to seemingly paradoxical, but correct, results. If a
considerable arnount has already been spent on a project, the future returns to the costs of
completing the project may be extremely high, even if the project should never have been
undertaken. As a ridiculous extreme, let us postulate a poor project that needs only one dollar to
be completed in order to realize any benefits at all. The returns to the last dollar may be
extremely high, and the project should be completed even if it should never have been
undertaken in the first place. But it is not valid to argue that a project must be completed just
because much has already been spent on it. To save resources, it is preferable to stop a project
midway whenever the expected future costs exceed the expected future benefits.

9. Although it may be more economical to stop a partially completed project than to finish
it, this does not mean that a partially completed project can be closed at no cost. Closing a
project is often costly: for example, partially completed contracts may have to be canceled and a
penalty incurred. Such costs have to be taken into account in deciding whether or not to close
the project. Similarly, the cash flow of a project should show some liquidation value at the
"end" of the project, and this liquidation value should be counted as a benefit. Sometimes, to
focus attention on the years for which the information is more reliable, it is useful to use the
estimated liquidation value of a project as of a certain year.

Interest Payments and Repayment of Principal

10. Financial costs are an important component of a firm's income statement. Debt
service-the payment of interest and the repayment of principal-entaiils cash outlays, but is
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nevertheless omitted from economic and financial analysis because in both cases what matters is
assessing the quality of the project independently of its financing mode. Another reason for
excluding debt service from economic analysis is that debt service does not entail a use of
resources, but only a transfer of resources from the payer to the payee. Gittinger states the
rationale very clearly:

From the standpoint of the farmer [who receives a loan], receipt of a loan
increases the production resources he has available; payment of interest and
repayment of principal reduce them. But from the standpoint of the economy,
things look different. Does the loan reduce the national income available? No,
it merely transfers the control over resources from the lender to the borrower....
A loan represents the transfer of a claim to real resources from the lender to the
borrower. When the borrower pays interest or repays the principal, he is
transferring the claim to the real resources back to the lender-but neither the
loan nor the repayment represents, in itself, use of the resources (Gittinger,
1982b, p. 52).

Interest during Construction

11. Sometimes lending institutions "capitalize" the interest during construction; that is, they
add the value of interest during construction to the principal of the loan and do not require any
interest payments until the project begins to generate income. Whether the interest is capitalized
or not, its treatment for purposes of economic analysis is the same: interest during construction
is still a transfer and is omitted from the economic accounts.

Physical Contingencies

12. Physical contingencies represent expected real costs and, unlike price contingencies, are
included in project economic costs in project economic analysis. Physical contingencies may be
"allocated" to specific items of cost, or they may be "unallocated"-that is, not attributable to
expected cost increases for any specific item in the project costs.

Transfer Payments

13. Some payments that appear in the cost streams of financial analysis do not represent
economic costs, but merely a transfer of the control over resources from one group in society to
another group. For example, taxes and subsidies are transfer payments, not economic costs. The
term "direct transfer payments" is used to identify payments that show up directly in the project
accounts but that do not affect national income. Direct transfer payments-which include
income taxes, property taxes, and subsidies-redistribute national income and generally affect
the government treasury, positively or negatively. When looking at the project from the point of
view of the project entity, taxes and subsidies affect the benefits and costs of the project, but
when looking at the project from society's viewpoint, a tax for the project entity is an income for
the government and a subsidy for the entity is a cost to the government. The flows net out.
Should taxes and subsidies be disregarded? Not at all. Transfer payments affect the distribution
of project costs and benefits and hence are important to assess who gains and who loses from the
project. If taxes and subsidies render a project unfeasible from the point of view of the project
entity, they are important in assessing project sustainability. A complete profile of the project
should identify not only the amounts involved in taxes and subsidies but also the groups that
enjoy the benefits and bear the costs. Usually, the government collects the taxes and pays the

;dies. In these cases, the difference between the financial and the economic analysis
accounts for a major portion of the fiscal impact of the project.
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Taxes vs. User Charges

14. Some care must be exercised in identifying taxes. Not all charges levied by
governments are transfer payments; some are user charges levied in exchange for goods sold or
services rendered. Water charges paid to a government agency, for example, are a payment by
farmers to the irrigation authority in exchange for the use of water. Whether a government levy
is a payment for goods and services or a tax depends on whether the levy is directly associated
with the purchase of a good or a service and accurately reflects the real resource flows associated
with the use of the service. For example, irrigation charges frequently do not cover the true cost
of supplying the service; thus, while they indicate a real resource flow as opposed to a pure
transfer payment, the real economic cost would be better measured by estimating the long-run
marginal cost of supplying the water and showing the difference as a subsidy to water users.

Subsidies

15. Subsidies are taxes in reverse and for purposes of economic analysis should be removed
from the receipts of the projects. From society's point of view, subsidies are transfers that shift
control over resources from the giver to the recipient, but they do not represent a use of
resources. The resources needed to produce an input (or import it from abroad) represent the
input's true cost to society. For this reason, economic analysis uses the full cost of goods, not
the subsidized price.

Donations and Contributions in Kind

16. In some cases, the project entity receives goods and services free of charge. For
example, in education projects it is common to have parents and volunteers perform essential
services for schools. These services are rendered free of charge, but nevertheless they represent
a true cost to the parents and volunteers and to the economy. In some other cases, the project
may benefit from donations in kind. For example, hospitals may receive costly medical
equipment as gifts from the private sector or NGOs. When evaluating projects from society's
viewpoint, it is important to include these items. It is customary to impute a value to the goods
and services so rendered by valuing them at their market price as a first approximation to their
economic cost. The next chapter will deal with the valuation problems in more detail.

The China Agricultural Support Services Project: An Example

17. The China Agricultural Support Services Project (11 147-CHA) illustrates some of these
concepts. The objective of the project was to strengthen the institutions that provide support
services to farmers, thus increasing the productivity and intensity of crop and livestock
production. The project consisted of seven major components: agricultural management and
information, extension, seed supply, livestock, animal and plant quarantine, quality control, and
project management services. The total project cost was $238.3 million (1992 prices and
exchange rate). Central, provincial, prefecture, municipal, and county governments would
finance 52 percent, increasing public sector expenditures by $123.3 million. The remaining 48
percent would be financed by an IDA credit.

18. Farmers would be charged fully for services rendered through iincreased tax revenues
and service fees. The incremental net income, imputed values for family labor, management
services, return to own capital, taxes, and charges were estimated according to the adoption rates
for two technologies (improving the existing technology or adopting new technology) and
according to the incremental production under each of the three scenarios. Scenario I presented
an adoption rate of 45 percent for existing technology and 5 percent for new technology; sce-
nario II, 50 percent for existing and 20 percent for new; and scenario III, 50 percent for existing
and 30 percent for new. The analysis was extended over the project's 20-year life using a
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discount rate of 12 percent. Project costs under scenario I were 820 million yuen and project
charges (taxes) were 214 million yuan, resulting in a cost recovery index of 26.1 percent.

Table 4.1. Agricultural Support Services Project: Analysis of
Fiscal Impact
(thousand yuan, NPV discounted at 12%)

Category Society Government Farmers
Income 2,446,975 2,446,975
Costs

Family labor (971,757) (971,757)
Management services (244,697) (244,697)
Returns to own capital (122,349) (122,349)
Contingencies (244,697) (244,697)
Taxes 213,758 (213,758)

Project costs (819,993) (819,993)
Net benefits 43,482 (606,235) 649,717

19. Table 4.1 shows the estimated present value of the income, costs, and taxes under
scenario I. Farmers receive the total income on the project, Y2.4 billion. Family labor,
management services, imputed return on own capital, and contingencies are costs borne by
farmers. In addition, farmers incur a tax liability of Y214 million, which, from the farmer's
viewpoint is a cost and from the government's viewpoint an income. From society's viewpoint
the transaction is a transfer that nets out and hence is not included in the project costs. Finally,
the project's nonrecurrent costs, Y820 million, are borne by the government. Farmers increase
their income by Y650 million, and society as a whole enjoys an income increase of about Y43
million. The fiscal cost of the project is Y606 million.

20. Presenting an integrated view of the financial, fiscal, and economic analyses along the
lines of table 4.1 has major advantages. First, it shows why economic and financial analyses
differ. In this case, the government is absorbing a major share of the costs and making the
project even more attractive to farmers. Second, it clearly shows the fiscal impact of the project.
Third, it provides an insight into the incentives that each of the stakeholders has to see the
project through. In this case, the farmers are likely to be solidly behind the project, as they
benefit handsomely. The government is also likely to support the project, as it wins farmer
support. The same analysis done annually would show that the government bears project costs
up front. Once the costs are incurred, the project is likely to be sustainable.

Externalities

21. A project may have a negative (or positive) impact on specific groups in society without
the project entity incurring a corresponding monetary cost (or enjoying a monetary benefit). For
example, an irrigation project may lead to reduced fish catch. The reduction in fish catch would
represent a cost to society that would be borne by fishermen, yet it would not be reflected
necessarily in the monetary flows of the project entity. These external effects, known as
"externalities, need to be considered when adjusting financial flows to reflect economic costs.
If the cost is measurable in monetary terms, we would gain an important insight into the
incentives that fishermen "'ould have to oppose the project. Chapter 6 treats environmental
externalities in more detail.
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Consumer Surplus

22. In some cases, a project may not only increase output but also reduce the price of the
output to consumers. Output price changes typically (but not only) occur in power, water,
sanitation, and telecommunications projects. When a project lowers the price of the project's
output, more consumers have access to the same product and the old consumers pay a lower
price for the same product. Valuing the benefits at the new, lower price understates the project's
contribution to society's welfare. If the benefits of the project are equated with the new quantity
valued at the new price, the estimate of benefits ignores consumer surplus: the difference
between what consumers are prepared to pay for a product and what they actually pay. In
principle, this increase in consumer surplus should be treated as part of the benefits of the
project.1

Measuring Consumer Surplus

23. Measuring consumer surplus is straightforward under certain simplifying assumptions.
Consider a project that lowers the price of a product from PI to P2 As a result of the lower price,
the quantity demanded rises from Ql to Q2 as figure 4.1 shows. Consumer surplus is the sum of
areas A and B. Area A is what consumers save from the price drop and is equal to the difference
in price times the quantity sold at the old price.

Figure 4.1. Measuring Consumer Surplus

P1

P2

Q Q2

24. In some cases, the savings that accrue to consumers (area A in figure 4.1) also represent
a loss to producers. For example, take a hydroelectric project that reduces the cost of generating
electricity and increases the amount of electricity available to the country. As a result of the
project, the domestic price of electricity falls from P1 to P2. The original consumers save an
amount equal to the area A. But this savings is compensated for by a corresponding loss of

I There may also be a gain in consumer surplus without any decline in price. If supply is rationed at a price below
what consumers would be willing to pay, an increase in supply at the same controlled price involves a gain in
consumer surplus over and above what consumers actually pay for the increase. This may be particularly
significant for public utility projects.
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revenues for the electricity company. There is no net benefit to society from the savings thus
obtained: the consumer's gain is the electric company's loss. The net benefit to society,
therefore, is only the area B. Area A would also have been a net gain to the country if, say, the
electricity had been imported and the project had consisted in substituting domestic for imported
energy. In this case the gain to society would have been the sum of the two areas A and B.

25. Justifying a project on the basis of consumer surplus, however, presents practical
difficulties because consumer surplus is a benefit that accrues to the consumer without a
corresponding benefit to the producer. Thus, although a project may have a high NPV if
consumer surplus is included, it may not be sustainable because the implementing agency will
not partake of these benefits.

26. If the project entails a decrease in the price of the product and its NPV is positive even
without taking into account consumer surplus, then adding consumer surplus to the benefits only
increases the NPV of an already acceptable project. If, on the other hand, the project's NPV is
negative, adding consumer surplus to the benefits might render the NPV positive. Relying on
consumer surplus to justify such a project requires that analysts pay special attention to the
project's financial viability. The project's economic viability will be undermined if financial
viability is not ensured, and expenditures for operations and maintenance will inevitably suffer.
For projects that are justified because of consumer surplus, then, analysts must show explicitly
(a) the NPV with and without consumer surplus; (b) the amount of the financial shortfall and the
source of funds to finance it; and (c) the sustainability of the arrangement.

27. If the project entails an increase in the price of the output (and hence a loss of consumer
surplus), then, to avoid overestimating the NPV, the analyst should measure the loss and
incorporate it into the economic analysis. The implications for the quantity demanded of project
output must be explicitly stated and convincingly linked to relevant supporting evidence.
Moreover, the realism and mutual consistency of the demand forecast and the projected level of
the price of the output should be evaluated.

Net Benefits Profile

28. A project's financial and economic cash flows can be illustrated by plotting its net
benefits on the vertical axis and time on the horizontal axis, as in figure 4.2. Usually, the net
benefits profile is negative in the initial stages of a project's life, when the costs of getting the
project started are incurred, and positive thereafter, when the benefits exceed the costs. Some
projects may have negative net benefits during the middle of their lives if additional investments
are necessary to keep them going.
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Figure 4.2. Net Benefits Profile of a Project
Positive benefits
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Negative benefits (costs)
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Chapter 5. Getting the Prices Right:
Market Prices vs. Economic Costs

1. Financial costs and benefits are valued at the prices that the project entity is expected to pay
for them. Usually these are prices set by the market, although in some cases they may be controlled
by government. However, these prices do not necessarily reflect economic costs to society. The
economic values of both inputs and outputs may differ from their financial values because of market
distortions created by either the government or the private sector. Tariffs, export taxes and subsidies,
excise and sales taxes, production subsidies, and quantitative restrictions are common distortions
created by governments. Monopolies are a market phenomenon that can be created by either private
or public sector actions. Some market distortions are created by the nature of the good or service: the
values to society of common public services, such as clean water, transportation, road services, and
electricity, are often significantly greater than the financial prices people are required to pay for them.
A project that sells electricity below its economic cost is implicitly subsidizing the users of the
service. Similarly, a project that employs labor at a wage rate that is higher than labor's economic
cost is implicitly subsidizing labor. The differences between financial and economic prices are rents
that accrue to some group in the society and convey important information about the distribution of
costs and benefits.

Valuation of Inputs and Outputs

2. In economies where distortions are few, market prices provide a reasonably good
approximation of the opportunity costs of inputs and outputs. In economies characterized by price
distortions, however, market prices are a poor reflection of those costs, and the financial assessment
of the project usually differs markedly from the economic assessment. A major aim of economic
analysis is to assess the project's contribution to the society's welfare. This evaluation requires that
the analyst compensate for price distortions by using "shadow" prices that reflect more closely the
opportunity costs and benefits of the project, instead of market prices. Although in principle all
prices should be adjusted to reflect opportunity costs, these calculations would be extremely time-
consuming and expensive. In practice, only a few adjustments are undertaken. The most important
adjustments concern the prices of tradeable goods, the exchange rate, and the wage rate.

Tradeable and Nontradeable Goods

3. Typically, a project's inputs include material inputs, public utilities, labor, land, and services.
Some of these goods and services are tradeable, some are nontradeable, and others are not traded but
are potentially tradeable. These distinctions are important because the valuation of each type of good
is different. Traded goods include those that are either imported or exported by the country.
Tradeable goods include all traded goods and goods that the country could import (or export) under
conditions of free trade, but it does not trade because of such trade barriers as import duties; material
inputs are normally tradeable goods. Nontradeable goods are those that by their nature either cannot
be traded or are uneconomical to trade internationally. Real estate, hotel accommodations, haircuts,
and other services are typically nontradeable. Nontradeable goods also include goods whose costs of
production and transportation are so high as to preclude trade, even under conditions of free trade. In
principle, a good falls into this category if its CIF cost (landed price) is greater than the local cost,
precluding importation, and, at the same time, its local cost is greater than the FOB price, precluding
exportation. Most of the material inputs that go into Bank projects are tradeables. In some cases
electric energy and transportation might be nontradeable. Land is always a nontradeable good.
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4. To determine whether a good is tradeable or nontradeable, the first step is to ascertain
whether the good is internationally traded. If no international trade exists, then it is safe to assume
that the good is nontradeable. If international trade takes place, but not in the country where the
project is to take place, the second step is to estimate the relevant CIF and FOB prices and to compare
them to the domestic price. If the CIF price (net of import duties and subsidies) of the good is higher
than its domestic price, then the good is clearly not importable. If its FOB price (net of export duties
and subsidies) is lower than the domestic price, then the good is clearly not exportable.' If, on the
other hand, imports are not coming into the country because, for example, import duties render the
CIF price higher than the domestic price, international trade is not taking place because of distortions,
but the good is potentially a traded good. Likewise, if export duties make exports uncompetitive, the
good is potentially a traded good. All such potentially traded, but nontraded, goods should be treated
as nontradeable goods.

Valuation of Tradeable Goods

5. For various reasons, domestic market prices typically do not reflect the opportunity costs to
the country. In many countries, for example, import duties increase the price of domestic goods
above the level that would prevail under conditions of free trade. If the domrestic price of inputs is far
higher than under conditions of free trade, a project that uses the protected input may have a low
financial expected NPV. Likewise, if a project produces a good that enjoys protection, the financial
NPV of the project may be higher than under conditions of free tradle. To approximate the
opportunity costs to the country, the valuation of tradeable inputs and outputs in economic analysis
relies on "border" rather than on domestic market prices.2

6. Border prices are either CIF or FOB prices suitably adjusted for internal transport costs and
other costs, but net of taxes and subsidies. If the country is a net exporter of the good in question, the
appropriate border price is the FOB price of exports (also known as export-parity price). If the
country is a net importer, the appropriate border price is the CIF price of imports plus internal
transport costs (or import-parity price).

7. Table 5.1 and 5.2 show sample calculations of border prices taken from Gittinger (1982a, pp.
80-82). In table 5.1, Gittinger is trying to determine the price at which an import substitute (maize, in
this case) must be produced domestically if it is to compete with imports. Gittinger begins with the
price of No. 2 U.S. yellow corn in bulk at a U.S. port: $116 per ton. He then adds freight, insurance,
and transport to Lagos (or Apapa), Nigeria, and arrives at a landed cost of $147, or N91 at the then-
prevailing exchange rate of $1.62 per naira. Gittinger then estimates landing and port charges plus
internal transport to a wholesale market at N40, for a total of N13 1. Presumably, farmers would be
able to sell their maize at N13 1 in this market, but to do so they would have to incur transport costs
and some storage losses, which Gittinger estimated at N41 per ton. If we subtract these costs, the
farmgate price becomes N90 per ton: the import-parity price at the fari.crate. The last column of
table 5.1 shows the steps for estimating the economic price for maize. In this case both the financial
and the economic prices are the same because maize was not subject to any taxes. (Table 5.2 shows a
case in which these two prices differ.)

Of course, t., .xchange rate is crucial in this calculation. A nontradeable may become an export if the real exchange rate
falls.

2 The Technical Annex prov- 2s a theoretical justification for using border prices as the prices that reflect the opportunity
costs to the country.
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Table 5.1. Import-Parity Price of Early-Crop Maize, Nigeria
(1976 prices)

Step in the calculation Relevant step in Price per ton
the Nigerian example Financial Economic

FOB at point of export FOB U.S. Gulf Ports US$116 US$116
(No. 2 U.S. yellow corn in
bulk)

Add freight, insurance, and Freight, insurance, and US$31 US$3 1
unloading at point of import unloading at point of import

CIF Lagos or Apapa
Equals CIF at point of import US$147 US$147

Convert foreign currency to Converted at official N91 N91
domestic currency at official exchange rate of
exchange rate Ni = US$1.62
Add local port charges Landing and port charges 22 22

(including cost of bags)
Add local transport Transport 18 18

and marketing costs
to relevant market

Equals price at market Wholesale price N131 N131

Deduct transport and Primary marketing (includes 14 14
marketing costs to assembly, cost of
relevant market bags, and intermediary

margins)

Deduct local storage, transport, Transport 18 18
and marketing costs (if not part of Storage loss (10 percent of 9 9
project cost) harvested weight)

Equals import-parity price at Import-parity price at farmgate N90 N90
farmgate

Source: Gittinger, 1982a, p. 82

8. Table 5.2 shows similar calculations for an export-parity price. The question here is, what
price would farmers receive if they must produce for export? Gittinger begins with the price of cotton
in Liverpool, England: $639 per ton for cotton lint and $103 for cotton seed. Gittinger estimates both
prices because a cotton farmer receives revenues from the sale of both lint and seed. To get the lint
and the seed from Port Sudan to Liverpool, an exporter would have to pay $40 and $28 per ton,
respectively, in freight and insurance, netting $599 for lint and $79 for seed. In domestic currency,
these prices would be the equivalent of £Sd208 and £Sd27, respectively. From the domestic price
equivalents, we deduct export duties, port handling charges, and local transport from the market to
Port Sudan, for net prices of£Sdl79 for lint and £Sdl8 for seed. To calculate the farmgate price, it is
necessary to convert these prices to their seed cotton equivalent-the product that farmers sell.
Gittinger weights the prices of the two products by their respective yields from a ton of seed cotton to
obtain the export-parity price of seed cotton.3 He then deducts the costs of ginning, bailing,

3 Gittinger actually used three products. To simplify the presentation, we have omitted the third, scarto, a by-product of
very short, soiled fibers.
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Table 5.2. Financial Export-Parity Price for Cotton, Sudan
(1980 prices)

Step in the Relevant step in the Price per ton
calculation Sudanese example Lint Seed

CIF at point of import CIF Liverpool (taken as
estimate for all

European ports) US$639.33 US$103.39

Deduct unloading at point Freight, insurance, and 39.63 24.73
of import, freight to handling
point of import, and
insurance

Equals FOB at point of FOB Port Sudan US$599.70 IJS$78.66
export

Convert foreign currency Converted at official
to domestic currency at exchange rate of
official exchange rate £Sdl.00 = US$2.872 £Sd208.81 £Sd27.39

Deduct export duties Export duties 17.81 1.00

Deduct local port Port handling 5.56 1.51
charges

Deduct local transport Freight to Port Sudan 6.78 6.78
and marketing costs at £Sd6.78 per ton
from project to
point of export (if
not part of project
cost)

Equals export-parity Export-parity price at gin £Sdl78.66 £Sdl8.10
price at project at project site
boundary

Conversion allowance, Convert to seed cotton 71.46 10.68
if necessary a (£Sdl78.66 x 0.40 +

£Sd18.10 x 0.59)

Equals price of seed I:Sd82.14
cotton

Deduct local storage, Ginning, baling, and -15.23
transport, and storage (£Sdl5.229 per
marketing costs (if ton)
not part of project Collection and internal -1.06
cost) transfer (£Sdl.064 per

ton).

Equals export-parity Export-parity price at f:Sd65.85
price at farmgate farTngate

Source: Gittinger, 1982a, p. 82
a Conversion assumption: I ton of seed cotton yields 400 kilograms of lint and 590 kilograms of seed.

transportation, and storage and arrives at tt.Q export-parity farmgate price of £Sd65.85. Note that the
relevant prices in these examples are those that the farmer would receive (or pay) at the point where the
project is located. This general principle should always 1- followed in economic analysis: the relevant
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prices are measured at some common point, usually the location of the project-for example, at the
farmgate or ex-factory.

Shadow Exchange Rate

9. In tables 5.1 and 5.2, prices expressed in foreign exchange were converted to domestic
currencies using the official exchange rate. However, the official, or even the market, exchange rates
may not reflect the economic value in units of domestic currency of a unit of foreign exchange. Trade
policies (e.g., import duties, quantitative restrictions, export subsidies, export taxes) distort not only
individual prices of goods, but also the price of foreign exchange for the economy as a whole. Whenever
serious trade distortions are present, border prices need to be converted into domestic currency
equivalents using a shadow exchange rate, not the official or market exchange rate. A shadow exchange
rate is appropriate even if there are no balance-of-payments problems, or if the official exchange rate is
allowed to adjust freely. The relevant question is whether there are trade distortions. In general, the
shadow exchange rate equals the market (or official) exchange rate only if all trade distortions, such as
import duties and export subsidies, are eliminated. Because most countries impose import duties and
some grant export subsidies, it is generally good practice to adjust the market exchange or official
exchange rate for these distortions. The Technical Appendix provides guidelines for calculating shadow
exchange rates. To illustrate the use of the shadow exchange rate, we will assume that the shadow
exchange rate in Sudan was 10 percent higher than the market rate.

10. Under this assumption, the value of any export to the economy was 10 percent higher than to the
individual exporter. This excess value, or premium, affects the economic costs or benefits of a project.
In the case of Sudan, it would have meant that the value to the country of every dollar of exports would
have been £SdO.383 instead of only £SdO.348. Instead of converting the price of tradeables in U.S.
dollars at the official exchange rate, we would have used £SdO.383. The value of lint in domestic
currency would then have been £Sd230 instead of £Sd209. In short, instead of converting values into
domestic currency using the official rate, we would simply have used the shadow rate.

Premium on Foreign Exchange

11. A difference between an economic and a financial price is an indication of a rent (or tax or
subsidy) accruing to (or being paid by) someone other than the project entity. The difference between
the economic and official or market price of foreign exchange is an example of such a case. To identify
the group that appropriates the difference, it is necessary to identify the source of that difference.

12. Take a country with a uniform import duty of 15 percent and no taxes or subsidies on exports.
Let us say that in this country the exchange rate is market determ ined and that it is 5:1 with respect to the
U.S. dollar. For every dollar of imports, every importer surrenders 5.75 units of domestic currency (5
units to purchase dollars plus 15 percent to pay for import duties). Exporters, on the other hand, receive
5 units of domestic currency for every dollar of exports. The import duty introduces a distortion that
drives a wedge between what importers must pay in order to import one dollar's worth of goods and
what exporters receive when they export one dollar's worth of goods. Because of this difference, the
economic price of foreign exchange is not equal to the market rate.4

13. As the Technical Appendix explains, in this country the economic cost of foreign exchange
would be a weighted average of 5 and 5.75. The weights will depend on the relative shares of imports
and exports in the country's external trade and on the elasticities of demand for exports and supply of

4 It is important to note that a difference between the financial and economic cost of foreign exchange could exist even in a
country with a market-determined exchange rate.
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imports. If the demand for imports is very elastic and the supply of exports is very inelastic, the
economic cost of foreign exchange will be closer to 5.75 than to 5. Let us assume that the weights are
0.8 for imports and 0.2 for exports and that the economic cost of foreign exchange is therefore 5.60.
Such a value would imply that that there is a premium on foreign exchange of 12 percent (5.6/5 = 1.12)
over the market rate. A project that uses foreign exchange will cost the ecoinomy 5.6 units of domestic
currency for every dollar of exports, yet importers will only pay 5.0. What happens to the difference?

14. In this case, the difference is a government loss. To the extent that the government diverts
foreign exchange from general use to the use of the project, the diversion has a fiscal impact. This fiscal
impact can be seen if we consider what happens when the government enters the market for foreign
exchange to use in a project. The additional government demand raises the price of foreign exchange
ever so slightly. As a result of the higher price, existing consumers will import less and there will be
some increase in exports. Because, in this example, exports do not receive subsidies nor pay taxes, the
expansion in exports has no fiscal impact, but the reduction in imports does. For every dollar that
imports are reduced, the government loses 15 cents in import duties. Bult not every unit of foreign
exchange diverted to the project is met from a reduction in imports. In this example, every unit of
foreign exchange diverted to the project is met by an 80-cent reduction in imports and a 20-cent increase
in exports, for 12-cent reduction in revenues, exactly equivalent to the premium on foreign exchange.5

Of course, since all imports pay 15 percent duty, for every unit of foreign exchange imported by the
project, the government will recover 15 cents. The net fiscal impact would be a positive 3 cents in
foreign currency (or 15 cents in domestic currency). The difference between the financial and economic
price (measured in domestic currency) of every dollar of imports would be as follows:

Fiscal impact:

Economic price + Import duty - Premium on foreign exchange = Financial price

5.60 +0.75 -0.60 5.75

15. In general, if the premium on foreign exchange is cx percent of the value of foreign exchange and
the duty on an input is D percent of its price, the fiscal impact of diverting one unit of foreign exchange
to a project for the importation of that input will be (,B - ax) percent. The fiscal impact will be exactly
symmetrical for exports. If the premium on foreign exchange is a percent and the project produces an
export that receives a subsidy of y percent, the fiscal impact of every unit of foreign exchange earned by
the project will be equal to (ax - y) percent.

16. If for the sake of simplicity we ignore internal transport costs and other transactional costs, the
relationships among financial prices, border prices, economic prices, and fiscal impact for imports can be
expressed as follows:

financial price - duty = border price
border price + premium on foreign exchange = economic price
fiscal impact = duty - premium on foreign exchange.

Similarly, the relationships among financial prices, border prices, and economic prices and fiscal impact
for exports can be expressed as follows:

financial price - subsidy = border price
border price + premium on foreign exchange = economic price
fiscal impact = premium on foreign exchange - subsidy

5 The proportions by which import compression and export expansion meet the additionial demand are a direct logical
consequence of the assumptions. 5.6 is a weighted average of 5.75 and 5.0: 5.75a + 5.0(1-a) = 5.6. This equation implies
that a = 0.8. For further details on the calculation of the weights, see the Technical An-endix.
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17. These relationships hold as long as the premium on foreign exchange stems solely from taxes
and subsidies on international trade. In some countries, international trade (including the market for
foreign exchange) is subject to quotas, and some groups in society, other than the government, may enjoy
rents stemming from the distortions. In these cases, the premium on foreign exchange would not accrue
solely to the government, but would also accrue to the groups enjoying these rents. To assess who
enjoys the premium, it is essential to identify the source of the distortion.

Other Sources of Premia

18. Market imperfections also generate rents. For example, Andreou et al. (1991) estimated that in
Cyprus the financial price of automobiles was some 48 percent above the economic price. Of this total
they estimated that policy-induced distortions accounted for 39 percent and market imperfections for 9
percent. The sources of divergence between economic and financial prices were as follows:

Project entity Government Distributors Total
CIF price (2,370) (2,370)
Duties (1,660) 1,660 0
Premium on foreign exchange (332) (332)
Distribution margin (680) (680)
Monopoly rents (290) 290 0

Total (5,000) 1,328 290 (3,382)

19. The financial price of an imported automobile would be 5,000 Cyprus pounds (shown in
parentheses to indicate costs to the relevant stakeholder), whereas the economic price would be about
3,382. Of the difference between the two prices, 1,328 would be accounted for by the net fiscal impact
on the government (which would collect 1,660 pounds in import duties, but lose 332 pounds from the
premium on foreign exchange). Another 290 pounds would be accounted for by the rents accruing to
automobile distributors by virtue of the their monopoly position. Similar breakdowns can be done in
every instance where the financial and economic prices differ and in every instance where financial and
economic flows differ.

Valuation of Nontradeable Goods and Services

Material Inputs

20. Domestic distortions may alter prices of nontradeable goods. In principle, adjustments may be
necessary if the prices that enter into economic analysis are to reflect opportunity costs. However, the
calculation of shadow prices for nontradeable goods can be extremely time-consuming, and the project
analyst must decide whether the refinement is worth the additional effort. If the share of nontradeable
material inputs in total project costs is small and the NPV of the project is not sensitive to variations in
their price, then shadow pricing nontradeable material inputs may not be worth the cost of gathering the
necessary information. The Technical Appendix provides guidelines for the estimation of shadow prices
of nontradeable material inputs.

Land

21. Land is a prime example of a nontradeable good. In this respect its valuation is, in principle, no
different from that of any other nontradeable good. Land differs from other tradeable goods, however, in
that its supply is totally inelastic: any land diverted to the project is necessarily taken away from some
other use (even if that use is speculation). Therefore, the valuation of land for project use may have to
rely on indirect methods, rather than on straightforward use of market prices adjusted for distortions.
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22. If an active land market exists, land purchased specifically for project use may be costed as a
capital value using the price paid (adjusted for distortions), if the analyst: thinks that the market is
sufficiently representative of alternative use values for the land.6 If the land is rented, then the rental
value (adjusted for distortions) should be considered in the project analysis.

23. Often, however, the market for land is imperfect, and the market price is difficult or impossible
to estimate. Many Bank projects involve land that has been in the possession of project participants for a
number of years. For example, forestry projects may be proposed for land that a government agency has
owned for decades, or a factory expansion may be proposed for land that was acquired at start-up in
anticipation of future expansion. In these cases, to measure the value of the land in its alternative use, it
is necessary to impute a price. This computation can be done by estimating the NPV of its rental price.
The following relationship is useful in this regard:

V = R/(i - g)

where V stands for the imputed value of a parcel of land, R for the annual "rent" or income from the land,
i for the interest rate or opportunity cost of capital, and g for the expected real growth rate of GDP. Note
that this equation may lead to an undervaluation of land because it assumes t:hat the demand for land is
purely a function of its rental value. However, landowners may want land for many other reasons-as an
inflation hedge, or for prestige, or to acquire voting rights, for example. The price of land estimated
through this equation does not necessarily reflect the demand arising from such other uses and may be
underestimated as a result. Nevertheless, this equation is an important input in many of the shortcuts that
are used in economic analysis to relate annualized opportunity costs with capitalized values for land, and
implies a residual value for land equal to V (I + g)t.

Wages

24. In countries where the labor market functions smoothly, the wage actually paid is adequate for
both financial and economic analysis. However, government interventions in the labor market (e.g.,
minimum wage legislation, legal impediments to labor mobility) introduce distortions that make it
necessary to use shadow wage rates to reflect the opportunity cost of using labor in a project.

25. The shadow wage rate is not necessarily equal to the marginal output of labor. If, in an economy
with widespread unemployment, the project uses redundant labor, such a definition would lead to the
conclusion that the shadow wage rate would be zero. Such a definition, however, ignores the fact that no
one wants to work for free: there is some "reservation wage" below which people prefer being
unemployed to taking a job. The reservation wage depends on people's income situation while
unemployed, the value of leisure and other nonwage activities (such as fishing or fixing the roof), and the
nature of the project employment. Thus, even if there were widespread unemployment and no
production would be forgone in the rest of the economy if the project were to employ one more worker,
the shadow wage rate would still be greater than zero. There are other reasons why the shadow wage rate
may not be zero: in some cases the creation of one additional job in the urban sector may induce several
workers in the rural sector to migrate. In those cases the forgone output becomes a multiple of one
worker's marginal product. It is always appropriate, therefore, to use a set of shadow wage rates for
different skills, times, and locations, rather than a single rate for the whole country. The Technical
Appendix provides guidelines for calculating these rates. There are two important points to bear in mind,
though: first, the market wage rate often needs to be adjusted to reflect the opportunity cost of labor, and
second, the opportunity cost of labor is greater than zero unless people are willing to work for free.

6 If a capital value is used in costing the land in the project accounts, then a residual value should be include .. se end of the
project life. Broadly speaking, the residual value of land will remain constant relative to GDP, as implied by the equation in
para. 14. If the annual rental/lease charge is used in costing the land, then no residual value should be shown for the land at
the end of the project life.
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26. Before embarking on detailed calculations of the shadow wage rate, however, it is advisable to
test the project's sensitivity to the wage rate. The analyst can use as an upper bound the wage paid in the
urban areas for the appropriate skill level and as a lower bound the wage paid for the same skill level in
the rural areas. If the project's NPV does not vary substantially in response to changes in the wage rate
used, then using the market wage rate would be an acceptable shortcut.

Conversion Factors

27. Many analysts use conversion factors to conduct economic appraisals of projects. A conversion
factor is the ratio of an item's economic price to its financial price. Whether the analyst uses conversion
factors or economic prices does not alter the conclusions of the analysis. In many cases, however,
conversion factors are more convenient than economic prices. First, conversion factors can be applied
directly to the financial data. Second, as long as the underlying tax and subsidy distortions remain
unchanged in percentage terms relative to the price of the good, conversion factors are unaffected by
inflation. Finally, as long as the underlying distortions remained unchanged, conversion factors
calculated for one project can be applied to other projects in the same country.

28. The calculation of conversion factors is straightforward if we know the economic and financial
prices. Take for example the price of cotton calculated in table 5.2. The net effect of the export tax
(£Sdl7.81 per ton of lint and £Sdl.00 per ton of seed) that Sudan imposed was to lower the financial
export-parity farmgate price of seed cotton to £Sd65.85, compared to an economic price of £Sd83.53
(see para. 21). The ratio of these two prices is 1.27:1. We would underestimate by 27 percent the
benefits of any project that produced cotton if we used the financial instead of the economic price.
Similarly, we would overestimate the benefits of any project using cotton as input.

29. In the Sudan example, all prices were converted at the official exchange rate. We have seen,
however, that if there are trade distortions the official exchange rate is not equal to the shadow exchange
rate. If we are calculating the cash flows in domestic currency, the adjustment for distortions of the
exchange rate must be done on top of the adjustments undertaken so far for taxes. If we denote the ratio
of the shadow exchange rate to the market exchange rate by 7t, and we have the ratio of the economic to
the financial price with border prices converted at the official exchange rate, then the foreign exchange
component of tradeable inputs must be adjusted by an additional factor, it -1.

30. For example, let us assume in the Sudanese cotton case that the ratio of the shadow exchange
rate to the market exchange rate is 1.1:1. The foreign exchange component of the financial price is
1.5137:

Cotton lint Cotton seed Total
FOB price of ginned cotton £Sd208.81 + £Sd27.39 = £Sd236.20
Seed-cotton equivalent £Sd83.52 + £Sdl6.16 = £Sd99.68
Financial price of seed cotton £Sd65.85
Foreign exchange component 99.68/65.85 = 1.5137

The conversion factor, then, would be 1.117 + 1.5137(1.10 - 1) = 1.2684. The economic value of seed
cotton, taking into account all distortions, would then be 65.85 x 1.2684, or £Sd83.53.

31. Although conversion factors have many advantages, they need to be complemented with
additional information if we want to extend the analysis and identify gainers and losers. In particular, we
need to identify the reasons that explain the divergence between economic and financial prices. In the
Sudan example, the difference between the economic and the financial prices represents transfers
between members of the society. Farmers get only £Sd65.85 per ton of cotton. The benefits to society,
however, amount to £Sd83.53. Who gets the difference? Export taxes account for £Sd7.71 and the
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foreign exchange premium for £Sd9.97; therefore, the government increases its tax revenues by £Sd7.71
and captures the foreign exchange premium of £Sd9.97 for every ton of cotton that is exported:

Farmers Government Totals
Farmgate price 65.85 65.85
Export taxes 7.71 7.71
Foreign exchange premium 9.97 9.97
Totals 65.85 17.68 83.53

This breakdown is lost when we use only conversion factors. As chapter 12 will discuss, to identify
gainers and losers, it is necessary to decompose conversion factors and determine the sources of
difference between financial prices and economic prices. If the conversion factor is less than or greater
than 1, this immediately signals a distortion that entails a transfer to or from the project entity to some
group in society. A complete assessment of the project integrating the financial, fiscal, and economic
analyses, requires that the group or groups that receive or generate the transfers be identified.

Marginal Cost of Public Funds

32. Whenever a government taxes, it creates a distortion and imposes a cost to the economy.7 From
society's point of view, this cost causes the marginal cost of funds raised by taxes to exceed the amount
of funds actually raised and used and thus creates an additional cost incurred by any project that is a net
user of public funds. If (1 + X) denotes the marginal cost of public funds, and PV(NFI) the present value
of the net fiscal impact of the project, then the cost of the fiscal impact will be given by PV(NFI)x(l +
X). Notice that the adjustment factor (1 + X) will lower the NPV of project that is a net user of fiscal
funds and raise the NPV of a project that has a positive fiscal impact.

33. The value of the adjustment factor X is seldom available. For this reason, a practical approach is
to calculate the project's fiscal impact and test for the project's NPV sensitivity to the value of X.
However, if both the project's fiscal impact and NPV are positive, then there is no need to carry out a
sensitivity analysis at all. What are plausible values of k? Empirical estimates of X range from 0.17 to
1.29 (Devarajan et al., 1996). Nevertheless, some authors think that any value greater than 0.4 is suspect
(see, for example, Harberger, 1995). Within the Bank, analysts should look to the Development
Economics vice-presidency for guidance on the value of X.

7 Unless the tax is a lump-sum tax.
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Chapter 6. Valuing Environmental Externalities

Externalities

1. Sometimes a project uses resources without paying for them. For example, a factory
may emit soot that dirties surrounding buildings, increasing their maintenance costs. The higher
maintenance costs are a direct result of the factory's use of a resource, air, that from its point of
view is free but that has a cost to society. Likewise, a new irrigation project may lead to reduced
fish catch or the spread of a disease. Sometimes a project makes certain groups better off, but
the nature of the benefits is such that the project entity cannot extract a monetary payment for
them. For example, if a forest lowers the level of carbon dioxide in the world, the forest owners
cannot charge for the benefit. Or, for example, a sewage and water supply project may not only
improve water quality and yield direct health benefits but may also produce benefits from
decreased pollution of coastal areas, in turn increasing recreational use and property values.
These effects, known as "externalities," are real costs and benefits attributable to the project and
should be included in the economic analysis as project costs or as project benefits.

2. Conceptually, the externalities problem is quite simple and can be described as a
difference between the benefits (costs) that accrue to society and the benefits (costs) that accrue
to the project entity. Externalities occur in production and consumption and in just about every
walk of life. Involuntarily inhaling another person's smoke is an example of an externality. The
smoker's pleasure produces displeasure in another person. To assess the total pleasure derived
from smoking, it would be necessary to reduce the smoker's pleasure by the displeasure of the
person who involuntarily inhales the smoke. The main problem with externalities is measuring
them: although it easy to understand how smoking may produce an externality, it is not easy to
assign a value to the smoker's pleasure or to the inhaler's displeasure.

3. The externalities problem is even easy to depict. Consider the production of some good,
say electricity. Suppose that in producing electricity, the plant emits soot that increases the
maintenance costs of adjacent buildings. The utility company's costs would not reflect the costs
to the neighbors of cleaning up the adjacent buildings (unless the law requires it). Yet the costs
to society of generating electricity include not only those that appear on the books of the utility
company, but also the additional maintenance costs of the adjacent buildings. In figure 6.1,
MPC is the marginal cost of producing electricity as reflected in the books of the utility
company, and MSC is the marginal cost of producing electricity and cleaning up the buildings.
MSC is the marginal social cost of producing electricity. Evidently, this cost would be higher
than the private cost (the cost to the utility company). For any given level of output, say q*, the
total cost of producing that level of output is given by the area under the curve. The difference
between the areas under the two curves gives the difference between the private and the social
cost. The financial costs of the project will not include the costs of the externality, and hence an
evaluation of the project based on MPC will understate the social costs of the project and
overstate its net benefits. In principle, all we need to do to account for the externality is to work
with social rather than private costs. In practice, the measurement difficulties are tremendous
because often the shape of the MSC curve, and hence its relationship to the MPC curve, is

unknown. Aiso, it is not always feasible to trace and measure all external effects. Nevertheless,
an attempt should always be made to identify them and, if they appear significant, to measure
them. When externalities cannot be quantified, they should be discussed in qualitative terms.
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4. In some cases it is helpful to "internalize" externalities by cc,nsidering a package of
closely related activities as one project-that is, to draw the "project boundary" to include them.
For example, in the case of the soot-emitting factory, the externality could be "internalized" by
treating the factory and the neighboring buildings as if they belonged to the project entity. In
such a case, the additional maintenance costs become part of the maintenance costs of the project
entity and are "internalized." If the factory pays for the additional maintenance costs, or if the
factory is forced to install a stack that does not emit soot, the externality also becomes
internalized. In these cases, the formerly "external" cost becomes an "internal" cost that is
reflected in the accounts of the factory.

Environmental Externalities

5. Environmental externalities are a particular form of externalities that good economic
analysis should take into account. Environmental externalities are identified as part of the
environmental assessment, quantified where possible, and included in the economic analysis as
project costs (as might be the case for decreased fish catch, or increasecl illness) or benefits (as
might be the case with the reduction in pollution of coastal areas). After a monetary value is
assigned to the costs and benefits, they are entered into the cash flow tables as any other costs
and benefits are.

Figure 6.1. Private vs. Social Costs

Price Ms MEPG

q* Quantity
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Project Boundaries and Time Horizon

6. Analysts must make two major decisions when assessing environmental impacts. First,
they must decide how far to look for environmental impacts-that is, they must determine the
boundary of the economic analysis. Whenever we assess the internal benefits and costs of a
project, the boundaries of the analysis are clear: if the benefits accrue to the project entity or if
the costs are borne by the project entity, they enter into the analysis. When we attempt to assess
the externalities of a project to determine its impact on society, the boundaries become blurred.
Identifying externalities implies expanding the conceptual and physical boundaries of the
analysis. A mill that generates wastewater that will adversely affect downstream uses of water-
drinking, irrigation, fishing. Other impacts on the environment may be more distant or more
difficult to identify: the effects of emissions from a power plant on creation of acid rain, for
example. How far to expand is a matter of judgment, and depends on each individual project.

7. The second decision concerns the time horizon. Like the project's physical boundaries,
its time horizon also becomes blurred when we go from financial to economic analysis. A
project's environmental impact may not last as long as the project, or it may outlive it. If the
environmental impact lasts less time than the expected economic life of the project, the effects
can be included in the standard economic analysis. If, on the other hand, the effects are expected
to last beyond the lifetime of the project, the time horizon must be extended. This can be done in
two ways, either by extending the cash flow analysis a number of years, or by adding to the last
year of the project the capitalized value of that part of the environmental impact that extends
beyond the project's life. The latter technique treats the environmental impact much as one
would treat a project's capital good whose life extends beyond the project's lifetime by giving it
a "salvage value."

Valuation of Environmental Impacts

8. The first step in assessing costs or benefits of environmental impacts is to determine the
functional relationship between the project and the environmental impact, that is, to determine a
relationship such as the one depicted in figure 6.2. The second step is to assign a monetary value
to the environmental impact. These two steps are equivalent to determining the shape of the
MSC curve and its relationship to the MPC curve in figure 6.1. For example, suppose that we
have a project whose objective is to reduce air pollution. The first step is to determine the
impact of the project on the quality of air, as measured by some physical characteristic. The
second step is to assess the monetary value of the improvement in air quality. In most cases, we
do not need to estimate the entire cost curve; it suffices to identify the cost (or benefit) of an
externality at a given level of activity, that is, it is enough to estimate the difference between the
private and the social cost for a given level of activity.

9. Conceptually, four cases can be distinguished:

Market value exists Market value does not exist

Functional form is known Case 1 Case 3

Functional form is unknown Case 2 Case 4

The more difficult cases are those in which the market value of the externality is not readily
available, i.e., cases 3 and 4, of which the most difficult is case 4, where neither the market value
nor the functional relationship between the level of the activity and the environmental impact is
known. A number of functional relationships that relate the level of activities to the degree of
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Figure 6.2. Environmental Damage as a Function of Activity Level
Level of Acfivity

Enviromnental Imupact

physical damage (or benefit) have been developed for various environmental impacts.
Environmental damages include changes in production (e.g., of crops or fisheries affected by
polluted water), changes in health, or damage to infrastructure due to air or water pollution, and
even loss of aesthetic benefits or recreational opportunities. We now turn to the various methods
available for valuing environmental externalities.

10. Objective valuation techniques are based on technical and/or ph,ysical relationships that
can be measured. They rely on observable environmental changes and on market prices of goods
or services (or expenditures). Subjective valuation techniques are based on behavioral or
revealed relationships. Frequently, they use surrogate measures to estimate values; that is, the
analyst uses a value for a marketed good to infer a value for an unpriced environmental good or
service. The subjective measures rely on surrogate markets, hypothetical markets (based on
surveys), or implicit values as expressed by various "hedonic" techniques. Subjective techniques
offer the only practical way to measure certain categories of environment-related benefits and
costs, and they are increasingly accepted for decision making.

11. The choice of valuation technique depends on the impact to be valued; data, time, and
financial resources available for the analysis, and the sociocultural setting within which the
valuation exercise is carried out. Some valuation approaches are more rolbust, and more likely to
applied, than others.

12. It is important to remember that frequently the simplest techniques are usually the most
useful. In most Bank projects the most useful valuation techniques are those that rely on actual
changes in production, on replacement costs or preventive expenditures, or on information about
impacts on human health (cost of illness). All of these deal with physical changes that can be
valued using market prices and are all included in the objective set of techniques.l

For more detailed information on these and the other techniques, see Dixon, Scura, Carpenter, and Sherman (1994).
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Loss in Productivity

13. A project may raise or lower the productivity of another system. In these cases the
valuation is fairly straightforward. For example, in Fiji, conversion of a coastal wetland to an
industrial site resulted in lower catches in a coastal fishery that was partly dependent on the
wetland. The monetary value of the reduction in catch was an economic externality attributable
to the industrial development project and hence an economic cost of the project. The loss in
production had an assessable market value. Because the lower production was accompanied by
lower costs of production, the change in net benefits yielded the net impact of the externality.
Box 6.1 illustrates the use of the change-in-production approach in a project in the Philippines.

Box 6.1... Assessing Disbposal Alternatives for-Geothermal.Wastewater inD the Philippines

The change-in-production approach was used:to assess the.impacts of various means of disposing
of toxic geothermal wastewater from a geothermal power development project on the island of Leyte, the
Philippines. The analysis.considered seven.different disposal options-includig reinjection of geohermal'
wastewater, untreated' disposal in local rivers, and use of ocean outfalls-estimating the economic costs of
their impacts on irrigated rice production and on an offshore fishery.

Polluted-surface-water could no longerbe-used:for.irrigation of 4,000 ha:inthedry season (rain-
fed crop.-production would continue-during the wet season,- but with-lower average.yields). The net return
per ha was estimated ,at P346 for irrigated rice, and P324 for rain-fed rice. The economic cost of the loss of
decreased-agricultural. production for4,000 ha was therefore the difference:betWeen theneet return from two
irrigated,crops (4000 ha x 2-crops x P3461ha P 2,768,000) and the,net return from one crop of
unirrigated rice (4,000 ha x 1, 'crop x P324 = P 1,296,000). This difference represented an annual loss of
some P1.47 million.:.

.: 'n a.similar fashion-the -chan ge-i'n-production approach was applied to a coastal.fishery. Disposal
options that did not include treatment. of wastewater would cause heavy metal pollution of coastal waters
that would close the coastal fishery. The:cost- of this loss was calculated by. multiplying the value'of the
annual catch (P39.4 million) by the. net return to fishing (estimated at 29 perce,nt), for an annual loss valued
at P11.4 million,

Both of these annual costs -were then capitalized to represent the economic damage to rice and
fishery production from environmental pollution. Other environmental costs were also calculated (some in
a qualitative manner). . All this information w,as used: to help assess: the total benefits aid. costs -of the
various wastewater disposal management.alternatives.

Source- Balagot and Grandstaff (l994).

14. A project could, of course, have an environmental benefit. The Loess Plateau Soil
Conservation Project in China, for example, was designed primarily to control erosion and
increase agricultural productivity. In addition, however, the project helped reduce sedimentation
and thus saved the costs of dredging the sediment (see box 6.2).

15. In some cases, the impact of the project is not on the levels of production, but on the
costs of production or consumption. For example, buildings may require more frequent painting
as a result of a nearby factory that emits pollutants. The higher maintenance costs should be
included as a cost of the factory in economic analysis.
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Box 6.2. Estimating Downst ream tCo ofSoil Eosioinin Chinai 0

The project under consideration was a watershed protectionerosion conutroI project in the middle
reaches of the Yellow SRiver designed primarily to increase agricultural productivity i the:Loess Plateau.,

0 i::E E i if iE iT 7 fE E L if i if i D: 0 iS - i i f E . i i i i D: : f i i, E E i: f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~u c s im ntaion: aim cin nIt was calculated that the project would reduce sedimentation by about 41 million tons annually, or about
1.2 billion tons over the entire 30-yeari life of the project. i. This amount represented an annual reduction of

:about 2.6% in the sediment load oof ihe YellowRitver.
An average of approximately 150million tons ofsedimentreached theiirrigation systemesin th::)~~~~~ ~ ~~~~ :Ei::-::i::: ;: ::i? e : :: : :Ei:.E:: E i m IV M ::i to f di 6ch geEd :i: 4.id! mi s: o :s iE i i i ! itRE 

lowetreaches of the Yellow River eachyear. Of this amount, approxinately 30 illion tons were removed
by dredging and other means. ; Sediment tredution jin the iLoess Plateau woul Imean reduced. dredging

:::ii~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~c eau uk .?:Q :::: an :,i:::i:E9i.:..t.:Si.::}:.D:g:. :Q:

costs. Te yvalue:of reducedJirrigation dredgig costs was estimated at RMB yuanI0.0 per ton of seOdment
nr etained- ine Loess lateau. This per-ton value was then multiplied by the estimates of reduced erosion
re ta L:: i ned t ::. i 6c PI :::Th EiSi ::E ::i S i s - : pq r : 6 a:i: Sfiii :: lu :: ih II lR : EE .: E i t i : th o: :. .i --:i:0i,i- i r: uc .. ro:-sion
in emthe nLoess Plateau (yuanu 0.07ton x 41 mIlli ontons/yr). The benefits resulted in antincrease Nthe NPV.
Theiproject's internalrate ofreturn increased,from about:19% toaboult 22%.

Dose-Response

16. Some investment projects yield important health benefits from reduced mortality and
morbidity (e.g., infant and child health programs, increased potable water supply, improved
sewage collection and treatment, and programs to reduce vehicular pollution). Other
investments may have unintended, but important, negative impacts on health: expanded
industrial production or new thermal power plants produce important economic benefits while
also resulting in some undesirable environmental externalities. These health impacts should be
identified and incorporated in the economic analysis in either a qualitative or quantitative
manner.

17. For air pollution a dose-response relationship (DRR) is commonly used to link changes
in ambient pollution levels to health outcomes. The DRR is a statistically estimated relationship
between the levels of certain pollution in the air and the different health outcomes-the level of
illness, lost workdays, and so forth. Although DRRs were developed in the United States and
Europe, the approach is increasingly being transferred to other countries. Recent Bank work in
Jakarta (Ostro 1994) and Chile (Eskeland, 1994) illustrates what can be done (see box 6.3).

18. Water pollution is different from air pollution: whereas everyone breathes the same air
in any location, a person must actually come in contact with or ingest polluted water to become
ill. Since individuals can "self-insure" themselves from the effects of contaminated water by
boiling their water or using bottled water, epidemiological studies are usually required to
estimate the impacts of changes in water quality on different health outcomes. These studies
take into account the important social and economic factors that determine the links between
contaminated water and illness and death.

19. Once a project's impacts on health have been identified, they can be quantified in
physical terms, and, where feasible, valued in monetary terms. It is possible to use indirect
means to assign a monetary value to some health benefits. For illness, for example, it is possible
to estimate the costs due tc nedical treatment and hospitalization (doctor's visits, medicine,
hospital costs, los. worK time). It is more difficult to estimate the "cost" of pain and suffering to
the sick individual, relatives, and others. Thus, the measured costs of illness based on direct
expenditures (or their appropri ite shadow prices) are a minimum estimate of the true costs of
illness, and, in turn, the potential benefits from preventing morbidity.
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Box 6.3. Using Dose-Response Relationships to Estim-ate Health Outeomes.in Jakarta:

This case- study illustrates the use of dose-response relationships (DRRs) to estimate the health
impacts of air pollution reduction. The health impact can be estimated by the following relationship:

dHi= bi POPi* d4:

Where dHi stands.for.the change in population risk of: health: effect I; -2i for the slope from the dose-
response curve.for-health pact i; POPi for :the population. atrisk of health effect i; and dA for the change-
in ambient air p'ollutant under consideration.

- '': '' -- In lakarta, foreign dose-response fnctions were applied:to local conditionsgto assess the annual
benefits of reducing airborne.pollution-to:meet .both Indonesian and tde more stringentWO.s dards.
'.The estimnated numbers of lives: saved, and.illnesses avoided in.the population of 8.2 million'follow:

Health effect Problems avoided:
medium estimate..

Premature mortality 1,200:
ospitaladmissions 2O00

Emergency room visits. 40,600,..
Restricted.activity days-' 6,330,000
Lower respirator illness 104,000:--
Asthma.attacks 464 000
Respiratory symptoms 31, 000000
Chronic bronchitis 9,600

Source: Ostro (1994).

20. For death, on the other hand, we do not have an equivalent, equally applicable, valuation
approach. Various methods are used in practice, including those based on willingness to pay to
avoid premature death, wage differential approaches, and, although not economically sound, a
"human capital" approach that estimates the present value of future earnings of an individual that
would be lost because of premature mortality. The difficulty arises when comparing estimates
between countries, especially countries with very different income levels. (For example, a
common value for a "statistical life" in the United States is now $3-5 million or more; the figure
is determined by income levels and willingness to pay to avoid premature death (see box 6.4).
Clearly one cannot apply this same value to another country with a per capita income one-
twentieth the size of that in the United States; yet deflating the U.S. value by the relative
difference in income levels also ignores important dimensions, including purchasing power
parity.) In the absence of carefully done national studies of the value of a statistical life, it is
often best to present mortality data in terms of the number of lives lost or saved, rather than in
terms of a dollar value.
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Boxt 6.4. NiValuigLife1by Stastcalh :T chniiqes.-.

When lossof earmings isusedt to value the6cost associated with pemature mortali it is referred
to: as the human-capital approac. It is similar to the change-production approach in that it is based on a
damage fiiction relating pollution to production, except thathin tis: casethe loss in prductivity of human

|0.beingsis. measured.: In. essence,$ it is an ex-post, exogenous valuation of tIeflife of a 'particulari4ndividual .
USing as jan. approximation the present value ofthe lost (grossor: net) market earnings of the deceased-cL00 il. 

Thisi approach has: many shortcomings. By reducmg the valueIof life6to the present value, :of ani..
:hindividual'sJincome, stream, the: huana-capital approach. tofthe valuation of life suggeststhat hfthe lives of

:those who earn a lot are worth more thanwthe: livesxof thosewho earn a: little (and, as a directVconsequence,- i
0 the 0lives o f residents of rich countries: are .more valuable than the lives of those..*-4m in poorX counties).i
Narrowly 4applied, the human-apital approach implies that thevaluev of life of subsisten ceworkers, the
unemrployed, and retirees. .is small or zero, and that of the' underemploedis very low.0 The veiy young arei
also valued: low, since- their -future: :discounted 0gearnings aregoftr6en offetiA by-education and- other. costs that
would. ibe incurred::: before they enter the :labor: force. Furthermore, the approach ignores sub stitution
'possibilities tijth at :tpeople may- mk in the form opviveheSalth -'care. In addition, Jit ex6ludcs

0 nonma.ket tvalues such.as pain and sufferin:g : .. .-.
At best,j tis mmethoprovides a first-order, lower-boud estimate of te lost p soiad

with a particular life.i owever, the current consensus is that the societal value ofreducingtirisk of death
c0annot ibe based on osuch a value. Alth most.economists do notd faor 'usig this mehod for plp icy
analysis purposes, .it is ofte used to establishl ex-post values; :for: court settlements related to .the death:ofla' ..

priular individual..-...
mAnalternative method of valuing reductions in risk of deat-e wage differen ial approach

uses infortion, 'on th'e"wage premium ':commonl paid to:individuals: -with rsk.y jobs (e.g., coalmm'ers, i'
steel construction workers) to impute a value for an :individual's implicit valuation of a statistical deat.
This value is found by dividing the Wagebpremium bytiehiincreasedchance of death;for. example, a $100-
per-year premium to undertake ajob 'with a chanceof accide'ntal death of 1 in 10,000 is equivalentto -a a

0-valuet of $ millionbforta statistical death. Similarly, information:on::self-insurance:and othermeasures also. .
.gives an indication of an. idividual's willingness to pay to avoid0premature deth.-

Measuring Intangibles

21. One of the most difficult valuation areas is measuring subtle or dramatic changes in
ecosystems, effects on historical or cultural sites, and recreational benefits. However, such
benefits are the primary focus or important components of an increasing number of lending
operations. Although difficult, it is possible, for example, to estimate economic values for the
consumer surplus of visitors to parks and protected areas (see box 6.5).

22. Intangible benefits often include important environmental benefits that are secondary to
the primary benefits produced by a project. Air pollution control projects in Santiago and
Mexico City, for example, will yield primary benefits by reducing pollutiion's health effects and
materials damage to buildings, equipment, and other capital goods. Cleaner air will also improve
visibility, an important but unpriced benefit. Ideally, the visibility benefits should also be
entered into the economic analysis, but data and measurement difficulties usually mean that
these measures are entered into thc analysis only in a qualitative manner.
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Box 6.5. Valuing Consumer Surplus of International Tourists il Madagascar:

-This examnple. presents. an application .of the travel cost and- contingent vala tion methods. to
estimate some of the benefits associated with the creation. of a niew park in Madagascar. A, strong point of
the study. is that it used. questionnaires. based on two different valuation techniques to estimate consumer
surplus and compare the results.

Questionnaires' were.prepared and administered to visitors to the small Perinet- Forest Reserve
adjacent to the: proposed Mantadia National Park. Visitors tended to be well-off and well-educated, with an
average annual income: of $59,156.and 15 years of education. On av'erag e, they stayed in Madagascar for
27 days. -Using data from the visitor survey, supplemented with data from tour operators, an econometric
analysis was conducted to apply the trave1-cost' approach'-. Estim ating demand by. international toursts
requires reformulating traditional .,travel-cost models, because-people who, travel, to a c,untry like
Madagascar engage in a variety of activities of which the visit-to the proposed national park would: be .only .,
one...-..:.:-....'-.':'.":.

The model was then used. to predict the .benefits.to tourists :(increase in :consumer:surlus),
assuming that the Mantadia National Park wil result:in a 10-percent increase-in'the quality of local guides,
educational materials, and facilities for interpreting.natural areas in Madagascar. The-travel-cost method
produced an average increase in willingness to pay per trip of -$24 per tourist. If 3900 foreign tourists visit
the new park (a conservative assumption-the same number as currently visit the Perinet Reserve), the
annual "'benefit" to foreign tourists would-be $93,600.

T The contingent: valuationjimethod was also used to directly estimate the value of the proposed park
for foreign. tourists. Visitors to the Perinet Forest Reserve were.provided with information about the new .
park and, using a discrete choice format, they were asked how much more:they would have -been willmg to
pay for their tip to Madagascar to visit the .ew national parki f (a) they saw twice, as many lemurs, and (b):
they saw the same. number of lemn.urs as on .their current visit. Since most of these visitors are only
expected to visit Madagascar once, their 'response represents. a one-time,. lump-suin payment they are
willing.to make.in order to-preserve the park. Mean willingness to pay for the park (conditional.on seeing:
the.same number.of lemurs) was $65. Assuming current visitation pattems, the total annual=willingness-to-
pay for the.park.would.be $253,500.

: This information could then be used to help-design policies to capture part of.this willingness to
pay and compensate nearby.villagers for income lost when the establishment .of the. parkpreventedltheir
traditional activities within the park.
Source: Kramer, Munasinghe, Sharma, Mercer, and Shyamsundar (1993); Kramer (1993).

23. In many cases, a project's impact on the environment is not apparent, but the market
value of the externality is assessable, albeit sometimes indirectly. For example, the values of
houses decrease with their proximity to a highway. The highway increases the noise for nearby
houses, creating a project externality that should be included in assessing the costs of the
highway. The exact relationship between the highway and the level of noise may be unknown,
but we can still assess the value of quiet surroundings in indirect ways. We may, for example,
use information from another neighborhood on the value of houses that are close to a highway as
opposed to houses that are farther away, controlling for differences in other characteristics of the
properties.

Shadow Project

24. The shadow project technique equates the benefits from preserving a good with the costs
of reproducing it. Take, for example, a project that requires harvesting a significant part of a
mangrove forest. The shadow project techniques consists in estimating the cost of producing a
new mangrove forest that would generate the same benefits as the one that will disappear, and
adding the cost of the new mangrove to the project. The shadow project need not be an actual
project, only a conceptual one. Obviously, this type of approach merely gives an approximation
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of the cost of reproducing the mangrove forest, and not of its market value. Techniques to
estimate the market value of externalities in the absence of a clear market value are discussed in
Dixon, Scura, Carpenter, and Sherman (1994).

Preventing and Mitigating Environmental Impacts

25. Sometimes a project can go ahead only if the implementing agency takes measures to
prevent or mitigate its environmental impact. If the impact is completely prevented, then the
costs of prevention are taken into consideration in the economic and financial analysis of the
project. If a factory is required to install equipment to eliminate air pollution, there is no
environmental impact. If the factory is merely required to mitigate the environmental impact,
the cost of the mitigating action is a direct and identifiable cost of the project, but the value of
the residual environmental impact also needs to be considered in the costs of the project. If a
dam reduces fish catch downstream despite mitigating measures, the reduction of the catch is
still a cost of the project.

26. Care must be taken, however, to avoid double counting. If the favored solution to an
environmental impact is to let the damage occur, tax the culprit, and then repair the damage, the
cost of the project should include the environmental cost only once, either as the cost of repairing
the environmental damage or as the tax (if the tax is exactly equal to the cost of repairing the
environment), but not both.
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Chapter 7. Cost-Effectiveness

1. Thus far we have discussed cost-benefit analysis, the analysis appropriate for projects
whose benefits are measurable in monetary terms and whose output has a market price that is
relatively easy to assess. There is a vast class of projects whose benefits either do not have a
readily accessible market price or are not easily measurable in monetary terms. If the benefits of
the project are measured in some nonmonetary unit, the NPV criterion for deciding whether we
finance a project cannot be used. Is economic analysis useful in these cases? The answer is an
unqualified yes. Economic analysis can be of great help in project design and selection. It is
useful, for example, in helping select among programs that try to achieve a given result, such as
choosing among several methods to improve mathematical skills. Economic analysis is also
useful for selecting among methods that have multiple outcomes. For example, there might be
three methods for raising reading speed, comprehension, and word knowledge. Each method
may have a different impact on each of the three dimensions, and on cost. How do we choose
among them? Economic analysis enables us to compare the costs of various options with their
expected benefits as a basis for making choices.

2. There are two main techniques for comparing projects whose benefits are not readily
measurable in monetary terms: cost-effectiveness and weighted cost-effectiveness. In all cases
costs are measured as shown in the previous chapters. The main difference between the
approaches is the measurement of benefits. If the benefits are measured in some single
nonmonetary units, such as number of vaccines delivered, the analysis is called cost-
effectiveness,. If the benefits consist of improvements in several dimensions, for example
morbidity and mortality, then the several dimensions of the benefits need to be weighted and
reduced to a single measure, and the analysis is called weighted cost-effectiveness.

3. The choice of technique depends on the nature of the task, the time constraints, and the
information available. Cost-effectiveness is appropriate whenever the project has a single goal
that is not measurable in monetary terms: for example, to provide education to as many children
as possible. Weighted cost-effectiveness is appropriate when the projects or interventions aim to
achieve multiple goals that are not measurable in monetary terms. For example, there might be
several interventions that simultaneously increase reading speed, comprehension, and
vocabulary, but that are not equally effective in achieving each of the goals. Comparing among
methods to achieve these aims requires that we reduce the three goals to a single measure, for
which we need some weighting scheme. All evaluation techniques share some common steps:
the analyst must identify the problem, consider the alternatives, select the appropriate type of
analysis, and decide on the most appropriate course of action. In this chapter we provide the
tools for identifying the costs and benefits and assessing whether the benefits are worth the costs.

Relating Costs to Benefits: Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

4. In cost-effectiveness analysis, the benefits are measured in nonmonetary units, such as
test scores, number of students enrolled, or number of children immunized. As an example,
suppose we want to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of four options to raise mathematics skills:
(a) small remedial groups with a special instructor; (b) a self-instruction program supported with
specially designed materials; (c) computer-assisted instruction; and (d) a program involving
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tutoring by peers. We first estimate the effect of each of these interventions on mathematics
skills as measured, for example, by test scores, while controlling for initial levels of learning and
personal characteristics. Suppose we find that students taught in small groups attain scores of 20
points, those undergoing the self-instruction program score 4 points, those with computer-
assisted instruction score 15 points, and those in the peer-tutoring group score 10 points (table
7.1). These results show that small group instruction is the most effective intervention. But to
determine the most cost-effective intervention we also need to take costs into account. Suppose
that the cost per student is $300 for small group instruction, $100 for the self-instruction
program, $150 for computer-assisted instruction, and $50 for peer tutoring. Given these costs,
the most cost-effective intervention turns out to be peer tutoring: it attains one-half the gain of
small group instruction at only one-sixth the cost, for a cost-effectiveness ratio of only 5 (see
table 7.1). Cost-effectiveness analysis can also be used to compare the efficiency of investment
in different school inputs, as shown in box 7.1.

Table 7.1. Hypothetical Cost-Effectiveness Ratios for Interventions to Improve
Mathematics Skills

Size of effect on test Cost per student ($) Cost-
Intervention scores effectiveness

ratio
Small group instruction 20 300 15
Self-instruction materials 4 100 25
Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) 15 150 10
Peer tutoring 10 50 5
Source: adapted from Levin (1983).

5. Cost-effectiveness ratios must always be used with caution. In the above example, peer
tutoring is the most cost-effective intervention, but cost-effectiveness alone is not enough to
justify an intervention. If we have several cost-effectiveness ratios and either the numerator or
the denominator are exactly the same number in all cases, CE ratios can be used safely for
decision making. Otherwise, one must exercise caution. In the example above, CAI produces a
gain of five points over peer tutoring at an additional cost of $100, or $20 per point. To choose
peer tutoring over CAI solely on the basis of CE ratios would be tantamount to saying that the
marginal gain in text scores is not worth the marginal expense. When using CE ratios, analysts
are well advised to ask three questions. First, can I increase the intensity of an intervention and
improve the results? Second, can I combine interventions and improve the results? Third, is the
marginal gain from an intervention worth the extra cost?

Cost-Effectiveness in Health

6. Cost-effectiveness is also useful in evaluating interventions that aim to improve the
health of a population. Suppose that we want to design a program of immunization that would
provide the maximum improvement in health for allocated program funds. The package could
include only DPT (a combination of diphtheria, pertussis, and tetanus vaccines) for the child and
T (tetanus toxoid) for the mother, or it could also include BCG (Bacille Calmette Guerin, used to
prevent tuberculosis) for the child. Suppose that we want to examine the economic advisability
of adopting a DPTI program, a BCG program, or a combined DPTT - ,.3 program rather than

This example relies on Levin (1983).
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continuing with the existing low level of immunization and treatment of morbidity for
diphtheria, pertussis, and tetanus. Suppose, finally, that, having mounted a DPTT program, we
want to examine the advisability of adding a BCG program and vice versa.

Box 7.1. Evaluating the Cost-Effectiveness of School Inputs, in .the Philippines
Concern about high dropout rates and poor student: performance in elementary schools: led';the

Philippine government to embark on a long-term plan for- improv.ement. Under the. .10-year Program for.
Comprehensive .Elementary' Education Development launched in 1982, the government invested an
estimated $800. million (in 1981 prices), with support from the World Bank, in such inputs.as textbooks,
equipment, resource imaterials, staff training,.and. classroom- facilities. :In. 1990. a follow-up Bank-financed.
project continued support for invesmentse totaling $4 10 million (1990 prices) over a-4-year period. To
inform the..design of the-future investments, ITan, Lane .and Coustere '(1995) used-data generated under te
previous two World Bank operations to assess the costff£ectiveness .of alternative inputs 'to improve
student learning.-

The authors first estimated the relation between selected school inputs and-student.leai :using
regression: analysis,- and then estimated the costs of the releva input The available data: permitted-
evaluatingmthe iindividualeff6ects on student learning iof workbooks, classroom furniture, ciass size, teacher
.qualification,. and preschool education, controlling for variation in: student's initial levels of learning and

their family backgr6und, :as well as for differences in- cassroom and school management practices. Simple
division of the costs by the corresp-onding:regression coefficients gave te .desired cost-effectiveness ratios
(see table below).

'The'results :.howeddhat in'this particular. case smaller classes and higher. teacher qualification had no
effect on.student performance,.and therefore could be. ruled:out.as priorities for policyintervention. T.hree
school inputs-workbooks, classroom 'furniture, and preschool education-had- una mbiguously positive
effects on leaming.: Because in this case preschool education was costly, it was less cost-effective tian the
other two inputs.

Annual-cost Impact on acievementinh mathematics - Cost-
-I:- fnpu6 . .: .: perpupil (in units ofstandarddeviaton. d effectiveness

'(esos) ratio c
Workbooks :49 .194 253
Classroom furniture-:-: .323 164
Preschool programs 250 _:.076 3,289

Source: Tan,~ Lane,: anid Coustere (1 995).
a The cost of workbooks refers to the ore expensive of two options.; the cost: of :classroom furniture was

amortized assuming a lifetime. of 10 years; and the cost of preschool programs-reflects the cheapest.of
four options.

b Similar resluts hold for scores in Filipino.:
o Pesos:per standard deviation gain in mathematics scores.

7. Table 7.2 summarizes the incremental costs and benefits of adding an expanded program
of immunization to the existing program of health services. The benefits of the project are
measured in terms of the deaths prevented, as calculated from a simple epidemiological model
based on the number of immunizations, the efficacy of the vaccines, and the incidence and case
fatality rates of the diseases involved. The most effective alternative is a complete immunization
Program. A DPT-only immunization program, however, is just as cost-effective. If the budget
constraint were $115 million, the most cost-effective feasible alternative would be a program of
DPT immunization.
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8. The limitations of basing decisions solely on CE ratios is starkly illustrated by this
example. DPT can be said to be just as effective as a total immunization program, but forgoing
adding the BCG program to DPT on the grounds of CE ratios alone vvould be tantamount to
saying that the additional lives saved are not worth $2,068.

Table 7.2. Cost-Benefit Comparison of Immunization Alternatilves

Benefits Costs Cost/benefit
Alternative (deaths prevented) (US$millions) ratio

DPTT only 231,900 111 478.7
BCG only 29,500 61 2067.8
DPTT + BCG 261,400 125 478.1
Existing BCG, DPTT added 231,900 64 276.0
Existing DPTT, BCG added 29,500 14 476.6

Assessing Unit Costs

9. Unit costs are useful for comparing the efficacy of interventions within countries and
across countries. In education, for example, analysts often wish to know the average cost per
student of a particular intervention. Calculating the unit costs of a mature intervention that has
reached a steady state is the simplest of problems, as all the capital costs have already been
incurred and the recurrent costs and the number of students enrolled are fairly stable. Assessing
unit costs for a new intervention is more difficult because capital costs are typically higher in the
initial years and enrollment, as well as graduates, are typically higher once the project is working
at full capacity. It is necessary, therefore, to compare costs and benefits that occur at different
points in time. The tools of economic analysis are helpful in these instances as well. Given the
cost and benefit profile of the project, the analysis can discount the benefit and costs flows and
compare them at a single point in time.

10. Consider, for example, the Mauritius Higher and Technical Education project. One of
the purposes of the project was to increase the number of graduates coming out of the University
of Mauritius and the three polytechnic schools. The investment costs, which would be
distributed over five years, amounted to MR343 million (present value discounted at 12 percent).
The recurrent costs would be proportional to the number of students and would rise from about
MR4 million in the initial year to about MR21 million once full capacity had been reached. The
discounted value of the recurrent costs over the life of the project was assessed at MR143
million. Enrollment, on the other hand, would rise slowly from 161 students in the initial years,
to about 3,700 at full capacity. To assess the cost per student, the number of students enrolled
throughout the life of the project was discounted at 12 percent. The discounted number of
students was calculated at 13,575 students and the cost per enrolled student at US$2,048 at the
then prevailing market exchange rate. Similar calculations show the cost: per graduate at about
US$8,700.

11. The same methodology may be used to assess the unit costs of interventions in health, or
in any project where the output is not easily measured in monetary terms. The economic logic of
discounting the number of students enrolled in school is discussed in Chapter 9. For the
moment, suffice it to say that what is being discounted are the benefits of the project. The
number of students enrolled is a proxy for these benefits. In this sense, the procedure is in
principle the same as for projects whose benefits are measurable in monetary terms.
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Relating Costs to Benefits: Weighted Cost-Effectiveness

12. Sometimes project evaluation requires joint consideration of multiple outcomes-for
example, test scores in two subjects-and perhaps also their distribution across population
groups. In such situations, a first step is to assess the importance of each outcome with respect
to a single goal. The assessment is usually a subjective judgment derived from one or many
sources, including expert opinion, policymakers' preferences, community views, and so on.
These subjective judgments are then translated into weights. Once the weights are estimated, the
next step is to multiply each of the outcomes by the weights to obtain a single composite
measure. The final step is to divide the composite measure by the cost of the options being
considered. The results are called weighted cost-effectiveness ratios.

Application in Education

13. Suppose, for example, that employing better qualified teachers raises mathematics scores
more than language scores, whereas reducing class size raises language scores more than
mathematics scores. To evaluate the two options for improving student learning, the effect of
each option on mathematics and language performance must be compared. One possibility is to
apply equal weights to the gains in test scores, but if mathematics is judged to be more important
than language, policymakers may prefer to weight scores differently, to reflect the relative
importance of the two subjects.

14. Because there are many dimensions of learning, the need for weighting may arise even
when only one subject is involved. For example, consider the data in table 7.3, showing the
effects of two strategies for improving three dimensions of reading skills as well as the weights
assigned by experts to these skills on a 0-10 point scale. Assigning the weights is the trickiest
part of the exercise; the rest of the calculation is mechanical. Dividing the weighted scores by
the cost of the corresponding intervention gives the weighted cost-effectiveness ratio for
comparing the interventions. At a cost of $95 per pupil for intervention A and $105 per pupil for
intervention B, the option with the more favorable ratio is B.

Table 7.3. Weighting the Outcomes of Two Interventions to Improve Reading Skills
Weights assigned by Intervention Aa Intervention Ba

Category expert opinion
Reading speed 7 75 60
Reading comprehension 9 40 65
Word knowledge 6 55 65

Weighted test scoreb - 1,215 1,395
Cost per pupil 95 105
Weighted cost-

effectiveness ratio 12.8 13.3
Source: adapted from Levin 1983.
a The scores on each dimension of outcome are measured as percentile rankings.
b The weighted score is calculated by multiplying the score for reading speed, reading comprehension, and

word knowledge by the corresponding weight and summing up the result. The weighted score of 1,215
for intervention A is equal to (7x75 + 9x40 + 6x55).

15. It is important to note that this procedure is meaningful only when outcomes are scored
on a comparable scale. We could not compare, say, reading speed in words per minute with
reading comprehension in percentage of material understood. The reason is that the composite
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score would then depend on the scale used to measure the individual scor-es. The metric must be
the same for all dimensions being compared. One procedure is to express all the scores in terms
of percentile rank, as in the example above. Applying the appropriate weights to the scores then
provides the desired composite score.

Application in Health

16. Weighted cost-effectiveness is also useful in assessing health projects. Going back to
the example considered before, the immunization interventions considered reduce morbidity as
well as mortality. A given intervention might have different impacts oln the reduction of these
two indicators, and choosing among several interventions would require weighting morbidity and
mortality in some way so as to produce a single measure of benefits. It htas become increasingly
common to measure and aggregate reduction in morbidity and premature mortality in terms of
years of life gained.

Table 7.4. Benefits from Interventions: Years of Life Gained ifrom
Immunization Program

Mortality Morbidity Gain from Gainfrom
Category Years Years Total DPT only BCG only

Benefits 56,000 16,992,000 17,048,000 15,127,000 1,921,000
Costs (million US$) 125 111 61
Cost-effectiveness ratios 7.3 7.3 31.8

17. Table 7.4 shows the costs and benefits of three interventions witht the benefits calculated
in terms of healthy years of life gained, i.e., the sum of the difference: between the expected
duration of life without the intervention and the expected duration with the intervention, plus the
expected number of years of morbidity avoided as a result of the intervention. The years of life
gained from reductions in mortality and morbidity are calculated using the same epidemiological
model previously applied to calculate deaths prevented by adding the computation of cases,
information on average duration of morbidity, and years of life lost based on a life table.

Comparing Options with Subjective Outcomes

18. Sometimes there are no quantitative data relating interventions to outcomes. Suppose,
for example, that we want to assess two options to improve performnance in mathematics and
reading, but have no data on test scores. The evaluator could first as]k experts to assess the
probability that test scores in the two subjects will rise by a given amount, say by one grade
level, under the interventions being considered, and then weighting these probabilities according
to the benefit of improving test scores in the two subjects. To elaborate, suppose informed
experts judge the probability of raising mathematics scores to be 0.5 with strategy A and 0.3 with
strategy B, and the probability of raising reading scores to be 0.5 with strategy A and 0.8 with
strategy B. The information is insufficient to choose between the strategies, however, because
neither dominates for both subjects. The weighted cost-effectiveness approach gets around this
difficulty by asking policymakers (or other relevant audiences) to assign weights to the gain in
test scores. Suppose they assign a weight of 9 (on a 0-10 scale) to a gain of one grade level in
mathematics and a weight of 6 to a gain of one grade level in reading. The score for strategy A
would then be 7.5 (=0.5x6 + 0.5x9) and the score of strategy B would be C9.0 (=0.3x6 + 0.8x9). If
strategy A costs $375 and strategy B costs $400, then the cost-effectiveness ratio would be $50
for A and $44 for B, making B the preferred strategy.
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Some Important Caveats

19. When there are quantitative data on the relation between project interventions and their
outcomes, and when only a single dimension of outcomes matters, cost-effectiveness analysis
offers a systematic tool for comparison. The method does not incorporate subjective judgments.
When such judgments enter into measuring project outcomes, the method is called weighted
cost-effectiveness analysis. The main advantage of weighted cost-effectiveness analysis is that it
can be used to compare a wide range of project alternatives without requiring actual data.

20. The reliance on subjective data gives rise to important shortcomings in weighted cost-
effectiveness analysis. These shortcomings relate to two questions: Who should rank the
benefits of the options being considered? How should the rankings of each person or group be
combined to obtain an overall ranking?

21. Choosing the right respondents is critical. An obvious group to consult are people who
will be affected by the interventions. But there are other relevant groups, including experts with
specific knowledge about the interventions and government officials responsible for
implementing the options and managing the public resources involved. Given that the choice of
respondents is itself a subjective decision, different evaluators working on the same problem
almost invariably arrive at different conclusions using weighted cost-effectiveness analysis. The
method is also unlikely to produce consistent comparisons from project to project.

22. The consolidation of individual rankings is also tricky. One problem is that preference
scales indicate ordinal rather than cardinal interpretations. An outcome assigned a score of, say,
8 is superior to one assigned a score of 4, but it does not necessarily mean that the first outcome
is twice as preferable. Another problem is that the same score may not mean the same thing to
different individuals. Finally, there is the problem of combining the individual scores. Simple
summation may be appealing, but as Kenneth Arrow (1963) pointed out in his seminal paper on
social choice, the procedure would not be appropriate if there are interactions among the
individuals so that their scores should really be combined in some other way. Because of the
problems associated with interpreting subjective weights in project evaluation, weighted cost-
effectiveness analysis should be used with extreme caution, and the weights be made explicit.
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Chapter 8. Assessment of Education Projects

1. Education projects may have many types of components, some with benefits measurable
in monetary terms and some with single or multiple benefits that are not measurable in monetary
terms. In this chapter we illustrate the use of cost-benefit, cost-effectiveness, and weighted cost-
effectiveness analysis for identifying the costs and benefits in education projects and assessing
whether the benefits are worth the costs.' Table 8.1 shows the tools that are most appropriate for
certain projects that are frequently implemented at various education levels.

Table 8.1. Most Appropriate Tool by Education Level and Objective of Project Component
Education level/type Project objective Evaluation tooP'

Primary, secondary Expand coverage CE or WCE
Improve student test scores CE or WCE
Reduce recurrent costs of education CE

Secondary (general or Increase supply of graduates (e.g., teachers) CE or WCE
vocational), teacher training, Improve student test scores CE or WCE
vocational training Improve graduates' labor market prospects CB

University Improve graduates' labor market prospects CB

Source: adapted from Psacharopoulos (1995a).

a CE refers to cost-effectiveness analysis, WCE to weighted cost-effectiveness analysis, and CB
to cost-benefit analysis.

Categories of Project Costs

2. In education projects, as in all projects, the analyst must identify the project costs-and
not merely the financial costs, but the opportunity costs for the country. In education projects, in
particular, many opportunity costs may not be apparent. Identifying them is one of the most
important steps in assessing education projects.

3. Education projects typically use personnel, facilities, equipment and materials, and client
inputs. Personnel costs include full-time staff, part-time employees, consultants, and volunteers.
For paid personnel, salaries are the simplest measure of the value of their time. If the pay scale
does not reflect the economic costs of the services, some attempt must be made to estimate their
opportunity costs. The contributions of volunteers are free. The category facilities designates
the physical space used by the project. This category should include all of the facilities diverted
to the project (classroom space, offices, storage areas, play or recreational facilities, and other
building requirements), whether or not they entail actual cash payments. If land or facilities are
donated, an imputed market value should be used to assess their cost, if they have an alternative
use. Equipment and materials refers to furnishings (e.g., classroom and office furniture),
instructional equipment (e.g., computers, audiovisual aids, books, scientific apparatus), and
materials (e.g., tests, paper). As with the other categories, if donated materials have an

As Annex 8A shows, economic analysis can also be used outside the project context to help determine the most
effective use of funds within the education sector.
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alternative use, they should be included as if they had been purchased., . Client inputs include
such direct outlays as transportation to school and school uniforms, as well as the parents' time
in volunteer activities for the school and the time of students. Student time often represents the
bulk of client inputs in education projects. For very young children, those under 10 years of age
who presumably do not work and hence do not forgo income when attending school, the
opportunity cost of attending school is typically set at zero; but if they wvork on the family farm,
for example, the value of the forgone work should be included.2 For older children, time in
school represents a real cost because the family forgoes the services of the child in household
activities, in the family business, or on the farm. Where opportunities for wage employment
exist, the student and the family forgo income while the child is in school. The value of forgone
earnings is a cost of the project.

4. Finally, there may be other inputs not specifically mentioned iin the above categories:
for example, the cost of utilities, insurance charges, general maintenance of facilities and
equipment, and training expenses. In general, all inputs should be identified in sufficient detail
to make it possible to ascertain their value.

Organizing and Presenting the Cost Data

5. Cost data may be organized in various ways, depending on the type of analysis that
needs to be performed. Most education projects involve both one-time lumpy outlays (such as
those for buildings and equipment) and expenditures that recur annually after the project
becomes operational (e.g., teacher salaries and other running costs). We are interested not only
in project costs, but in their distribution among the participants as well. The former are relevant
for assessing the overall project viability, while the latter affects the project's attractiveness to
each group.

6. Table 8.2 illustrates how the data can be organized for the analysis. The costs in this
table are for a hypothetical project involving the establishment of a one-year training program
for 100 trainees. Column 1 identifies the various categories of project inputs; column 2 shows
the total value of each input from the country's point of view; and columns 3 to 6 show the
contribution from the various stakeholders.

7. A private firm donates computers valued at $5,000. Students and their families
contribute labor to prepare the project site, thus lowering leasing costs by $20,000. The
sponsoring agency spends $205,000 a year on salaries for staff, while parents donate the services
of a part-time worker (e.g., a school counselor) valued at $5,000 a year. The cost of materials
and supplies is valued at $25,200, of which $8,200 is bome by the sponsoring agency in direct
purchases and $17,000 is the estimated value of donations from another private firn. All the
other running costs of the project, amounting to $57,000, are borne by the sponsoring agency.
Students incur $20,000 each in lost income, for a total of $200,000 for all 100 course participants
(if they would all be fully employed).

2 Including forgone income as cost of education looks at education as an investment. Education, however, also has a
consumption value. To the extent that education has a consumption value, low returns :o education that only reflect
the investment value of education underestimate the benefits.
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Table 8.2. Sample Worksheet for Estimating Costs in Education Projects
Cost to

Cost to other Contributed student
Cost to government private and

Category Total cost sponsor agencies inputs family
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Rental of buildings 100,000 80,000 20,000
Rental of equipment 20,000 15,000 5,000
Personnel 210,000 205,000 5,000

Materials and supplies 25,200 8,200 17,000

Other
Utilities 12,000 12,000
Maintenance 15,000 15,000
Insurance 20,000 20,000
Staff training 10,000 10,000

Client time (forgone income) 200,000 200,000
Total recurrent cost 492,200 270,200 17,000 205,000

User fees -50,000 +50,000
Other cash transfers -26,000 +20,000 +6,000
Net costs 612,200 289,200 20,000 28,000 275,000
Source: adapted from Levin (1983).

8. Transfer payments must also be included. Although transfer payments do not affect
economic costs, they matter for calculating the costs borne by the various stakeholders in the
project. In this example, a government agency defrays part of the costs by making a one-time
cash transfer of $20,000 to the project sponsor. A community group contributes $6,000 annually
to the sponsoring agency. Students pay $500 each in fees, for a total of $50,000 for the 100
students in the project.

Relating Costs to Benefits: Cost-Benefit Analysis

9. Investments in education generate various benefits. For simplicity we make a distinction
between "in-school" and "out-of-school" benefits. The former include gains in the efficiency of
the education system. The latter include improvement of the income-earning skills of the
students and "externalities"-benefits that accrue to society at large beyond the project
beneficiaries.

Evaluating Investments with In-School Benefits

10. The production of education services, like production in any other enterprise, involves
decisions about how the services are organized and managed, and how inputs are combined.
Because some choices are more efficient than others, we can quantify the benefits of investments
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Box 81. Evluatig Schol A algmto Opn iBarbdos
Iln some&vilaiges in Barados, the- school-age. poplation had been a faing- steadiy, and som 'schoo

were.becoming increasingly expensive to run'as enrollments fell.-Pupil-teacher ratios had drpped frmanf
average of 24 fin the mid-1970s to, 21 b the mid-1980s. Many of the schools nwerehoused in inaequate
and crowded fac ities. Amal gamatig small schooIs wtould. reduce running costs and improve the
facilities. ,Cost-benefitvanalysiswas Happlied to evaluate amalgamation options: in thWorld Bank-financed
Barbados Sd Educatino. and Traiing Project.£o

The caculatons. considerd' ~amalgamation options in atypicle proec vllag wihtwoshl,on
enrolling 240. childen andthe diother Ienrolit ng120 children The options were (a) building' a newschool to
replace -the two existinghschoo.ls (b) building a new school fr grades3 -6 only and usig the large of the
texisting schoos r chools to:accommodate students from
both shools; 1and (e). upgradig the existing facilities, usingonet t each grades 3-6 and the, otherttolteach
grades K-2.1

Each of the options reqid w mcapi alinvesntbutbyal n s cssa
reducedxrecurre'nt imostlypetrsonnel)costs (albeit by differentiamounts) relative- to theoption of leaving
the existigm schools tas theywere. 6 Builin a new school, for example, would20 ost $,100 for d,
constuction equipment, and fuirnture, and would reduce the:annual recurrent costs of ierolling the village
children: by: $9;9102. Assuming'0 that! buildings and equipment last 2,5- years,f and t"hat the n sh
becomes functional tinthe secdnd year, xthe option had an NPV of $196,700aind an4annual rate of returnMof
13.5 percent.. Similar calculations fi orthe other options allowedza rankingof their economi attrat
:Asit ed out in the project context, all the options urgenerated. 0positive NP Vsand weretherefore suerior
to: the option of leaving 4theschools .as they are :;0:tThe most attradive joption inmvolvsed re-using both existing
facilities. When that optiois mnot praicab'le, 6building a new schol forgrades -6 Iwould rank higher
than.building one only.for grades-3-6.

Annuali raeof Ntpresen
opti, eur~ value {

1. Reta inthe exi schools astheysareh (referenceboption) -
2.Replace: e existing schools wit a new one::: 13.96700
3.3^ XBuild -new school :ior grades 3-6 and retan one exisitig .5 : 6, :500

school~ fo grde K-....
4. Expand j one of existing schols to eki a moa tshbold e llth 495 6. 90,00

Students.
5.; TaUpgrade the exist ing schools, using one forgrades34,6j an 0.Q0 5322000

thbther.for grades K-.2
Source: Details of the 6projecan:be::found in Wor ld Bak (191a)'

in education according to the extent they support efficient choices. Take for example a project
involving the consolidation of small primary schools in a region of the country where there are
approximately 15 pupils for every teacher, compared with the national average of 30. The unit
cost of education in the small schools are thus about twice the national average. If as a result of
the project the pupil-teacher ratio rises to 20 on average, unit costs would have been reduced by
25 percent. The reduction in unit cost counts as a project benefit, and can be compared with the
cost of school consolidation to evaluate its economic viability. This type of calculation was used
to assess school amalgamation options in Barbados (see box 8.1).

11. Some education systems suffer from high rates of repetition, with the result that students
take longer than normal to complete a cvcle of education. The student loses time and the
education system incurs high- _ ts because repeaters take up space that could be used for
others. In this context, a project that somehow reduces repetition rates will produce savings in
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Box 8.2. Cost-Benefit Analysis of School Improvement Options in Braiil
In. 1980 the- Brazilian: government. launched a major program, .the Northeast Basic Education, Project
(EDURURAL),- to improve elenientary schools in an impoverished -part of -the country. The project cost a
total of US$92: million, of which US$32 million was financed by a loan from the World Bank. Harbison.
and Hanushek:(1992) used cost-benefit analysis,to evaluate the payoffs to key components:of the project.
The logic is that by enhancing student achievement, the project reduces repetition and dropout rates. The
result is to shorten.the number of student-years it takes to reach a:given grade level.. Because the
calculation ignores the value of higher achieving students and the cumulative effects higher up the
educational pyramid, the authors describe their calculation as partial cost-benefit analysis. There are five
main steps in making the-estimate:

(a) Calculate the expected achievemnent gains associated with: a one-dollar expenditre. on each
purchased input to be considered.

(b) Estimate the increase in promotion probability associated with the gain in'achievement.
(c) Link: the foregoing steps- to obtain the increase in promotion :probability associated with. a

one-dollar' expenditure oneamch put.
(d). Compare the average number, of student-years required for promotion with and without the

.'investment, taking the difference as the savings in student-years arising from the initial dollar
invested.

(e) Convert the tiine savings into dollars using estimates of the cost of a student-year of
schooling.:

Following these steps, Harbison and Hanushek (1992) show that certain investments to' imnprove' schooling
conditions in northeast Brazil' have dramatic payoffs (see table below). hivesting' in' writing materials and
.textbooks, for-examnp'le, r,eturns as much as $4 on the dollar. -The calculation: is sensitive to underlying
matrices of grade-to-grade promotion. TJhus, in the .most advantaged areas .of the country, where grade
progression is1faster than in northeast Brazil, the, returns to siimilar 'investments: are correspondingly also
smaller. Investing in educational software, for,example,. would then return only $0.52 on the dollar.'

Dollars saved per dollar of investment
Northeast . Southwest

Investment (low income) . (high income)
Software inputs (writing materials and textbooks) 4.02 0.52

Hardware inputs (facilities, fumiture) 2.39 0.30

Upgrade teachers to complete primary schoo,ing through
NonformalLogos inservicetraining 1.88 -0.24.
4:more years. of fornal primary schooling 0.34 0.04:

Source: Harbison and Hanushek (1992, p. 154); see 'World. Bank (1980) for the details on the project.
-.Note:. Table reports only the.results based on the fourth-grade sample.

recurrent costs. For example, if unit costs average $100 per student, and repetition in a student
population of 200,000 drops from an average rate of 15 percent to 10 percent as a result of the
project, the savings in costs would amount to a total of $1 million (= 200,000 x [.15-.10] x 100)
annually. Typically, students repeat because they fail to keep up with their school work.
Investments to improve the quality of teaching and school conditions often enhance learning and
reduce students' need to repeat. In an economic evaluation of the project, the costs of these
investments can be compared to the expected savings from lower repetition rates (see box 8.2).

Evaluating Investments with Out-of-School Benefits

12. Out-of-school benefits are those that arise after the beneficiaries of - project finish a
course of study or leave a training program. The most obvious of such benefits is the gain in the
beneficiaries' work productivity, as reflected in differences in pay or in farm output valued at
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market prices.3 Unlike earnings in public sector jobs, earnings in private sector jobs are
especially relevant because they more closely reflect the economic value of labor. When
evaluating a project from the point of view of society, we are interested in all the benefits;
therefore, we look at before-tax eamings and the value of fringe benefits in the wage package
(e.g., value of health insurance and retirement benefits).4 But we are also interested in the
benefits from the beneficiaries' point of view; thus we look at after-tax earnings and the value of
fringe benefits. Any difference between the two values arising from taxes accrues to the
govemment as a fiscal benefit.

13. We expect investments in education to increase people's productivity over their entire
lifetime. In project evaluation it is useful to compute the present value of the increase, assessed
at the time of graduation for each cohort of project beneficiaries. T:he calculation typically
involves two steps: (a) estimating the relevant age-earnings profiles to obtain the increment in
eamings at each age, and (b) discounting the stream of incremental earnings to the time of
graduation using an appropriate discount rate. The first step can be accomplished by fitting a
regression equation to cross-sectional data collected at one point in time. The second is a simple
operation on computer spreadsheet programs.

14. As an example, consider the age-earnings profiles of high school and university
graduates in Venezuela (figure 8.1). They reflect the mean incomes of people with high school
and university education in each age group. They were computed using a five-year moving
average to smooth the data (to remove the influence of small cells in the data, and those arising
from age-misreporting, and so on). Thus, the mean earnings for those aged 30, for example,
would be computed as the average of the earnings of people in the age group 28-32. Another
method for obtaining the profiles is to estimate a regression equation for workers within each
education group, relating each person's earnings (Y) to his or her age (A)., as follows:5

Y=a+b.Age+c.(Age) 2

Once the function has been estimated, we can substitute different values for age into the equation
to obtain the desired age-function profiles. They would be similar to those shown in the figure,
but because they have been generated from a regression equation, the profiles would be
smoother.

15. From the age-eamings profiles it is easy to detennine by simple subtraction the
incremental earnings of university graduates at each age relative to the co:rresponding earnings of
high school graduates. The figure shows that university graduates delay entry into the labor
force, but as soon as they finish their studies and obtain a job, they typically earn more than their
high school counterparts, an advantage that persists over the entire working lifetime. Assessed at
the time of graduation the value of the lifetime increment in earnings of a university graduate

3 Many studies show, for example, that farmers with at least four years of primary eduication produce more output
than others with no education. The difference in outputs between the two groups of farmers, valued at market
prices, can be used to estimate the economic benefits of investing in primary education. A vast literature also
documents differences in the earnings of people with different levels of education (Psazharopoulos 1 994a).

4 A familiar application of the cost-benefit methodology is the computation of rates of return to different levels and
types of education (see Annex I for details of the methodology, and Psacharopoulos 1994a for a sumrnary of
available studies). The calculation focuses on the individual student, and is useful mrainly for establishing broad
sectoral priorities. When applied in a nrn;--f contexL, the method requires some modification to take into account
the timing of the project's capital costs as well as the size of the investment.

5 This equation is meant only for smoothing the data. It should be distinguished from the earnings function normally
estimated that relates earnings (Y) to schooling (S) and .xperience (EX): Ln (Y) = f (S, Ex, Ex2 ).
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relative to a high school graduate, discounted at 10 percent, amounts to $378,213. In the cost-
benefit analysis of a higher education project in Venezuela, the relevant benefit stream would be
the product of this figure and the number of university graduates that the project is expected to
produce each year. The stream can be adjusted, if necessary, for differences in the projected
probability of employment among university and high school graduates during their working
lifetime. Because observed wages may not accurately reflect the value of student's increased
productivity, it is good practice to test the sensitivity of the project's economic viability to
plausible ranges in this parameter.

Figure 8.1: Age-Earnings Profiles of High School and University Graduates in
Venezuela, 1989
(Bolivares per year)
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16. To illustrate the mechanics of cost-benefit calculations for a project, consider a simple
hypothetical investment of $80,000 to build a school (with an assumed lifetime of 25 years) for
400 secondary students, with a throughput of 100 graduates a year in the steady state (table 8.3).
It takes one year to build the school, and teachers are hired as the intake rises. The student
population increases from 100 students in the project's second year to 400 in its fifth year, when
the school becomes fully operational. The recurrent costs (covering teacher salaries and
operations) rise in tandem, from $12,000 in the second year to $48,000 a year by the fifth year,
when staffing is complete. While in school each student forgoes $600 annually in income. In
the third year of the project, for example, when the school has 300 students, the aggregate cost in
forgone income amounts to $180,000 (= 300 x 600). Graduates from the school expect to earn
more income than other workers without secondary schooling The present value of the increase,
assessed at the time of graduation, amounts to $4,500 per graduate. For simplicity we assume
that there are no other benefits. The relevant aggregate cost and benefit streams appear in table
8.3. Using a standard computer spreadsheet software we obtain the NPV on the project
($318,000 at a discount rate of 10 percent) and its annual rate of return (15.6 percent).
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Table 8.3. Hypothetical Costs and Benefits of Investing in a Secondary School
(thousands of dollars)

Present Year

value 0 1 2 3 4 5-25

Benefits
Increased productivity 2,616 0 0 0 0 0 450

Costs
Construction (80) (80)
Salaries and other recurrent costs (370) 0 (12) (24) (365) (48) (48)
Forgone income (1,848) 0 (60) (120) (180) (240) (240)

Net benefits 318 (80) (72) (144) (21 6) (288) 162

Memorandum items
Graduates (discounted at 10%) 851 0 0 0 0 0 100
IRR: 15.6
Cost per student: $2,700

17. If the data are arranged in a spreadsheet, it is simple to test the effect of the underlying
assumptions on the project's economic viability. On the cost side, we can test the effect of
increases in, for example, the cost of school construction, or changes in recurrent costs arising
from the use of specialized teachers to implement a new school curriculum. On the benefit side,
we can alter the incremental benefits from the project according to expectations about the future
productivity of secondary school graduates relative to primary school leavers. We can
incorporate information on student repetition and dropout; and we can test the sensitivity of the
project's viability to assumptions about the number of students who enroll in the project
institution.

18. In these calculations we have assumed that the benefit stream is the product of two
factors: the increase in individual productivity and the increase in the number of people whose
productivity is expected to rise as a result of the project. It is typical to assume that the projected
enrollment in project institutions is the right number to use in this calculation. The assumption
may overstate the benefits and costs from govemment-sponsored projects, because it is
tantamount to assuming that nobody would be trained without such projects. In other words, it is
equivalent to assuming that in the "without-project" scenario, private suppliers of education
services would not step in to fill the gap left by the government. As in many areas of project
evaluation, assessing the without project scenario in estimating the magnitude of project benefits
and costs is not easy. But the difficulties should not deter analysis from raising the question and
attempting to give a reasonable answer.

19. Finally, a word about the earnings profiles to estimate project benefits in cost-benefit
calculations. Labor force surveys, which are increasingly commonplace in many developing
countries, offer an easy source for the cross-sectional data used to produce the age-earnings
profiles. The use of such data in project evaluation assumes that the age-specific gaps in
earnings between people with different educational qualifications remain stable through time. In
other words, it assumes that in 40 years' time, for example, the diff-r'^e in earnings between a
university graduate and a high school graduate will be the same as the difference in earnings
today between a university graduate and a high school graduate who are 40 years older than fresh
university graduates. The assumption would underestimate the returns to univ. sity education if
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earnings differentials in fact widen through time-as the evidence from the United States
suggests is happening.

20. Where cross-sectional data are unavailable, the evaluator can still attempt to estimate the
economic value of education by spot-checking what employers are currently paying people with
different educational qualification. This approach was taken, for example, by evaluators of the
World Bank-financed Mauritius Higher Education Project, as discussed in Chapter 11. The
underlying assumption is that the gap in earnings between workers in different education groups
is the same at all ages, and that the gap remains stable through time.

Incorporating the Value of Externalities

21. Unlike earnings, some out-of-school benefits from education accrue mostly to society as
a whole rather than to individuals. Economists use various terms to refer to such benefits:
"public goods," "spillover effects," or "externalities" (because they are extemal to the
individual). Haveman and Wolfe (1984) list 20 types of benefits associated with education,
including crime reduction, social cohesion, technological change, income distribution, charitable
giving, and (possibly) fertility reduction. In more recent work, Haveman and Wolfe (1995) show
that large social gains also accrue via the effect of parental education on children: ensuring that
current parents have a high school education reduces by 50 percent the probability that their
children will drop out of school and their daughters will bear children as unmarried teenage
mothers; it also reduces by 26 percent their children's probability of being economically inactive
as young adults.

22. Most of the social benefits associated with education have not been quantified. Thus,
given the current state of knowledge in the field, it may prove difficult to incorporate these
benefits in project evaluation. Summers (1992) illustrates how progress is nonetheless possible
in a practical way. He estimates the value of the reduction in child and maternal mortality and in
fertility associated with investment in an extra year of schooling for girls by asking how much it
would cost society to achieve the same results through other means. Summers concludes that the
benefit of giving 1,000 Pakistani girls an extra year of education amounts to $88,500 and that the
present value of the benefits amounts to $42,000, compared to a cost of $30,000 in education
(see table 8.4).

Table 8.4. Educating Girls in Pakistan: Estimating the Social Benefits of an Extra Year of
Schooling for 1,000 Girlsa

Benefits Number Value ($)
Child deaths averted 60 48,000
Births averted 495 32,000
Matemal deaths averted 3 7,500

Total present value of benefits ($) 42,600
(assuming a discount rate of 5% and a delay of 15 years
before the benefits materialize)
Total cost of one year of schooling for 1, 000 girls 30,000
Source: Summers 1992.

Assumptions:
* Child mortality rate = 121 deaths per 1,000 live births.
* Matemal mortality rate = 600 deaths per 100,000 live births.
* Total fertility rate = 6.6 live births per woman.
* A one-year increase in female education reduces the child mortality rate by 7.5% and the total fertility rate by 7.5%.
* The cost of altemative means to avert a child death is $800, to avert a birth is $65, and to avert a matemal death is $2,500.
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Annex SA. Computing Rates of Return to Education by Level

23. In some situations analysts are interested in assessing the most effective use of funds
within the education sector: will the country benefit more from investing in primary education,
secondary education, tertiary education, or vocational education? To answer this question we
need only data on the prevailing unit costs and age-earnings profiles of graduates at two levels of
education.6 If we are interested in the returns to university education, for example, the profiles
would refer to earnings for university and high school graduates. Figure Al shows a stylized
picture of the different costs and benefits involved. Between ages 18 and 22, university
graduates spend four years in college, incurring the costs of a university education (shaded area
below the horizontal axis between ages 18 and 22), and forgoing the income they would have
earned as a secondary school graduate (shaded area above the horizontal axis between ages 18
and 22). In addition to private costs, there are also costs to the government if university is
subsidized. After graduating at age 22, university graduates begin to earn more than high school
counterparts, and as the figure suggests, continue to do so until age 65 when both groups retire.
The sum increment in earnings, represented by the shaded area betweern ages 22 and 65, is the
net benefits of a university education.

Figure 8A.1. Stylized Costs and Benefits of Education
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6 The method described here is an elaborate method that incorporates direct costs as swell as forgone earnings
the calculation (see Psacharopoulos 1981 for a discussion of other procedures, including regression analysis).
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24. The standard formula in cost-benefit analysis can be modified to the specific problem here:

NPV=I E(EE _ , E(Es+C)t(1+i)'
(1- i-i,) r~=1

where E5 and E, refer to the earnings of secondary and university graduates respectively, C"
refers to the annual unit cost of university education, and i refers to the discount rate. The index
t refers to the time periods, beginning at t = 1 at age 18 and ending at t = 43 at age 65. The first
term on the right-hand side is the sum of the present value incremental earnings from a
university education, while the second term represents the sum of the present value of costs. The
rate of return to the investment is the value of i that equates these two terms. The calculation
uses individuals as the relevant unit for the assessment and ignores issues regarding the size of
the proposed project (e.g., how many students it will enroll) as well as the timing of capital
investments. Rates of return to education have been calculated in many countries; table Al
shows a few of these estimates for a variety of countries.
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Table 8A.1. Returns to Investment in Education by Level, Latest Available Year
Country Primary Secondary Higher
Argentina 8.4 7.1 7.6
Bolivia 9.3 7.3 13.1
Botswana 42.0 41.0 15.0
Brazil 35.6 5.1 21.4
Chile 8.1 11.1 14.0
Colombia 20.0 11.4 14.0
Costa Rica 11.2 14.4 9.0
Ecuador 14.7 12.7 9.9
El Salvador 16.4 13.3 8.0
Ethiopia 20.3 18.7 9.7
Ghana 18.0 13.0 16.5
Honduras 18.2 19.7 18.9
India 29.3 13.7 10.8
Iran 15.2 17.6 13.6
Lesotho 10.7 18.6 10.2
Liberia 41.0 17.0 8.0
Malawi 14.7 15.2 11.5
Mexico 19.0 9.6 12.9
Morocco 50.5 10.0 13.0
Nigeria 23.0 12.8 17.0
Pakistan 13.0 9.0 8.0
Papua New Guinea 12.8 19.4 8.4
Paraguay 20.3 12.7 10.8
Philippines 13.3 8.9 10.5
Sierra Leone 20.0 22.0 9.5
Somalia 20.6 10.4 19.9
South Africa 22.1 17.7 11.8
Thailand 30.5 13.0 11.0
Uganda 66.0 28.6 12.0
Upper Volta 20.1 14.9 21.3
Uruguay 21.6 8.1 10.3
Venezuela 23.4 10.2 6.2
Yemen 2.0 26.0 24.0
Zimbabwe 11.2 47.6 -4.3

Source: Psacharopoulos (1994a).
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Chapter 9. Economic Evaluation of Health Projects

1. The same three basic techniques that are used to assess education projects can be used
to assess health projects: in increasing order of complexity, they are cost-effectiveness
analysis, weighted cost-effectiveness analysis (sometimes referred to as cost-utility analysis),
and cost-benefit analysis. The greatest problems are associated with the estimation of the
monetary value of benefits and hence with cost-benefit analysis. Analysts should use the
simplest technique possible to address the problem at hand: cost-effectiveness where possible
and weighted cost-effectiveness and cost-benefit analysis only where they are needed for
intersectoral comparisons or for assessing projects with several measurable objectives (for
example, gains from economic efficiency in one component and gains in health status in
another). Table 9.1 shows the recommended tool for different classes of problems.

Table 9.1. Increasing Complexity of Economic Analysis in
Health with Increasing Scope of Choice

Scope of comparisons
(in increasing order of Best choice of

complexity) analytical tool Examples
Single intervention Cost-effectiveness, Tuberculosis therapy
Single disease when definition of Measles immunization
Single age group effects is narrow Family planning

methods
Multiple interventions Broader definition of Child health program
Multiple diseases effects: weighted EPI (immunization)
Single age group cost-effectiveness

(cost-utility)
analysis

Multiple interventions Formulation of
Multiple diseases primary health care
Multiple age groups programs, public

health strategy
Alternative delivery PHC vs. hospitals

systems and Preventive vs. curative,
interventions across lower- vs. upper-
the sector level services

Health sector Must use cost-benefit Education vs. health
investments analysis Health vs. agriculture
compared to Industry project with
investments in other both health status
sectors and economic

Complex project efficiency objectives
objectives
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The Steps of Economic Analysis
2. For health projects, as for any other kind of project, the analyst needs to define the
objectives of the analysis and the alternatives to be evaluated, including the without-project
alternative. For each alternative, the analyst identifies the costs-that is, the incremental
opportunity costs of the project. Costs should include capital costs, such as expenditures for
plant, equipment, and training; recurrent expenditures, including the incremental costs of
administrators, doctors, nurses, laboratory technicians, unskilled support, and other staff; and
indirect costs such as patients' time and travel. An imputed annual capital cost or rent should
be included for existing equipment and buildings whose use will be diverted to the project, and
the donated time of community health workers or others should be given an imputed cost, as
mentioned in Chapter 8. Client costs should include the opportunity cost of travel and waiting
time and out-of-pocket expenditures for food, supplies, and travel.

3. Training introduces some subtleties that require care in costing. Training adds to the
value of human capital, and initial training of trainers is clearly a capital expenditure.
However, skills deteriorate (through obsolescence, disuse, attrition) and require maintenance
and replacement. To prevent loss of skills, it is important to provide for periodic training.
Training costs, therefore, should contain an important recurrent component.

4. Often health services are produced jointly and it is difficult to identify the individual
costs of separate interventions, let alone the incremental costs. If the aLpplication of resources
to the production of services is mutually exclusive, then the costs can be allocated across
services using a criteria such as time allocation of service workers. For example, it is not
possible to use staff time to do prenatal care if the time is used for surgery. The full
disaggregation of costs can be complex, especially if accounting records are not kept with
functional allocations in mind, but recent experiences demonstrate that it can be done.
Hospitals and other facilities present a particularly difficult problem, but a procedure termed
step-down, or cost-center, analysis has been developed for facility cost analysis.' If it is not
possible to disentangle the joint costs, the analysis can evaluate the intervention alternatives
first separately then together, examining the marginal cost of adding strategic combinations of
the interventions in a stepwise fashion. The rest of this chapter shows the application of these
concepts to an actual example, proceeding from the simplest to the more complex analytical
techniques.

An Immunization Example

5. The example elaborated here is a child immunization program. The objective is to
evaluate alternative immunization strategies and design a program that will provide the
maximum improvement in health for a given budget. The baseline alternative is to continue
with the existing low level of immunization and treatment of morbidity for diphtheria,
pertussis, and tetanus. The project entails the delivery of the Bacille Calmette Guerin (BCG)
vaccine to prevent tuberculosis and the DPT (diphtheria, pertussis, and tetanus) vaccine to
children, and tetanus toxoid (T) to expectant women for a period of five years. For purposes of
analysis, it is presumed that the program ends after five years (of course, if the program were
to be successful, it would be continued indefinitely, but for evaluation purposes it is presumed
to fold after five years). We want to know whether (a) the package should include only DPT
for the child and T for the mother, or (b) BCG should be added for ithe child? Under the
project, DPT vaccinations could be delivered in two visits during the first year of life, and T
vaccinations to pregnant women. In addition or instead, BCG vaccinations could be given to

I See Barnum and Kutzin (1993), Chapter 3, Annex 3a.
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children entering and leaving school. First we use economic analysis to determine whether it
is more cost-effective to continue with the status quo, which relies primarily on treatment, or
adopt a DPTT program, a BCG program, or a combined DPTT+BCG program. Second, we
use the tools to decide whether it is worthwhile to add a BCG program to an existing DPTT
program, and vice versa. Third, we assess the economic returns to the immunization program.

Identifying and Quantifying the Effects

6. We begin by identifying the benefits of the program. The objective of health sector
activities increase individual and social welfare by improving health status. To determine how
the program will meet this very general objective, we must identify all of the project effects
that relate to a change in welfare. In practice the problem is to select the simplest attainable
measure of project effects that can be expected to change proportionally with welfare.
Examining the separate steps by which project implementation brings about a change in health
status can help identify simple indicators that will facilitate the comparisons among alternative
projects. Three kinds of indicators-input, process, and outcome indicators- are commonly
discussed.

7. In the example under consideration, the benefits could be measured variously by the
disbursement of project funds for vaccines (an input indicator), the number of fully immunized
children (a process indicator), the number deaths prevented (an output indicator), or the
number of life years saved (also an output indicator). Input indicators are generally not used
because they cannot be closely linked with the ultimate outcome on health status. If number of
children effectively immunized is used as the measure of effect, the implicit assumption is that
there is a causal link between effective immunization and improvement in health status.
Process indicators are more often used as the only practical available measure of project
achievement. Their use carries an assumption of effectiveness. Outcome measures have the
advantage that they focus more directly on the objective and allow a wider scope of
comparisons. For this reason, if the purpose of the analysis is to calculate the most effective
mode of delivery among competing formulations of the project, it is sufficient to focus on a
process indicator (e.g., the number of children effectively immunized), or a relatively simple
measure of outcome (e.g., the number of deaths prevented). Annex 9A gives some suggestions
for process and output indicators for selected health interventions.

8. Estimation of effects may require the use of an epidemiological model tailored to the
project environment, or the transfer of results from one setting to another. Epidemiological
modeling can range from simple simulations based on changes in morbidity and case fatality
rates, to complex modeling simulating age-specific rates and disease-transmission processes.2

In the particular case under consideration, the effects of the project were measured in terms of
premature deaths averted, as calculated from a simple epidemiological model based on the
number of immunizations, the efficacy of the vaccines, and the incidence and case fatality
rates of the diseases involved. 3 The results appear in table 9.2. The number of deaths
prevented in any one year have been calculated using the epidemiological model. The benefits
of the project taper off after year six because the program is presumed to stop after year five.

2 The 1992 China Sector Report, "Long Term Issues and Options in the Health Transition," illustrates the
use of a complex model linking risk behavior and chronic diseases.

3 It should be noted that modeling is -i -,. vays necessary. Where analytical resources or data are limited it
may be possible to transfer results from other studies. There is a growing literature on the effectiveness of
specific interventions. Much of the literature on health technology must be adapted from developed
countries, but there is a substantial literature on the effects of basic interventions (e.g., prenatal care,
micronutrients, breastfeeding) in the context of developing countries.
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Displacement of Existing Activities

9. The immunization program is expected to displace private sector activity; therefore,
the gains shown in table 9.2 are gross, not net. Without a government immunization program,
8 percent of the population purchases immunization services from private health care
providers. It is estimated that, after the government introduces a free program, half of the
children who would have received private immunizations would now use the government
program. The net coverage of the population will not be the 80 percent coverage provided by
the public immunization program, but 80 percent less 4 percent. Thus, the actual effects would
be 19/20 (= 76/80) of the effects calculated in table 9.2. The totals at the bottom of table 9.2
show the adjustment to reflect net gains.

Table 9.2: Worksheet with Effect Breakdown by Year
and Alternative: Premature Deaths Prevented by
Immunization Program

Total Premature Premnature
premature deaths deaths

Yearfrom start deaths prevented, prevented,
ofprogram prevented DPT only BCG only

Year I 0 0 0
Year 2 17,200 16,800 400
Year 3 27,600 26,800 800
Year 4 45,500 44,200 :1,300
Year 5 59,300 57,600 1],700
Year 6 73,300 71,100 2,200
Year 7 24,800 22,100 2,700
Year 8 18,800 15,400 3,400
Year9 15,300 11,200 4,100
Year 10 10,700 5,800 4,900
Year 11 5,600 0 5,600
Year 12 4,700 0 4,700
Year 13 3,600 0 3,600
Year 14 2,500 0 2!,500
Year 15 1,200 0 1,200
Discounted total 199,962 182,180 17,181
Adjusted for net 189,964 173,071 16,,322

gains
Percent of total 100.0% 91.4% 8.6%

Is a Life Saved Today as Valuable as a Life Saved Tomorrow?

10. Table 9.2 is constructed under the assumption that a premature death prevented today
is more valuable than a premature death prevented tomorrow. This peculiar result stems from
standard economic theory. Life is valuable because we enjoy it. Enjoyment today is more
valuable than enjoyment tomorrow; hence, if an activity prevents enjoyment's being cut short
today as opposed to tomorrow, that activity is more valuable than an activity that prolongs
enjoyment in the future at the expense of enjoyment in the present. What is being discounted
s not the health effect itself, but the benefits that the health effect generates.

11. Another reason for valuing prolongation of life in the future less than prolongation of
life in t- present is as follows. Suppose that a program costs $1,000 and will avert premature
deaths at $10 per person. We have two options. First, we can spend $1,DOO this year and avert
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100 deaths, or we can invest the $1,000 for one year at, say, 3 percent and have $1,030 next

year, allowing us to prolong 103 lives next year. If we value premature deaths averted in the

future as much as those averted today, we will take the second option. But next year we will
be faced with a similar choice and we will make a similar decision, as we would be able to

save 106 lives in the third. Obviously, according to this logic, as long as we can invest the
money at some positive real rate and save more lives in the future, we would rather invest than

saves lives. This leads to the absurd conclusion that we should never save lives. For this

reason, premature averted deaths must be discounted just like any other good.

Effectiveness

12. As table 9.2 shows, the total immunization program is the most effective in preventing

premature deaths, with the DPT-only program a close second, and the BCG-only program

being the least effective of all. If resources were unlimited, the total immunization program
would be the preferable alternative. But because we are working within a budget constraint,

we need to bring costs into the picture and identify the most cost-effective alternative.

13. Table 9.3 summarizes the present value of the incremental costs of one project
alternative: adding an expanded program of immunization to the existing programs of health

services. The cost categories given in column 1 are highly aggregated; each of the entries in

table 9.3 represents the sum of a number of individual items in the detailed project cost tables.

Column 2 shows the total cost for each expenditure category, and columns 3 to 6 give the costs

borne by individual stakeholders. In the example given, the initial capital costs of the program

are borne by the central government but 44 percent of recurrent costs are borne by local

governments and NGOs.

Table 9.3. Sample Worksheet for Estimating Costs in Health Projects
(present value, millions of US dollars)

Cost to Cost to NGO/
Total central local Donor Cost to

Category cost govern. govern. grants users
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Capital costs
Facilities 5.4 5.4

Equipment 16.2 16.2
Vehicles 12.1 12.1
Training 3.0 0.3 2.7
Technical assistance 12.8 12.8

Total capital costs 49.5 0.3 49.2
Recurrent costs

Personnel 32.7 4.0 28.7
Supplies 34.7 29.0 5.7
Training 1.7 1.7
Maintenance 6.7 2.0 3.0 1.7
Othera 9.1 2.7 3.4 3.0
Client time, travel, materials 3.0 3.0
Transfers

User fees -1.7 1.7
Private payments -0.4 0.4

Recurrent costs net of transfers 87.9 39.4 38.7 4.7 5.1

dAdministration, promotion, utilities.
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14. Two aspects of tables 9.2 and 9.3 merit special attention. The first aspect has to do
with incremental costs and benefits. If resources are to be used efficiently, the marginal cost-
effectiveness must be the same for all interventions. The use of average instead of marginal
cost-effectiveness will produce the same results only if the underlying effects and costs are
constant, or nearly so, over the scale of investment under consideration. Calculating
incremental effects of an intervention and comparing them with the incremental costs in a cost-
effectiveness analysis implicitly interprets the study results as marginal. Pushing this
interpretation of what are essentially average cost estimates over a wlide scale of investment
can introduce a bias, however. This bias can be especially important in comparing
interventions in low-mortality and high-resource countries, because the marginal cost-
effectiveness of any intervention falls as the incidence of its related disease falls and the level
of coverage with health services rises. In lower-resource countries, with low coverage by basic
interventions, the differences between resource allocations directed by marginal and average
cost-effectiveness may not be as great. Analysts should use caution in applying the results of
cost-effectiveness analyses over a wide range of resource availability. Certain health
interventions can be promoted as dogma, but their cost-effectiveness may diminish as health
service coverage and health status improve. Special care should be taken to examine
unexpected local reversals in the cost effectiveness in specific environments, especially in
middle-income and upper-middle-income countries.

15. The second aspect that merits attention is the treatment of cost-Jrecovery from patients.
Cost-recovery is a reimbursement by beneficiaries of expenditures made by the immunization
program. The costs of the program are the materials and labor used. tJser fees reimburse the
government agency for those costs and hence are not an incremental program cost. If clients
make informal extra payments to providers (for example, to individual nurses or doctors),
these payments are also transfers and not incremental project costs. These "under-the-table"
payments do not accrue to the government, however, but to government employees. Table 9.3
shows them as accruing to the government to avoid adding another column. In immunization
programs, such private payments are likely to be minor. In other programs, however, private
payments could be large and they should be accounted for in the analysis under a separate
column.

16. Full specification of the costs for the problem entails constructing the equivalent of
table 9.3 for each alternative to be compared, and for each year of the project. To keep the
presentation simple, we omit the details, and in table 9.4 provide a sumrnary of the worksheets
emphasizing the time dimension and the costs of alternatives, but cutting the project off at
year 5. Because the BCG and DPTT program share many costs, the costs of the program
altematives are not additive. To derive the costs for the separate alternatives each line item
was considered separately. Vaccines and most supplies are clearly additive, but the cold chain
(refrigerated storage and transportation equipment needed to keep vaccines from deteriorating)
is a cost that would be needed for any immunization package.
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Table 9.4. Worksheet with Cost Breakdown by Year and Alternative
(millions of 1995 US dollars)

Cost of Cost of
adding adding

Cost of Cost if Cost if BCG to DP7Tto
total DPTT BCG DP7T BCG

Iaab Yearfrom start ofprogram program only onlya program program
Year 1 25 23 14 3 12
Year 2 27 24 15 3 12
Year 3 29 26 15 3 14
Year4 34 31 18 3 16
Year 5 36 33 18 4 18
Discounted total (10% disc. rate) 123 112 66 13 59
Value of capital remaining at end 13 12 13 0 1

of 5 years
Total costs less value of capital at 110 100 53 13 58

end of project
" The costs of operating the two programs-DPTT and BCG-separately do not add up to the

costs of the total program because many of the total costs are for shared expenditures.
This column shows the cost of adding a BCG program to a pre-existing DPTT program (or
conversely for column 5).

17. Over the life of the project there will be a flow of expenditures for each of the items in
the table. Most of the capital expenditures occur in the first three years of the project. By the
fifth year the investment is complete-a warehouse for supplies and cold chain and other
equipment for the vaccines are in place, and training of trainers and initial training of providers
has been completed. The discounted cost of this flow of expenditures is shown in table 9.4.
The discounted costs is the critical number that will be used in the numerator of the cost
effectiveness calculations.

18. The services provided under the immunization project used in this example are
intended to continue after the project investment is completed. Sustaining the program
requires continuing recurrent expenditures to maintain the accumulated capital stock, including
human resources, and to meet other routine operating costs.

Cost-Effectiveness

19. The simplest type of cost-effectiveness relates deaths prevented to costs. For a
measure of effectiveness we can use Years of Potential Life Gained (YLGs), which are
calculated as the difference between the expected durations of life with and without the
intervention.

20. Relating benefits in terms of YLGs to cost, using the data in tables 9.2 and 9.3, we see
that the total immunization program prevents about 190,000 premature deaths (as compared to
the baseline) at an additional cost of $1 10 million, for a cost-effectiveness ratio of $579 per
premature death prevented. The DPTT program is equally cost-effective ($578 per premature
death prevented), while the BCG program is the least cost-effective, because it prevents a
premature death at a cost of $3,247. If we were to add the BCG component to an existing
DPTT, we would prevent about 16,000 additional deaths at an additional cost of $13 million
($797 per death prevented). Similarly, adding DPTT to an existing BCG program would
prevent about 173,000 deaths at a cost of $58 million ($335 per death prevented).

21. YLGs are easily calculated, and they can be a useful tool in countries where data are
scarce and the primary objective is to reduce mortality. However, YLGs ignore benefits
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stemming from reduced morbidity and hence are highly biased against interventions for
chronic diseases and other conditions with large morbidity-reducing effects. Although for
large classes of diseases, especially common diseases of childhood, the morbidity-reducing
effects are relatively small, a broader scope of comparisons among interventions affecting
different diseases across the health sector requires a broader measure of effects that takes into
account reduced morbidity and mortality.

Weighted Cost-Effectiveness

22. A measure of benefits that takes into account reduced morbidity as well as reduced
mortality requires a weighting scheme for the two benefits. The simplest scheme is Healthy
Years of Life Gained (HYLG), a measure that weights morbidity and mortality effects equally.
HYLGs are the sum of the years of life gained on account of reduced mortality and morbidity,
adjusted for disability (see box 9.1). Table 9.5 shows the morbidity years avoided and the
years of life gained from each of the interventions in our example. For this case, the years of
life gained from reductions in mortality and morbidity are calculated using the same
epidemiological model previously applied to calculate deaths prevented by adding the
computation of cases, information on average duration of morbidity, and years of life lost
based on a life table. In any one year the morbidity benefits are equal to the days of morbidity
avoided in that year. The benefits from premature deaths prevented are equal to the discounted
value of the difference between the years of life that the beneficiaries would have lived with
and without the project. Thus, in year seven the benefits from mortality years avoided are
equal 1,222,000 years. This is the discounted value of the years of life gained in year seven on
account of the project. Assessing the benefits of the project, then, involves double discounting,
as the total benefits of the project (13,002,000 from premature mortality avoided) are equal to
the (again) discounted value of the benefits accruing in every year. Because the project aimed
to reduce infant mortality and is presumed to end in year five, most of the gains occur during
the early years, when childhood diseases do the most damage.
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Box 9.1. Measuring Healthy Years of Life Gained (HYLGs):
'When illness strikes, the:individual may (a)3fully recover, (b) recover, but be'disabled'for some

time during,the rest. .of his/her life,: or (c) die. If,treatment-is adopted to-fight the disease, fewer
individuals fall 'prey and individuals, and society benefit from the time not lost to disease. and from
prernature deaths averted. -HYLGs:measure the amount of time society gains from treatment. How do
we estimate HYLGs?

Let us consider Ghana,: where trypanosomiasis normally affects the population at age 15 and.has
a case fatality rate of 19 percent.: The average, age of those who, die from this disease is: 17. CGiven that.in
Ghana life expectancy is 61.6 years, a person Who is stricken and dies loses 44.5 years of life. -Since the
fatality rate is 19-percent, On average we-would expect to lose 8A6 years of life, or 3,088. days,. if a
person is stricken.

After the onset of the disease, those who die are'disabled for about a year and die wiin two
years.. The timej ost to disability before ideath is given by. the time .lost multiplied by the incidence of the
disease: [3:9 x (17-15) x.(50/100) x 365.251 69 days.

Some of those who survive are chronically disabled. It is estimated that about 13.5 percent of
the.population is: stricken aid survives, but is- chronically disabled.- ' As- a result of. the: ill1ness, these
people are well only 70 percent. of the'time. Thus,. for 46.5 years, 13.5 percent of .the population is
disabled 30 percent of the timu'e.- This implies, that 687 days are.lost throug.chronic disability: .J35 x
46.E5. x.0.3 'x 365.25].:. Finally, there are those who-..fal::acutely ill, -but.ne'ither die nor'are.chronically
disabled. This..proportion is equal to 100.mius. the case fatality rate, minus the prop tionta are
.chronically disabled, or.67.5 percent. Since, .on average, they fall ill for 90 days, the.days lost are 90 x
0.675 =6 1.

The of these four categories.results in the average number of.dys of healthy life iost to,the
community-by eac patient with the disease (L): 3,907 = (3,088 + 69 + 687 + 61). The.annual number
of days. lost by the community is then given- by the annual incidence of the: disease .(I- .new cases./ 000
population/year), .which in this, case is 5 percent.- The :total days: lo.st by. the community,:. then, is.. 195=
,(3,907 x .05). 'Assutming: a:95 percent effective treatment with 80 percent coverage, treatment would
save 148 days per 1,000 population [.95,x ..80 x 1953. This..methiodology is appropriate when we have
limited information. Other, more complex -methodologies are appropriate-when-we have more- complete
infoimation (Murray'and Lopez, 1994).
A0 = average age at onset .. C case fatality rate (expressed as a percent)
Ad = averageg at ede of those who.die-of the Q j.ercenu ofthose affected by the: disease who do
disease not die of the. disease but who are permanently

disabled
E(A0 ) expectation of life (in years) at age A, D. percent.: disablement of those permanently

'disabled
Dw= percent disablement in the period from onset until t = average period of temporary disablement .(days)- 
death among those who die of the disease :i.e., Dm =0 = among those wio are,affected but neither die nor are:
no disablement, D1,= 100 =.disablement -equivalent to permanently. disabled, multiplied by the proportion

,.death) disablement of those temporarily disabled .
The average number. of days of healthy life lost.to the community by each. patient with the disease is
given by:

Days lost due to:,
premature deaths: disability before:death:

L (Gl0).E(A-( Ad-AC)] .. 365.25 +: . (C(100).(A-36525 +
-chronic disa biity: acute illness:

(QIl00).E(A3).(D/l00).365.25 + [-(00-C-Q)IJ00 t ,
Let I = annual incidence of the disease (new casesf 1000 population/year)
Then the number of days lost by the community that are attributable to the disease is

-R= LI/I 000 population

Source: Morrow, Smith, and Nimo (1981).
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Table 9.5. Worksheet with Effect Breakdown by Year and Alternative
Years of Life Gained from Immunization Program
Year from start of Morbidity Mortality Total HYLGs Gain from DPT Gain from
program years years only BCG only
Year I 0 0 0 0 0
Year 2 2,300 1,120,000 1,122,300 1,095,000 27,300
Year 3 4,700 1,795,000 1,799,700 1,746,000 53,700
Year 4 8,000 2,955,000 2,963,000 2,881,000 82,000
Year 5 11,300 3,857,000 3,868,300 3,755,000 113,300
Year 6 14,800 4,765,000 4,779,800 4,635,000 144,800
Year 7 9,900 1,616,000 1,625,900 1,448,000 177,900
Year 8 6,700 1,222,000 1,228,700 1,008,000 220,700
Year 9 4,900 995,000 999,900 733,000 266,900
Year 10 2,800 694,000 696,800 379,000 317,800
Year 11 500 365,000 365,500 0 365,500
Year 12 400 305,000 305,400 0 305,400
Year 13 300 235,000 235,300 0 235,300
Year 14 200 160,000 160,200 0 160,200
Year 15 100 78,000 78,100 0 78,100

Discounted total 41,906 13,002,000 13,043,906 11,882,000 1,161,906
Adjustedtotal 39,810 12,351,900 12,391,710 11,287,900 1,103,810

Percent of total 0.3% 99.7% 100.0% 91.1% 8.9%
Cost-effectiveness 8.9 8.9 48.1
($/HYLG)

23. Relating these indicators of effectiveness to the costs of the interventions, we obtain
the results shown in the last row of table 9.5. The effects of the project are calculated in terms
of the HYLGs from the reduction in mortality and morbidity. The ranking of alternative
interventions is the same as before, when we used YLGs instead of HYLGs, because in this
case the mortality prevention effects swamp the morbidity prevention effects.

24. The primary effects of the immunization example are from mortality reduction
because the deaths prevented are those of young children and the number of years gained from
each death avoided is large. This is true for many childhood diseases, making it practical in
many applications to concentrate the analysis on the more readily availalble mortality data. For
this reason, we recommend the use of YLGs where the morbidity effects are inconsequential,
and HYLGs where morbidity is important.

25. Table 9.6 presents a summary of the cost-effectiveness ratios and an additional
alternative that it is instructive to examine: a program of treatment in lieu of prevention. In
table 9.6, the cost per unit of effect for each of the immunization program alternatives is
compared with treatment. The results of the analysis make it clear that immunization
programs are highly cost-effective. For the total immunization program, the cost per death
prevented from treatment is over 12 times that of immunization. The results also reveal that
the addition of BCG to the program (at a cost per death prevented of US$797) is cost-effective
compared to treatment (at a cost per death prevented of US$1,950); however it would not be
cost-effective if carried out as an independent program (at a cost per death prevented of
US$3,247). Findings similar to this have beer -.ng reason for the addition of vaccines to
existing immunization programs. It cannot always be assumed, hovvever, that prevention
programs are superior in cost-effectiveness to treatment: prevention may be carried out on
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large number of individuals, many of whom would never get the disease, while treatment,
especially of low-incidence diseases, is delivered to much smaller numbers.

Table 9.6. Cost-Effectiveness of Selected Alternatives
(1995 US dollars)

Cost per death
Cost per death prevented by

Alternative prevented Cost per HYLG treatment
Total EPI program 579 8.9 7,200
DPTT program only 578 8.9 9,800
BCG program only 3,247 48.1 1,950
DPTT considered as an added program 335 5.2 9,800
BCG considered as an added progran 797 11.8 1,950

" This is the weighted average of the costs of treatment of the diseases considered. The weights are the
proportions of total prevented cases in each alternative.

26. There are obvious problems in using equal weights for adding reductions in mortality
and morbidity-a year lost to disease is not necessarily the equivalent of a full year of life lost.
To correct for this problem we, would need to weight morbidity and mortality years with
unequal weights. Calculating such weights necessarily involves many subjective assumptions.
This example, therefore, was built using the simplest possible assumptions. Alternative
measures are discussed in the following paragraphs. In this particular example, the extra
complexity would not have been warranted, as it would not have altered the primary outcome
of the analysis.

27. Disability-Adjusted Life Years Gained (DALYs) are age-weighted HYLGs.4 DALYs
are more controversial than HYLGs because the weights, which vary by age group, are highly
subjective, they cloud the interpretation of the measure, and presumably vary across cultures
and social contexts. If the alternatives involve comparisons across age groups, weighting for
social preferences, using a procedure similar to DALYs, is needed. For all three measures-
YLGs, HYLGs, and DALYs-there are approximate methods that allow regional parameters
to be adjusted to country-specific situations where data are otherwise unavailable.5

28. Quality-Adjusted Life Years (QALYs) is a measure calculated by adjusting morbid life
years by subjective measures of quality where a fully functional year of life is given a weight
of 1 and dysfunctional years are counted as fractions. The measure is similar to HYLGs and
DALYs, both of which adjust for disability years using fractional weights. For QALYs,
however, the adjustment is more explicitly linked to utility or quality-of-life status than for the
other measures, which are limited to disability. QALYs are data-intensive. They have become
a standard tool in cost-effectiveness analysis for technology assessment in OECD countries,
especially in Europe, but standard methods of determining the weights in a developing
countries have yet to be developed and tested.

4 See the discussion in Barnum (1987) and Murray and Lopez (1994).

5 See, for example, Ravicz and Griffin (1995).
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Cost-Benefit Analysis

29. Putting a dollar value on the benefits of health projects makes it possible to compare
them with projects in other sectors, or with otherwise disparate benefits. However, assigning a
monetary value to health benefits involves a great increase in complexity. There are also
added dangers of unwittingly double-counting effects or including false benefits. Annex 9B
gives some examples of possible benefits from health projects.

30. Conventionally, benefits in health are categorized as direct or indirect and are
primarily derived from morbidity and mortality changes, added quality of services, or gains in
efficiency. Direct benefits are those that can be explicitly defined by a monetary value.
Examples include avoided treatment costs or gains in efficiency of service delivery. Indirect
benefits are those that are nonmonetary and can only be given an implicit monetary value.
Examples are avoided loss of life or ill days, and changes in service quality.

31. The immunization example can be extended to illustrate the valuation of benefits (see
table 9.7). Benefits start in the second year of the project. The benefits identified are the value
of life saved, both from reduced time ill and from mortality avoided, the cost of treatment
avoided, and the value of family time spent in home care. In this case, data were obtained
from household surveys, labor force participation surveys, and estimates of the shadow wage
rate in agriculture. A year of life saved was valued at annual per capita national income-a
very conservative proxy of the economic value of life as a consumption good. Lost lifetime
productivity is not included, because it is implicitly incorporated in the per capita income
valuation. Treatment costs include both traditional and modem medicine and are corrected for
service coverage and use.
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Table 9.7. Worksheet with Benefit Breakdown by Year for Total Immunization
Program
(millions of US dollars)

Year from start of Treatment Value of Value of Value of Total value of
program cost family time morbid time mortality benefits

avoided in care avoided avoided
Year 2 2 1 2 22 27
Year 3 4 1 4 40 48
Year4 6 2 6 69 84
Year 5 8 4 9 99 120
Year 6 11 5 12 132 160
Year 7 7 3 8 78 96
Year 8 5 2 5 76 88
Year 9 4 2 4 79 88
Year 10 3 1 2 76 82
Year II 1 0 0 65 67
Year 12 1 0 0 58 59
Year 13 1 0 0 46 47
Year 14 1 0 0 32 33
Year 15 0 0 0 16 17

Discounted total 32 13 33 480 559
Total adjusted for 30 12 31 456 531
displacement of
existing services

Percent of total 6% 2% 6% 86% 100%

32. As in the analysis of effects, the benefits from reduced mortality predominate. The
time pattern is not materially altered from the simpler analysis restricted to effects, and the
relative benefits of BCG, DPTT, and the total program also remain approximately as they were
in table 9.2 (although table 9.7 does not show this effect).

33. Table 9.8 gives the cost-benefit summary of the immunization program. The results
are not shown for the individual program alternatives, but they are consistent with the cost-
effectiveness analysis. Thus, if the objective is limited to the comparison of altematives, the
cost-benefit findings do not warrant the extra expense of the analysis.
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Table 9.8. Cost-Benefit Analysis of Immunization
Program
(millions of 1995 US dollars)
Year Benefits Costs Net benefits
Year 1 0 25 -25
Year 2 27 27 0
Year 3 48 29 1'9
Year 4 84 34 50
Year 5 120 36 84
Year 6 160 -13 173
Year 7 96 0 96
Year 8 88 0 88
Year 9 88 0 88
Year 10 82 0 82
Year 11 67 0 6 '
Year 12 59 0 59)
Year 13 47 0 4'
Year 14 33 0 33
Year 15 17 0 17
Present value 559 116 443
(at 10% disc.
rate)
Internal rate of return (IRR) 98%

34. However, cost-benefit analysis makes it possible to calculate the net benefits or IRR
for the immunization program. In the example, the net benefits are especially large; they
demonstrate that the immunization program provides a good return on the investment and is
probably more than competitive with alternatives in other sectors. The immunization program
gives net benefits of US$443 million with an IRR of 98 percent. This example gives especially
dramatic results. Generally, such results can be expected from low cost programs, such as
immunization, having large mortality effects on children in countries with high infant and
child mortality rates.

35. There are many opportunities to add extra precision to the analyses in health. More
explicit and detailed specification of the epidemiological model underlying the estimates of
effects is a frequent cause of complexity; more detailed specification of benefits is another.
The addition of detail to the analysis requires careful judgment. Greater complexity is
sometimes essential to capture important effects needed for a policy decision or to add
convincing realism to the estimates; often, however, as in the example explored in this chapter,
it does not change the conclusions. Under the time and budget constraints of project
preparation, analysts must carefully weigh the costs and benefits of added complexity.
Experience indicates that simplicity seldom adversely effects the analysis.

36. As a general recommendation, it is best to use the simplest measure of effects
compatible with the problem to be analyzed. Often this is a measure specific to the problem
(see Annex 9A). For many applications YLG provides a common denominator for
comparisons. For some applications, data are readily available and effects can be measured in
HYLGs or DALYs. Use the same measure of effects for all the alternatives undL
examination. Epidemiological models range from the relatively simple to the extremely
complex, but the answers seldom differ substantially among models. It: is advisable, then, to
begin with the simpler versions and introduce more complex models only as needed. Use
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informed judgment to avoid unneeded complications. Where statistical estimates of
parameters are unavailable, published material may be a useful source of information.
Parameters may be obtained either by combing the literature, using analogous results from
other countries, or using expert opinion. Whatever the source, the analysis should be explicit
about the assumptions and the reliability of the data It is always advisable to exploit
sensitivity analysis to explore critical assumptions.

Value of Life

37. Without question, the most difficult problem in evaluating benefits is to place an
indirect value on life gained through reduction in mortality and morbidity. Many techniques
have been suggested: The two most prominent are the human capital approach and the
willingness-to-pay approach. Under the human capital approach, improvements in health
status are viewed as investments that yield future gains in productivity. Useful as this
approach may be to examine the effect of health on economic output, it ignores the
consumption value of health. Even after retirement, for example, life has a value.

38. Willingness to pay has become the accepted measure of the value of life. Individual
willingness to pay has been estimated by implication from revealed preference studies
examining earnings premiums for risky jobs or safety expenditures by consumers. These
studies have all been carried out in developed countries and need to be extended to developing-
country settings. Informatively, however, these studies consistently produce estimates of the
value of life that are greater (usually several times greater) than the discounted present value of
per capita income. Thus, in the absence of evidence from revealed preference studies in
developing countries, the discounted flow of per capita income provides a highly conservative
substitute estimate.
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Annex 9A. Examples of Measures of Performance

Program Process Measures Outcome Measures
(Cost per ...) (Cost per ...)

Training MD trained
Nurse trained
VHW trained

Inpatient care Bed day Death averted
Delivery Year of life gained
Surgical procedure HYLG, DALY, QALY

Outpatient or outreach care:
General Outpatient visit Death averted

Year of life gained
HYLG, DALY, QALY

MCH MCH visit Death averted, etc. (as above)
Pregnancy monitored Month increase in birth
Child monitored interval
Immunized child Mlalnourished child avoided
Contraceptive acceptor Birth averted

Disease-specific programs: House sprayed or hectare of Unit reduction in morbidity
Malaria/schisto water treated (slide positive rate, egg
Leprosy/TB/STDs Case treated count, etc.)

Death averted
Year of life gained
HYLG, DALY, QALY

Nutrition Breastfed child Death averted
Weaned child Y]LG, HLYG, DALY, etc.
Supplemented person year Unit change in

malnourishment
Low birth weight avoided
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Annex 9B. Examples of Potential Benefits from Health Projects6

I. Effects of reduced morbidity on productivity

(a) fewer days lost from acute stages of illness

(i) from worker

(ii) from members of family caring for the ill

(b) fewer days of productivity temporarily reduced through either changed pace of
work or failure to work

(c) fewer days of lower productivity from permanent disability

II. Effects of reduced mortality on productivity

(a) fewer worker days lost through premature death

(b) less family time lost

III. Consumption benefits

(a) increased output of unmarketed household goods (such as house repairs,
woodgathering, kitchen garden, pond cultivation, homemade articles)

(b) increased leisure (note interaction of leisure and productive time use; the
value of leisure time is output forgone)

(c) higher quality of life

(d) intrinsic value of life and reduced suffering

(i) to the individual

(ii) to others

IV. Greater efficiency of the school system (i.e., more efficient learning)

(a) resource saving-less wasted education expenditure

(b) higher future productivity due to better physical and mental development

V. Reduced expenditures by household on

(a) medical care, drugs, traditional healers

(b) supplementary food (e.g., in cases of malaria and diarrhea)

VI. Other benefits

(a) externalities (example: herd effect of immunization)

(b) fertility reduction following established increase in child survival

(c) new lands (examples: outer islands of Indonesia, and malaria; Voltaic river
basin, and oncho)

VII. Direct government resource savings resulting from internal efficiency improvements.
(Such savings usually should not be counted as a benefit in addition to such items as those
above.)

6 Source: de Ferranti (1983).
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Chapter 10. Risk and Sensitivity Analysis

1. The economic analysis of projects is necessarily based on uncertain future events. The
basic elements in the cost and benefit streams of projects, such as input and output prices and
quantities, seldom represent certain, or almost certain, events in the sense that they can be
reasonably represented by single values. Uncertainty and risk are present whenever a project has
more than one possible outcome. The measurement of economic costs and benefits, therefore,
inevitably involves explicit or implicit probability judgments.

2. Take the example of someone who wants to buy coffee today, hold it for a year, and then
sell. Because commodity prices are extremely variable (see figure 10.1), the outcome of this
simple project is not at all certain and the person undertaking the project is taking a risk. Such a
project would have made money in 12 out of the past 23 years, lost money in 10 out of 23 years,
and broken even in 1 out of 23 years. If we use the past as a guide to the future, we would
recognize that there are at least three possible outcomes and that each outcome has a different
probability of occurring. If the project entailed the renovation of coffee plantations, added to
uncertainty about coffee prices would be uncertainty about yields and costs; as a result, there
would be many more possible outcomes. In this chapter we present various tools for assessing
risk: sensitivity analysis, switching values, and simulation techniques.

Figure 10.1. Frequency Distribution of Various Commodity Prices
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Sensitivity Analysis

3. Sensitivity analysis assesses risks by identifying the variables that most influence a
project's net benefits and quantifying the extent of their influence. It consists of testing the
effects of variations in selected cost and benefit variables on the project's IRR or NPV. For
example, if we have a project to renovate coffee plantations and we want to identify which of
two variables, coffee price or yield, is the most critical for project success, we would assess the
impact on the project's NPV of varying coffee prices and yield by some arbitrary percentage, say
15 percent. Sensitivity analysis may help identify weak design options and pinpoint the need for
obtaining additional information on some variables. It may also help convey some idea of
project risk.

Switching Values

4. The preferred approach to sensitivity analysis uses switching values. The switching
value of a variable is that value at which the project's NPV becomes zero (or the IRR equals the
discount rate). Switching values are usually given in terms of the percentage change in the value
of variable needed to turn the project's NPV equal to zero. Switching values may be useful in
identifying which variables most affect project outcomes. The switching values of the relatively
more important variables may be presented in order of declining sensitivity (see table 10. 1).

Table 10.1. Presentation of Switching Values
Variable Switching value
Yield per hectare -25%
Construction costs 40%
Irrigated area per pump -50%
Shadow exchange rate 60%

5. In this example, the most critical variable is yield-a decrease of more than 25 percent
in the posited expected yield will make the NPV negative if other things remain as expected. If
experience suggests that yield can easily be that much less than expected (perhaps because of
poor-quality extension services), then this project is very risky, unless actions can be taken to
prevent such a shortfall. The project's worth is also sensitive to construction costs, but a 40-
percent increase in these costs (in real terns) may be considered quite unlikely if, for exarnple,
the state of engineering for the project is advanced. The table also indicates that the project's
NPV is not, by itself, sensitive to the shadow exchange rate used and, therefore, fairly crude
estimates of that parameter might suffice in this particular case. It is helpful to distinguish
between factors that are completely beyond control, such as rainfall and world market prices, and
factors that can be fully or partially controlled by project managers, such as implementation
schedules and quality of extension services. Switching values of the shadiow exchange rate (or
other major shadow prices) should always be shown explicitly.

Selection of Variables and Depth of Analysis

6. XV ., conducting sensitivity analysis, the analyst should normally consider three
specific areas:

(a) Aggregate coi.. and benefits. Simple sensitivity analysis of the effects of variations in
total project costs and total project benefits is often helpful in indicating the joint
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influence of underlying variables. Except in special cases, however, this type of
aggregate analysis alone does not assist judgments on the range of likely variation, or on
the specific measures that might reduce project risks.

(b) Critical cost and benefit items: Sensitivity tests are usually most effective if costs and
benefits are disaggregated in some detail. While the use of subaggregates (such as
"investment costs," "operating costs," etc.) can be helpful, sensitivity analysis is best
done in respect of individual parameters that are most critical to the project. On the
benefit side, detailed sensitivity analysis typically includes such parameters as output
prices or tariff levels, unit cost savings, and expected rate of growth in demand for
project outputs. On the cost side, such analysis typically involves productivity
coefficients and prices of major inputs. Shadow prices used in the economic analysis
should normally be examined in sensitivity analysis.

(c) The effects of delays. Several types of delay can occur in projects-for example, delays
in starting the project, delays during the construction phase, or delays in reaching full
capacity utilization (as in industrial projects) or in reaching full development (as in
agricultural projects). It is normally important to include the relevant delay factors in
sensitivity tests. 1

7. While these types of analyses are likely to be useful in most cases, the amount of detail
desirable in sensitivity tests may vary considerably from case to case. The analysis of delays is
normally done in terms of the effects on the NPV of delays of specified time intervals (e.g., a
year), although it may occasionally be useful to calculate the maximum permissible delay (i.e.,
its switching value). The switching value method is, however, the preferred form of analysis for
other variables, especially for the detailed analysis of critical cost and benefit items.

Presentation of Sensitivity Analysis

8. Some forms of presentation of sensitivity tests are not very helpful and should be
avoided. A common presentation is as follows:

Internal Rate of Return and Sensitivity Analysis (% of original estimates)
Costs 100 100 100 110 120 120
Benefits 100 90 80 100 100 80
Rate of return 30 25 20 27 22 16

This form of presentation has a number of shortcomings: it does not identify (a) the variables
that most affect the variation in the IRR, or (b) the sources or types of uncertainty involved, for
example, the extent to which the risk is due to factors such as construction costs and
implementation schedules that can be at least partially controlled. In addition, because of the
aggregate nature of such a presentation, it is difficult to judge the basis for statements that the
project has a "high chance of success," or that "simultaneous adverse changes in both costs and
benefits of 20 percent are very unlikely." The switching value presentation (table 10.1) is a
much better way to give information about sensitivity.

1 The analysis of these factors is similar to the analysis of the optimum timing and time-phasing of the project,
which is sometimes an important part of the economic analysis of the projects. The latter type of analysis,
however, focuses on the selection of the optimal plan, while the analysis of delays refers to the delays that can
occur in any given plan.
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Shortcomings of Sensitivity Analysis

9. Sensitivity analysis has three major limitations: it does not take into account the
probabilities of occurrence of the events; it does not take into account the correlations among the
variables; and finally, the practice of varying the values of sensitive variables by standard
percentages does not necessarily bear any relation to the observed (or likely) variability of the
underlying variables.

10. In the example illustrated in table 10.1, the NPV of the project vvill turn negative if the
yield per hectare declines by more than 25 percent. This information has only limited use
because we do not know whether this event is highly probable or highly unlikely. If the latter,
then the information is useless for all practical purposes.

11. The usual technique of varying one variable at a time, keeping the others constant at
their expected values, is justified only if the variables concerned are uncorrelated; otherwise the
related variables must be varied jointly. If the variables are correlated, varying only one variable
at a time may lead us to conclude erroneously that a project is robust. In the same example
(table 10.1), the results concerning the influence of the "irrigated area per pump" will be
misleading if changes in this factor also affect the "yield per hectare realized." In fact, a 10-
percent reduction in irrigated area per pump may lead to a 10-percent reduction in yield, which
in turn would lead to a 60-percent reduction in NPV. Thus, the analyst should examine the
sensitivity of the outcome to changes in combinations of variables thait are expected to vary
together-for example, variations in revenues rather than variations in price and quantity
separately.

12. Finally, the practice of varying a key variable by some arbitrary percentage, say 10
percent, may cover most of the distribution for some variables, but only a minor fraction for
others. Take the case of two commodity prices, the price of oranges and the price of urea. The
average price of oranges during 1970-93 was $520 per metric ton (1990 prices). Seventy-five
percent of the observed prices were between $450 and $550. A variation of ± 10 percent would
have covered most of the observations in the period. But for urea, a commodity whose price
ranged from $70 to $770 per metric ton, a similar variation would have covered only 25 percent
of the observations.

13. Because of these three shortcomings, it is preferable to use techniques other than
sensitivity analysis for assessing risk.

The Expected Net Present Value Criterion

14. OP 10.04, Economic Evaluation of Investment Projects, indicates that for projects whose
benefits are measurable in monetary terns, the criterion for project acceptability is the project's
expected NPV. In particular, the criterion requires that the project's expected NPV (a) must not
be negative, and (b) must be at least as high as those of other mutually exclusive options. In
most cases, this criterion is equivalent to requiring that the expected IRR exceed the opportunity
cost of capital. The expected value, calculated by weighting all possible project outcomes with
their corresponding relative frequencies or probabilities, takes account of the entire range of
possible present values of net benefits from the project. For example, the NPV of a project that
can take the following values, with their respective probabilities, is 3.2:

NPV -6 - -3 -1 0 2 3 4 7 8 12

Probability 3% 4% 4% 11% 7% 11% 9% 14% 19% 7% 10%
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NPV vs. "Best Estimates"

15. The NPVs and IRRs reported in Staff Appraisal Reports (SARs) are often referred to as
"best estimates." Sometimes these are taken to mean "expected" values, and sometimes "most
likely" values. The expected value, or mean, is not the same as the most likely value, or mode.
The mode is the most frequently occurring value (or the most likely value) among all the
possible values the NPV can take. Although for some statistical distributions the mode and the
mean coincide, often they don't. In the example, the mode (i.e., the value with the highest
probability) is 7, whereas the mean is only 3.2.

16. Unfortunately, use of modal values instead of means, seems to be somewhat common.
In many cases, analysts choose the most likely values for quantities, prices, and other uncertain
variables. This approach may lead to wrong decisions because the sum of most likely values is
not always the most likely value of the sum. Neither is the product of most likely values the
most likely value of the products. Moreover, seldom are the sums and products of most likely
values the same as the expected values of the sums and of the products.

17. For example, consider a variable Benefit = Revenue - Cost, where revenue has the
following probability distribution:

Revenue 10 12 15 16 20

Probability 3/30 4/30 6/30 7/10 10/30

and cost has the following probability distribution, assumed to be distributed independently of
revenue:

Cost 8 13 16

Probability 3/10 4/10 3/10

The most likely revenue value is 20 because it has the highest probability of occurring, but the
expected value is 16. For cost the most likely value is 13, and the expected value is 12.4. The
new variable, Benefit, will have the distribution shown in figure 10.2.
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Figure 10.2. Distribution of Benefits
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The expected value is 3.6 and is equal, therefore, to the difference between the expected values
of Revenues and Costs. The most likely value, however, is 7, which is not equal to the
difference between the two most likely values. Consequently, the calculation of the overall
modal value from individual most likely values as "best estimates" will only accidentally yield
either the mean or the modal value.

Products of Variables and Interactions among Project Componelits

18. In the example just discussed, benefits are the result of subtracting costs from revenues.
This is the simplest case encountered in estimating expected values when more than one variable
is involved. Usually the relationship between the variables is more complex and involves
products, ratios, and sums of ratios. For example, in many cases the variable Revenues is the
product of two variables, Price and Quantity. In cases involving the product or the ratio of two
variables, estimation of the expected values is more complex because the expected value of the
product of two random variables is only equal to the product of the expected values if the two are
statistically independent of each other. If the variables are correlated, the expected value of the
product of two variables is equal to the product of the individual expected values plus the
covariance between the two variables. If the respective standard deviations of P and Q are
denoted by S(p) and S(q) and the simple correlation between P and Q is denoted by r, the general
relation for this product of random variables is

E(R) = E(p) E(q) + r S(p) S(q)
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where the combined final term on the right-hand side is the covariance between P and Q, i.e.,
cov(p,q). This can also be written in terms of the coefficient of variation, i.e., the ratio of the
standard deviation to the mean: C(X) = S(X)/E(X):

= E(p) E(q) [ 1 + r C(p)C(q)].

The magnitude of the error that we introduce by ignoring the covariance depends on the degree
of correlation between the two variables.

Monte Carlo Simulation and Risk Analysis

19. Proper estimation of the expected NPV of a project normally requires the use of
simulation techniques. Simulation is the only simple and generally applicable procedure for
overcoming the limitations of sensitivity analysis, calculating the expected NPV, and analyzing
risk. Simulation usually requires more information than sensitivity analysis, but the results in
terms of improved project design are worth the effort.

20. Proper estimation of the expected NPV requires three steps: specifying the probability
distribution of the important uncertain components, specifying the correlations between the
components, and combining this information to generate the expected NPV as well as the
underlying probability distribution of project outcomes. It is generally impossible to generate
the underlying distribution and calculate the expected NPV through mathematical analysis, and
the analyst must rely on computer-generated simulations. Using the specified probability
distributions of the uncertain project components, the computer simulates as many outcomes as
the analyst wishes. In Monte Carlo simulation, the computer acts as if we were implementing
the same project hundreds or thousands of times under the specified conditions. Because we
assume that some of the project variables are uncertain, the simulated results are different each
time. Sometimes the resulting NPV may be negative, sometimes highly positive. The computer
pools the results to obtain an estimate of the average result and of its probability distribution.
From the simulations, the computer generates, among other things, a probability distribution for
the NPV, including the probability that the project is a failure (negative NPV), and the expected
NPV. Software for performing such analysis is now widely available and readily accessible to
Bank staff. Although the techniques themselves are as easy to use as estimating the NPV or IRR
of a project, they do require additional information and expert judgment concerning the
probability distributions of the critical project components.

Assigning Probability Distributions of Project Components

21. Assigning probability distributions of project components and specifying correlations is
the most difficult step. Economic analysis needs to be based on a realistic assessment of costs
and benefits, which in turn requires that the estimates of all relevant variables draw on
experience in the sector and the country. Quantity forecasts need to be based on clearly
identified market factors and on experience-based behavioral, technical, financial, institutional,
and environmental assumptions.

22. Quantification of judgment and experience can be done at several levels of
sophistication, but even a rather simplified approach is useful in project design. It is not usually
necessary to consider a large number of variables. Sensitivity analysis can help identify the
variables for which probability distributions should be most carefully specified. If, for example,
sensitivity analysis shows that the influence of a particular variable is relatively minor, then we
can treat that variable as if it were certain without introducing large errors. Also, the
specification of the probability distribution for a selected variable need not be based on "hard
data." For example, there may be a large sample of past observations that permits "fits" against
assumed probability distributions, or there may be evidence of a more qualitative and subjective
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nature. The subjective judgments of experienced engineers, financial analysts, and others
involved may be valuable in this context.

23. Finally, project analysts can also make simplifying assumptions about the probability
distribution of variables, if the distributions are unknown. One of the simplest and most popular
distributions used in empirical risk analysis is the triangular distribution. This distribution is
completely described by three parameters: the most likely value (the mode), the lowest possible
value, and the highest possible value. The expected value of a triangular distribution is one-third
of the sum of the three parameters. Figure 10.3. An llustrative

24. For example, suppose that we Triangular Distribution
have a commodity and its most likely Probability

price at some future time is 1, its lowest
conceivable price is 0.5, and its highest
possible price is 4.5. The expected value
of the triangular distribution is (0.5 + 1 +
4.5)/3 = 2. This equation may be depicted
graphically in terms of a probability
density function, the form of which gives 2 3 4

this distribution its name, as in figure Values
10.3.

25. When the probability distribution of a variable is totally unknown, tabulating historical
observations in frequency histograms or frequency polygons, or their cumulative counterparts, is
often a useful way of approaching the problem. Subjective judgments ma,y help where history is
no guide. For example, analysts may use the visual impact method (Anderson and Dillon 1992,
pp. 41-43), in which counters (such as matches) are arranged on a chart to visually represent a
person's judgment about the relative chances of occurrence of designated outcomes (discrete
events or intervals of a continuous random variable), as is illustrated in figure 10.4.

Figure 10.4. Illustration of a Visual-Impact Probability Elicitation
Implied
probability 0/25 3/25 12/25 4/25 3/25 2/25 1/25

Visually
represented
frequency
counters

No. months 0 3 6 9 1 15 18
Project implementation delay
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26. Other methods have also been used, such as the judgmental fractile method (Raiffa 1968;
Anderson, Dillon, and Hardaker 1977), in which structured questions are used to specify
subjectively the median, the quartiles, and so on, and then to sketch directly the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) on which these are particular points. The results of such a process
are illustrated in Figure 10.5.

27. When relevant data are available, such a purely subjective process may be aided by some
form of data analysis, such as averaging past historical values. In other cases, expected values
can be predicted through analysis of the structure, as is done for the price forecasts prepared by
the Bank's International Economics Department. For some commodities, this is accomplished
by using fonnal models of markets, but for others the process may devolve to simple
assumptions about, for instance, the continuance of past trends. Other examples from different
fields include making forecasts of expected trade flows conditional on expected growth rates in
major trading-partner countries; estimating expected technical performance of power-generation
facilities by combining theoretical design characteristics with expected adjustments for practical
operating conditions; and assessing expected crop-yield performance by adjusting experimental
controlled-conditions data by knowledge of climatic variation effects and the expected
depredations of pests and diseases.

Figure 10.5. Illustration of the Judgmental Fractile Method of
Probability Elicitation
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Assigning Correlations among Project Components

28. After all the relevant variables have been identified and their probability distributions
specified, the analyst needs to make some judgments about the covariances among the different
variables. Failure to specify covariances and to take them into account may lead to large errors
in judging risk. For example, in a pioneering study on use of risk analysis, Pouliquen (1970)
noted that the risk of project failure was estimated at about 15 percent when two important
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variables-labor productivity and port capacity-were treated as independent, and at about 40
percent when their positive correlation was introduced into the analysis.

29. Variables may need to be treated jointly if, in fact, they are statistically dependent. In
such a case the multivariate joint distributions involved would, in principle, need to be specified.
Specification of multivariate distributions can be extremely complex, but it is seldom necessary
to resort to comprehensive descriptions of statistical dependence in applied project work.
Rather, pragmatic methods are readily available for imposing arbitra:ry levels of statistical
dependence. This is usually done by specifying a rank correlation coefficient for each
designated pair of variables. The individual variables can be of any specified type, and many
range of types are available in commercial software: normal, triangular, beta, exponential, and so
forth, as well as arbitrary continuous and discrete distributions. The final step consists of putting
it all together: estimating the expected NPV and its attendant probability distribution, including
the probability that the project's NPV is negative.

30. The results of the analysis can be reported in condensed form through summary
statistical measures such as the expected NPV and its coefficient of variation. Analysts using
such software will also naturally wish to examine the complete probability distribution of project
performance, for example by depicting graphically the complete CDFs for the project's NPV.2
One key measure that can be read directly from such CDFs is the probalbility that the project's
NPV is less than zero. An illustration of such an analysis based on a hypothetical example using
a spreadsheet-based program follows.

Advantages of Estimating Expected NPV and Assessing Risk: An Example

31. The Caneland Republic is typical of several efficient producers and exporters of sugar
(extracted from cane) in that sugar is a major source of foreign exchange (about 35 percent of
exports). But because the price of sugar fluctuates considerably, earnings from sugar exports are
unstable, a fact that contributes to significant macroeconomic fluctuations. Gross value of sugar
production constitutes about 10 percent of GDP, but this figure varies considerably (e.g., from 27
percent in 1974 to 4 percent in 1978). GDP and sugar prices are highly correlated. For a recent
21-year period, there is a simple correlation of 0.32 between the residuals from constant growth
rate trends of (a) real GDP and (b) sugar output valued at the real international price (i.e., this
valuation ignores domestic sugar pricing and the price realized on privileged sales to the United
States and other importers).

32. The hypothetical project involves a major new sugar estate and associated infrastructure
of mills, roads, and other handling facilities. When the project is fully onl stream, an additional
30,000 ha. of cane will be harvested annually and, when processed, will have to be sold on the
international market (within the limits agreed under the International Sugar Agreement).

33. The project has a life of 20 years. The initial outlays will amount to $200 million in the
first year and $100 million in the second year. The project should begin to come on stream in
the third year at 50 percent of planned capacity, and will operate at 75 percent in the fourth,
before being fully operational in the fifth year and remaining so through year 21, the terminal
year. Most likely, the project will begin on time (probability 0.6), but it may begin one year late
(probability 0.3) or two years late (probability 0. 1).

34. Once the project is implemented, the returns can be summarized by

Return = Area [Yield (Price - Ycosts) - Varcosts],

2 See, for example, Reutlinger (1970) and Pouliquen (1970).
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where:

Area is harvested cane area, 30,000 ha. at full implementation,

Price is net price, the expected value of which is $350/t,

Yield is commercial sugar harvested, the expected value of which is 10 t/ha.,

Ycosts are costs that vary proportionally to yield ($25/t), and

Varcosts are costs that vary proportionally to area ($750/ha.).

The fully implemented annual returns thus have an expected value of

75,000,000 = 30,000 [10 (350-25) - 750]

Table 10.2. Cash Flow for the Caneland Project under
Conditions of Certainty and No Implementation Delays
(millions of US dollars)

Category Year I Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Years 5-21
Costs 200 100 75
Benefits 0 0 37.5 56.25 75
Net benefits -200 -100 -37.5 56.25 75
NPV @ 10% = 157; IRR= 15.9%

35. If the project begins on time and all the variables are certain rather than random, the
project's net present value (NPV) at a 10-percent discount rate is $157 million and the internal
rate of return (IRR) 15.9 percent, as table 10.2 shows. A delay may occur, however, and some
key variables are random. For this illustration, we assume that both yield and price are
uncertain. Yields are taken to be distributed according to the triangular distribution, with lowest
possible value of 8, most likely value of 9, and highest possible value of 13 tons per hectare and,
thus, mean of 10 t/ha. and standard deviation 1.1/6 t/ha. We assume that price is normally
distributed, with mean $350/t and standard deviation of $50/t. Unlike yields, which are
independent from season to season, prices are assumed to be highly correlated over time
(autocorrelated or serially correlated); this assumption is encapsulated in a simple correlation
coefficient of 0.8 linking prices from year to year over the life of the project. These assumptions
may be summarized in table 10.3.

Table 10.3. Key Probability Distributions of Yield and Price

Variable Distribution Minimum Most likely Maximum Mean Std. Dev.
Yield Triangular 8 9 13 10 1 1/6
Price Normal 350 50

36. The situation can be simulated with risk-analysis software attached to PC spreadsheets.
Risk-analysis software permits varying the assumptions to assess the impact on the project's
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outcome. This example is an agriculture project whose benefits can be measured in monetary
terms, but the techniques are also useful in education and health projects. The summary
performance measures for several such analyses are reported in table 10.4.

Table 10.4. Outcomes and Key Assumptions
Key assumptions Outcomes

NPV IRR
Row Price Yield Delay Correlation ($ million) (N)

1 mean mean none - 157 15.9
2 mean mean expected - 131 14.8
3 mean mode expected - 72 12.7

4 stochastic stochastic stochastic on 130 ( 0.51) 14.8 (0.17)
5 stochastic stochastic stochastic off 131 (0.33) 14.8 (0.11)
6 stochastic stochastic none off 155 (0.39) 15.8 (0.14)

37. These few data illustrate points made earlier, including the likely overstatement of the
project's NPV if risks are ignored and the analysis is worked only in termns of the expected values
of the project components. Thus, if we assume that future prices and future yields will fall
exactly on the mean value and that there will be no delay (row 1), then the NPV of the project
will be $157 million (IRR of 15.9%). If we now factor in the possibility of a delay, then the
NPV goes down to $131 million (row 2). If, in addition, we use the most likely value for the
yield (modal yield), the NPV falls further to $72 million. The NPV falls because the mode is
below the mean (e.g., we have a positively skewed distribution). Using the modal yield gives an
unduly pessimistic estimate of the NPV of the project. This would be a case of appraisal
pessimism.

38. If we use all of the information that we have available, our estimate of the NPV becomes
$130 million with a coefficient of variation of 51 percent. In this instance, ignoring the serial
correlations in prices (row 5) causes only a modest overstatement of the NPV but, as has been
noted elsewhere, the effects of correlations may vary greatly from project to project; in some
cases, ignoring correlations leads to large errors.

39. Once resources have begun to be spent on a project, speedy implementation is desirable,
as delays always reduce the project's NPV. In table 10.4, row 6 shows the expected NPV taking
into account all risks except delays and price correlation. The NPV is $155 million, with a
coefficient of variation of 39 percent. Introducing the possibility of a delay, as row S shows,
reduces the expected NPV to $131 million. The most complete stochastic analysis reported here
is that summarized in row 4, and an alternative way to looking at it is now noted.

40. A spreadsheet-based risk analysis generates considerable additional information. One of
the most useful charts, the CDF of the outcome, shows the cumulative probability that the
outcome will fall below a certain value. In the Caneland project (row 4 assumptions), for
example, the CDF shows that the probability of failure (negative NPV) is below 10 percent (see
figure 10.6).
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Figure 10.6. Cumulative Distribution Function of Project's NPV
(millions of US dollars)
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41. When reporting analysis results, analysts should explicitly mention which variables are
uncertain, describe the nature of the distributions and the assumptions made about their expected
values, and include some commentary on how such expected values enter into overall expected
values of project performance. For example, if the specification of the correlation between
variables x and y is a serious issue, then the results might be presented along the following lines:
"The rate of return is below the acceptable level in about 20 percent of the possible outcomes;
however, this assessment is particularly sensitive to the degree of correlation assumed between
the variables x and y, and the risk of failure would increase to about 40 percent if they are treated
as perfectly correlated." This presentation avoids "spurious precision." The use of numerical
probabilities is simply a way of expressing the uncertainties that, in the judgment of the analysts,
surround the project. Analysts should also indicate the basic probability distributions of the
various components of costs and benefits used, along with the necessary qualification of the
results and any special difficulties encountered. It is only through transparent reporting that
interested parties beyond the immediate analyst can be convinced that the analysis has been
undertaken as described, and that the assumptions can be revisited for any modifications of the
analysis that may subsequently be required.3

3 Such discussion is extremely rare in existing documents. One recent good example is the analysis (based on
Monte Carlo methods) reported in the Appendix 10 (para. 2.10) of Baluchistan: Natural Resource Management
Project (8PAKPA274). Ano. e; 6ood example (based on complete enumeration, and weighting by discrete
probabilities) is given in Annex I (part VI) of Mexico: On-Farm and Minor Irrigation Networks Improvement
Project (SAR No. 12280-ME), and described in Box 10.1. The most transparent and complete economic and risk
analysis is the Mauritius Higher and Technical Education Project. This project is also remarkable for the use of
NPV in an education project.
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Risk-Neutrality and Government Decision Making

42. In the case of the Caneland Republic, there was a 10-percent chancae that the NPV would
be negative. This means that if we were to undertake the projects under similar circumstances
several times, in some cases the NPV would be greater than $130 million and in some other
t ases it would be less than $130 million. Roughly one-tenth of the time the project would have
negative benefits, but roughly 9 times out of 10 it would have a positive NPV. On average the
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benefits would be $130 million. Should we be concerned with the fact that the project's outcome
may be negative? In particular, if project A has an expected NPV of $100 million and a variance
of $50 and project B has an expected NPV of $200 and a variance of $250, which project should
a government choose? More generally, should a government decision maker be concerned by
the "riskiness" of the project as measured by the variance of the outcome? If so, how can we
choose between projects that have different means and different variances; that is, how can we
choose between projects with varying degrees of risk?

43. The accepted view is that, save for very special cases, governments should not be
concerned with the probability of failure or with the variance of outcomes. In the vast majority
of cases the expected NPV is the correct criterion for accepting or rejecting projects, and
government decision makers need not concern themselves with the variability, or "risk," of the
outcome. The riskiness of a single project, measured by, say, the probability of failure (negative
NPV) is not, by itself, a relevant consideration in project selection for a country with a large
investment portfolio. Government decision makers should be "risk-neutral." They should
neither prefer risk (possess the gambler's instinct) nor avert risk, but should be concerned with
maximizing the expected NPV of the projects concerned.

44. The theoretical justification for this position dates back to a 1970 article by Kenneth
Arrow and Robert C. Lind and is based on the concepts of "risk pooling" and "risk spreading."
If a country's portfolio has many projects whose outcomes are mutually independent, the country
need not be concerned with the variability of the NPV of a project around its expected values, as
measured, for example, by the "variance" of the probability distribution of the NPV. The reason
for this is that while many projects will result in lower-than-expected NPVs, others will result in
higher-than-expected NPVs; if the projects are small and do not systematically reinforce each
other's outcomes, then the negative and positive effects will tend to cancel out to a large extent.
This is the concept of "risk pooling."

45. The other reason has to do with "risk spreading." When a government undertakes a
project on behalf of the society, it effectively spreads the risks of the project over all the
members of the society: the failure of any one project amounts to a small loss for any individual
member of the society. When private investors undertake a project, the failure of the project
could amount to a very large loss for them. Although the risk of the public and the private
project may be the same, the consequences of the loss for the individuals concerned are not the
same. Government involvement spreads the risks, and the potential losses for each individual
become so small that it is not worthwhile to insure against them by taking risk into account.

46. Risk-neutrality does not, however, imply that project designers should not attempt to
minimize project risks.4 Actions taken to reduce risk may also increase the expected NPV.
Similarly, an action that reduces the amount of the possible loss will be desirable, even if its
probability of occurrence cannot be reduced. These types of actions can be identified more
effectively if the probability distributions of the NPVs are examined carefully. Thus, even
though the economic decision criterion does not usually need to take risk into account, project
design can benefit considerably from risk analysis.

When the NPV Criterion is Inadequate

47. There are three exceptional cases in which the project's risks need to be taken into
consideration not only for design purposes, but also for deciding whether to accept or reject the

4 In other words, risk-neutrality does not mean license to design projects recklessly. Safeguards against such events
as floods, fires, collapse of infrastructure, serious accidents, and so on, should in principle be built into the project
design.
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project. The exceptions are large projects, "correlated" projects, and projects whose benefits or
costs fall disproportionately on particular groups within the country. Such projects cannot be
accepted or rejected on the basis of their expected NPV without taking its variance into
consideration. In theory, these special cases require a modification of the NPV criterion; in
practice even in these cases the adjustments to the NPV criterion are so small that the decision to
accept or reject the project will be different only in the case of projects whose NPV is close to
zero.

(a) Large Projects. Some projects may be so large relative to the economy that they may
make a significant difference to the national income-for example, the discovery and
development of new mines or oil fields. For these projects, risk-neutrality may not be
the appropriate posture; if there is a shortfall, the potential loss may have dire
consequences, whereas if there is a windfall, the benefits may not be equally appreciated.
The country should, therefore, be prepared to accept an alternative with a lower, but
more certain, expected NPV.

(b) "Correlated" Projects. If the national income of a country fluctuates widely (because of
uncertain rainfall, fluctuations in the prices of primary commodities, etc.), then a given
increase in income is more valuable when the national income is lower than when it is
high. Hence a project that performs better in times of distress (say, irrigation in years of
low rainfall) may be preferable to another project that performs better in good times
(say, fertilizer in years of good rains), even when the latter is expected to have a higher
NPV.

(c) Projects that Affect Particular Groups. Finally, although most projects are small when
compared to the country's national income, many projects are large with respect to a
particular region or particular groups of people. Consequently, wvhile better- or worse-
than-expected project results may cancel out for the country as a whole, they are unlikely
to do so for particular beneficiaries. Unless the country is quite indifferent as to where
the impact of a project falls, the regional impact should be taken into account. The
expected value rule would not adequately reflect a country's preference for a "safe"
project with a lower NPV to one with a higher expected NPV entailing risks of distress
for relatively poor people.

48. In these three cases the NPV criterion is not a totally adequate guide to project selection,
and the project's NPV needs to be adjusted for risk to yield a risk-free equivalent NPV. If
project A is a "risky" project, then its expected NPV must be higher than that of project B if it is
to be as acceptable as project B; in other words, if decision makers are to accept the project, then
the project must have a "risk premium." The question then becomes, How much higher must be
the NPV of a project in any of the three categories if it is to be as acceptable as the NPV of an
ordinary project? This is equivalent to asking, What is the risk premium that decision makers
require?

49. Usually, the risk premium is small enough to be safely ignored. Consider, for example,
one of the largest projects ever considered for Bank financing. Both the capital outlays and the
NPV of the project (using a 10-percent discount rate) were equivalent to about 30 percent of the
country's GDP. Because the project's benefits and the country's GDP depended on the weather,
the benefits were presumed to be highly correlated with GDP. In short, the project was both
large and "correlated." If, for the sake of illustration, we assume that the decision makers were
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extremely risk-averse, the risk premium would be 11 percent of the project's NPV. For most
projects, the risk adjustments are on the order of fractions of one percent.5

50. If for most projects we can safely ignore risk and if for those projects in which risk
assessment is necessary the adjustments are relatively small, why should we do risk analysis?
Risk analysis is most useful for improving project design. For this reason, it is particularly
advisable during the formative stages of a project. Also, information on riskiness, even at the
final stages, helps provide a cross-check on how well the project has been prepared (by
comparison with projects of a similar type, for example). Unreliable data on important variables,
or inadequate preparatory work, tend to make a project riskier. Moreover, even if the country
should nonnally be risk-neutral, external sources of finance may be risk-averse; this may be an
especially important consideration in the case of cofinancing by multiple donors. Finally,
estimating the expected NPV of a project often requires using simulation techniques, which in
turn need the information that is usually required to assess risk: proper estimation of a project's
expected NPV is inextricably tied to risk assessment.

S Little and Mirrlees (1974, Appendix to Chapter 15) suggested two approximate formulas based on two of the major
special cases, namely, a large project case and a "correlated" case. Anderson (1994) proposed on the basis of some
simulation exercises, a combination of both these formulas that automatically picks up both mutual correlation and
the size-of-project effect in the following equation:

D = R C(A){C(X)S/2 + r C },

where D indicates the proportional risk reduction that must be applied to the NPV of the risky project in order to
obtain a "risk-adjusted" NPV, R denotes a measure of social relative risk aversion (which most authors think should
be between 2 and 4 for developing countries), C(X) the coefficient of variation of the project's NPV, (i.e., for ratio
of the standard deviation of the project's NPV to the project's expected NPV), C(Y) for the coefficient of variation
of GDP, S the relative size of project measured by the expected NPV of the project relative to the expected present
value of the country's GDP (discounted at the same rate as the project and for the same number of years), and r the
correlation coefficient between the project's NPV and the country's GDP. If a large project's NPV is X, then its
risk-adjusted NPV would be X(J-D). For example, assume a risk-aversion coefficient of 2, and suppose that the
project's expected NPV is $100 million, that the coefficient of variation of the project's NPV is 0.2, that the present
value of expected GDP is $10 billion and that its coefficient of variation is 0.04, and that the correlation coefficient
between the project and GDP is 0.25. The adjustment factor would be:

D = (2)(0.2)[(0.5)(0.2)(100/10,000) + (0.25)(0.04)) = 0.0044

and the risk-adjusted NPV would be:

lOOx(l-0-0044) = 99.66

or only 0.44 percent less than the non-risk-adjusted NPV.

This example illustrates two important points. First, the formula for computing a corrective deduction is simple,
provided that all the component elements of the formula are readily accessi'- -ome of these values, such as R,
can be chosen arbitrarily. Others, such as r, are more difficult to estimate, and yet others, such as the estimation of
the project's expected NPV, may require careful use of Monte Carlo simulation techniques (formerly extremely
difficult to use, but now readily available for use with Lotus 1-2-3, Excel, and other spreadsheet programs). The
second point illustrated by the example is that the corrections are usually small.
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Chapter 11. Gainers and Losers

1. A project's net stream of benefits and, hence, its NPV is based on the assumption that
the project functions as designed. The extent to which this critical assumption is fulfilled
depends not only on the quality of the design, but also on the incentives facing the various agents
that are responsible for project implementation, and on the benefits and costs that various groups
in the society are likely to derive or incur from the project. The sustainability of a project is
intimately related to its financial viability and to the distribution of project benefits. If the
project requires monetary transfers to be viable, it is important to estimate the magnitude and
timing of the transfers. In particular, the project's fiscal impact is of crucial importance:
insufficient counterpart funds is one of the common causes of unsatisfactory performance in
Bank-financed projects. Moreover, groups that derive a benefit from the project will have an
interest in its success, and those who lose because of it are likely to oppose it. The intensity with
which gainers defend the project and losers attack it will be related to the size of the respective
benefits and costs. In assessing the sustainability of a project, then, it is helpful to identify
(a) the various agents that are responsible for project implementation, assessing whether each has
the incentives required to make the project work as designed, and (b) the various groups that are
likely to gain or lose from the project. This section provides tools that are helpful in these
endeavors.

2. The starting point is the difference between economic and financial prices and economic
and financial flows. These differences represent rents or monetary flows that accrue to someone
other than the project entity. Taxes are monetary flows that accrue to the government, but not to
the project entity. Subsidies are transfers in the other direction, from the government to the
project entity. By decomposing the shadow prices used in economic analysis and showing
exactly how and why financial and economic prices differ, we can identify winners and losers.
The tools of economic analysis can also be used to assess the project's fiscal impact and shed
light on whether the project should be a public or a private sector project, and whether it is likely
to contribute to the country's welfare.

3. To illustrate how the tools of economic analysis can be used in answering these
questions, we turn to two examples. The first example is a typical private sector project included
to show, among other things, how the tools help us decide that the project should be in the
private sector. The example also shows a good identification of the incremental benefits and
costs of the project, and of its fiscal impact. The second example is based on a Bank project in
the education sector and shows the application of most of the tools developed in this Handbook
to a Bank case.

Dani's Clinic

4. This case illustrates how the tools of economic analysis can be used to shed light on
several important questions: (a) should the project be done by the private or the public sector;
(b) what is the fiscal impact of the project; (c) who is likely to support or oppose the project; and
(d) does the project contribute to the welfare of society? The case is based on a real project but
has been disguised to focus attention on the tools of analysis.

I See Andreou, Jenkins, and Savvides (1991).
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5. The government of this particular country was considering opening a new clinic that
would provide expanded health services. By providing new services that were not available in
neighboring countries, Dani's Clinic would attract foreigners (shown in the analysis as export
sales). In addition, Dani's Clinic would displace existing domestic providers (some of them
private sector providers) and at the same time increase aggregate domestic demand. To simplify
the exposition, we present the results of the analysis in table 11. I in terms of the present value of
the main flows, discounted at 12 percent. The financial evaluation of the project appears in the
first column. The government's point of view appears in the second colurnn. The points of view
of two important groups of stakeholders, competitors and suppliers, alppear in the third and
fourth columns. The last column shows the viewpoint of society, that is, it shows the economic
evaluation of the project.

Table 11.1. Distribution of Costs and Benefits
(thousand pesos)
Costs and benefits Clinic Gov't. Competitors Suppliers Total
Local sales 5,945 0 (539) 0 5,406
Export sales 564 79 0 0 643

Total benefits 6,509 79 (539) 0 6,049
Costs

Local inputs (666) 0 232 40 (394)
Imported inputs (1,890) (178) 0 0 (2,068)

Labor (169) 0 15 0 (154)
Electricity & fuel (33) 0 3 3 (27)
Other services (1,352) (5) 123 0 (1,234)
Land, buildings, and vehicles (792) (32) 72 13 (739)
Income tax (873) 823 5S) 0 0

Total costs (5,775) 608 495 56 (4,616)
Net benefits 734 687 (44) 56 1,433

6. As the first column shows, the project would have a positive financial NPV. As the last
column shows, its net benefits to society would be almost twice as large as those to the clinic.
Where do the differences come from? The main source of difference is income taxes, which
appear as transfers from Dani's Clinic to the government. The second major difference stems
from trade polices. The authors of the study estimated that the economic (or shadow price) of
foreign exchange was about 14 percent higher than the market rate. The divergence between the
market exchange rate and the economic value of foreign exchange, as expressed by the foreign
exchange premium, was due to duties on imports and subsidies on exports, which meant that for
every unit of foreign exchange diverted to the project for the importation of inputs, the
government would lose about 14 percent in revenues, less 4 percent recouped via import duties
applicable to the project's imports:

Financial cost Import duty Forex premium Net cost to go vt. Economic cost
1,890 -75.6 +254.0 178.4 2,068

7. A similar explanation applies to the fiscal losses under the items "other services" and
"land, buildings, and vehicles." The fiscal income f7om exports also originated from the foreign
exchange premium: for every unit of exports that the project would generate, the government
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would receive the benefit of the foreign exchange premium. The net result is that the project
would have a positive fiscal impact that stems mainly from income taxes.

8. The project would affect competitors adversely because they would lose sales whose
present value amounts to 539 thousand pesos. The losses in sales would be compensated for by
savings in production costs, for a net loss whose present value would amount to 44 thousand
pesos (because Dani's Clinic would be a more efficient producer, society would gain by shifting
away from higher-cost producers). Suppliers, on the other hand, would gain from the project
because of trade policies and market imperfections. At the time, local production of the inputs
needed by the clinic was protected in the country, allowing local producers to charge a premium
over the border price. The premium, shown as an income accruing to suppliers, was equal to the
difference between the border price and the market price, times the number of units. The
suppliers of "land, buildings, and vehicles" would also benefit because domestic prices for
vehicles were higher than border prices on account of both import duties and monopoly profits
exacted by local distributors. The differences between the market and economic costs of these
items appear as income to suppliers. Finally, labor was estimated to receive the value of its
marginal product; hence there was no difference between its market price and its economic price.

9. A further potential gain that does not appear in table 11.1 is consumer surplus. The
introduction of Dani's Clinic would lower the market price of the services it would offer. As a
result, present consumers would receive a windfall gain, as they would be able to obtain the same
services at a lower price. In addition, new consumers would enjoy a surplus equivalent to the
difference between what they would have been willing to pay and what they would actually pay.
The authors of the study did not attempt to measure consumer surplus for two reasons. First, it
was not relevant to the decision. Second, its measurement was complicated by the displacement
of the demand curve as a result of the introduction of new services. This displacement could be
accompanied by a shift in the slope of the demand curve that could result in an increase or a
decrease of consumer surplus, depending on whether the demand curve becomes steeper or
flatter.

10. Even without consumer surplus, the analysis sheds light on several important questions.
First, Dani's Clinic is a good private sector project and its status as a government project needs
to be questioned. Although the project has some externalities that Dani's Clinic cannot
appropriate (e.g., suppliers receive rents and the government receives taxes), enough of the net
benefits accrue to it to make it a viable private sector project. Second, the project has a positive
fiscal impact. Third, suppliers stand to gain modestly and may be expected to support the
project, but competitors are big losers and are likely to oppose the project vehemently. Finally,
the project generates enough benefits to compensate losers and make everyone better off-that
is, the project enhances the country's welfare.

11. Such an analysis can be extended in several ways. First, it is possible to include as many
groups of stakeholders as warranted. For example, if the shadow price of labor were lower than
the market price, then a "labor" column showing the implicit subsidy accruing to labor could be
included. Similarly, if the project had had an environmental impact quantifiable in monetary
terms, we could have added a row and included it in the costs (or benefits). We would also have
needed another column showing who would have enjoyed the benefit or who would have borne
the costs. Second, we could have prepared a table for each year of the project's life and shown
annual instead of total flows. Annual flows would allow us to assess whether there are years
with extremely negative cash flows: it is entirely possible for a project to have a positive net
present value, but a highly negative cash flow during some years. Unless appropriate provisions
are made to finance the project during the lean years, such cash-flow profiles can jeopardize a
project's financial viability.
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Republic of Mauritius: Higher and Technical Education Project2

12. In 1995 Mauritius was at a critical stage in its economic development. Having turned
the economy from stagnation to relative prosperity during the 1980s, Mauritius was seeking to
sustain rapid economic growth and become a "newly industrialized country" by the turn of the
century. During the 1970s and 1980s growth had come primarily from the rapid expansion of
industries-mostly labor-intensive activities, such as garments and textiles-in the export
processing zone. Since the early 1990s, however, wage increases had outpaced productivity
gains, eroding the country's competitiveness and straining economic performance. The foremost
challenge for Mauritius was to remain competitive in world markets. In the higher-
quality/higher-value segment of the market, the most important factors affecting competitiveness
are product quality, speed of delivery, dependability of services, and responsiveness to changing
customer preferences-factors that depend on the level of technology and the quality and
education level of the labor force. In view of Mauritius's full employment and upward pressure
on wages, therefore, the country's future growth was thought to depend on an economywide shift
to more capital-intensive technologies and expanded training to equip workers with the
sophisticated skills needed to accelerate the adoption of new technologies.

Project Objective and Benefits

13. The main objective of the Higher and Technical Education Project was to produce the
human resources required to support a more competitive economy. By 1995, Mauritius had
already achieved universal primary education, but the secondary gross enrollment ratio was only
about 50 percent, and higher education enrolled 5 percent of the 18-to-25 age group (three-fifths
of whom study abroad with the aid of scholarships and tax rebates) compared to 37 percent in
Korea and 19 percent in Singapore. The performance of the higher education system had
suffered from the absence of a coherent policy framework, poor coordination among the four
institutions of higher learning (the University of Mauritius (UM) and three polytechnic schools),
low-quality institutions, and a focus on certificate and diploma programs. Hence, it was unable
to attract the best Mauritian students. The main objective of the project was to support the
government's education sector program for higher and polytechnic education, which aimed to
overcome these problems. Table 11.2 shows the increase in graduates that was expected to result
from the project.

2 The economic analysis of the project discussed here is not exactly like that in the SAR. We have extended the SAR
analysis to illustrate the use of techniques that are discussed in the Handbook but that were not deemed necessary to
appraise the project.
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Table 11.2. Expected Increase in Graduates as a Result of the Project
Degree 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010-

2020
Undergraduate

degree 0 91 147 212 238 404 436 451 581 652 713 823 897 918 918
MBA 2 2 5 8 11 15 19 23 28 33 39 46 53 61 70
Other

postgraduate 5 15 17 20 22 27 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 47

Project Components

14. The project would strengthen the UM and polytechnic education by

* upgrading staff and facilities, thus making the institutions more attractive to
Mauritian students;

* making the curriculum more relevant to national needs;

* improving links with employers to increase the marketability of graduates;

* developing a viable postgraduate education and research program to attract and
retain faculty and produce new knowledge in areas strategic to Mauritius
development; and

- enhancing the efficiency of the university's operations.

Alternatives Considered

15. The government considered establishing a scholarship fund and training students abroad.
Taking into account the costs of tuition, room, board, and possible permanent emigration, this
alternative resulted in higher costs and lower benefits than training at home. On the benefits
side, the externalities associated with developing an autonomous training program were deemed
extremely valuable, even though they were not assigned monetary values. For these reasons, the
decision was made to improve domestic education.

Economic Analysis

16. The benefits of the project would be the incremental productivity of the additional
graduates. By increasing the quantity and quality of university graduates, the project was
expected to increase the productivity of the labor force. Given the country's efficient labor
market and full employment situation, the appraisal team concluded that the graduates'
incremental earnings would be a good measure of the value of their incremental productivity.

17. Ideally, an age-earnings profile would be used to estimate the increased productivity of
the additional graduates. The appraisal team did not have access to such data, but was able to
estimate the average compensation package for different types of workers at a point in time.3
The team's findings appear in table 1 1.3.

3 While using average estimates is not as desirable as using age-earnings profile, it is better than not using anything
at all. Shortcuts such as this one are often necessary in project appraisal, but whenever they are used, they should
be clearly documented to make it easy for the reader to follow the argument. The age-earnings profile is the type of
information that is best gathered in the context of sector work, not in the context of project appraisal.
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Table 11.3. Expected Compensation of Graduates by Level of Education and Opportunity
Costs Incurred While in School
(Mauritius 1995 rupees per year per graduate)

Expected compensation Opportunity costs
Level of education after graduation during school
MBA 300,000 180,000
Other postgraduate degree 240,000 180,000
Undergraduate degree 180,000 72,000
Secondary diploma 72,000 n.a.

18. The first column of table 11.3 shows, for each level of education, the expected
compensation package, including fringe benefits, representing the value employers placed on the
contribution of graduates to the employing firm. For every additional graduate produced by the
project, then, society would gain an amount equal to the full difference between the
compensation package that the student was receiving before goinlg to school and the
compensation package that the student would receive after graduation. For an MBA graduate,
this would amount to 120,000 per year.

19. Assuming that on average graduates remain in the labor force for 40 years, their net
contribution to society, valued at graduation, would be equal to the present value of their
incremental earnings during 40 years. The benefits (B) in any one year were calculated
according to the formula B = (N)(PV[fIE]) (l9, where N stands for the nunmber graduates, PV[IE]
for the present value of the incremental earnings, and U for the employment rate. Discounted at
12 percent, the benefits adjusted for employment rates were estimated at MR890,328 for each
university graduate, at MR989,253 for each MBA, and MR494,627 for each PhD. The yearly
contribution of the project to society, then, would be equal to the present value of the
incremental contribution of every graduate times the number of graduates. The benefits for the
first five years of the project appear in table 11.4. As discussed in Chapter 8, the yearly benefits
need to be discounted again to estimate their present value as of a common date. For example,
the benefits of the graduates emerging in 1997 amount to MR89 million. These benefits would
accrue in 1997; their present value in 1995 discounted at 12 percent would amount to only MR75
million. In short, the benefits have to be discounted twice. First, the individual benefits accruing
through the lifetime of the graduate are discounted to the year of graduation. This amount,
multiplied by the number of graduates, represents the present value of the benefits accruing to
society in the year of graduation and are shown in the fourth row of table I 1.4. Second, the total
benefits accruing to society must be discounted back to the year in which the project is being
assessed. These amounts appear in the fifth row of table 11.4. The total Ibenefits of the project,
assessed as of 1995, are equal to the sum of the quantities appearing in the fifth row summed
over the life of the project. This amount is the cumulative present value of the project.
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Table 11.4. Gross Project Benefits, 1995-1999
(thousand 1995 Mauritius rupees)
Benefit category 1996 1997 1997 1998 1999
Undergraduate degree 0 79,399 128,261 184,975 207,660
MBA 1,979 1,979 4,946 7,914 10,882
Other postgraduate degree 2,473 7,419 8,409 9,893 10,882

Total 4,452 88,797 141,616 202,781 229,424
Present value in 1995 3,975 74,559 100,799 128,870 130,181
Cumulative PV (1996-2020) 3,072,392

20. An alternative way of measuring the benefits is more useful for assessing the fiscal
impact of the project. This methodology consists of calculating the benefits in a particular year
and adding them to the cumulative benefits generated in previous years, and then discounting
them to the year in which the assessment is being made. Thus, the benefits in the first year
would be equal to the number of graduates times their incremental production. The benefits for
the second year would be equal to the number of graduates times their incremental production
plus the incremental production of the first-year graduates. Because the first methodology
ascribes the present value of the benefits generated throughout the lives of the graduates to the
year of graduation, it also ascribes the present value of the fiscal benefits to the year of
graduation. However, the benefits are generated throughout the lives of the graduates. The
second methodology, therefore, gives a more accurate time profile of the benefits. Table 11.5
presents calculations done with this methodology for the first five years of the project. The two
methodologies should yield the same measure of benefits if the assumptions regarding life
expectancy and employment rates are the same in both cases. However, unless the benefits are
projected for 40 years after the project ends (to take into account the benefits generated by the
last batch of graduates), it is extremely difficult to get the two methods to yield precisely the
same answer if any shortcut is used. The differences are minor, however, and it is not worth
spending the time to get the same answer.

Table 11.5. Gross Project Benefits, 1995-1999
(thousand 1995 Mauritius rupees)
Benefit category 1996 1997 1997 1998 1999
Undergraduate degree 0 9,631 25,190 47,629 72,818
MBA 240 480 1,080 2,040 3,360

Other postgraduate degree 300 1,200 2,220 3,420 4,740
Total 540 11,311 28,490 53,088 80,918
Cumulative PV (1996-2020) 3,148,598

Estimates of Costs

21. Project costs were divided into six broad categories: (a) income forgone while students
are in school; (b) capital costs, including costs of buildings and equipment; (c) training costs to
upgrade existing faculty and train new faculty; (d) technical assistance, mainly salaries to pay
replacement teachers while the regular faculty underwent training; (e) costs of additional
personnel and salary increases paid to upgraded personnel; and (f) costs of maintaining
additional equipment and buildings.
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22. The second column of table 11.3 shows the amount of income forgone by students while
in school. For all students, this amount is equal to what they would have earned had they
remained employed rather than gone to school. These opportunity costs are gross of taxes and
represent the value of the production lost to society while the students are in school. The total
income forgone for Mauritius, then, would be equal to the number of students enrolled times
their individual forgone income. Calculations through the year 2000 appear in table 11.6.

Table 11. 6. Forgone Income Calculation
(thousand 1995 Mauritius rupees)

Present value in
1995

Degree (1995-2020) 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Undergraduate 11,561 24,041 41,858 55,675 83,932 101,272
MBA/PhD 0 1,159 2,455 4,375 6,486 8,809

Total 1,181,132 11,561 26,100 47,013 63,200 94,018 114,131

23. Table 11.7 shows the five categories of investment costs. These are financial costs: they
include import duties and have been converted from foreign into domestic currency using the
market exchange rate. To calculate the economic costs, these amounts need to be adjusted in two
ways: first, tradeables need to be priced at border prices, and second, border prices need to be
converted to domestic prices using a shadow exchange rate, as discussed in chapter 5.

Table 11.7. Financial Investment Costs
(thousand 1995 Mauritius rupees)

Cost category 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Civil works 25,305 34,415 32,926 0 0
Equipment and furniture 77,641 5,331 3,281 6,480 0
Training, studies, and research 33,985 33,670 35,333 30,678 27,493
Consultants' services 4,664 3,605 23,074 29,155 0
Books 12,746 8,139 7,283 7,283 3,642

Total financial investmnent costs 154,340 85,161 101,897 73,595 31,134

24. The estimation of border prices in this case was simple because the only distortion
stemmed from import duties. The border price, then, was equal to the financial cost minus the
duty (table 11.8).
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Table 11.8. Border Prices of Tradeables
(thousand 1995 Mauritius rupees)

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Civil works

Financial cost 25,305 34,415 32,926 0 0
Import duties 0 1,725 2,037 0 0
Border price 25,305 32,690 30,889 0 0

Equipment and furniture
Financial cost 77,641 5,331 3,281 6,480 0
Import duties 11,475 781 481 950 0
Border price 66,166 4,550 2,800 5,530 0

Training, studies, and research
Financial cost 33,985 33,670 35,333 30,678 27,493
Import duties 0 0 0 0 0
Border price 33,985 33,670 35,333 30,678 27,493

Consultants' services
Financial cost 4,664 3,605 23,074 29,155 0
Import duties 0 0 0 0 0
Border price 4,664 3,605 23,074 29,155 0

Books
Financial cost 12,746 8,139 7,283 7,283 3,642
Import duties 496 317 283 283 142
Border price 12,250 7,882 7,000 7,000 3,500

25. The final step was to estimate the economic cost of tradeables by adjusting for the
foreign exchange premium. As explained in the appendix, the shadow exchange rate was
estimated at 1.1 times the official exchange rate. This implies that from point of view of
Mauritius, the economic border price of all tradeables is 10 percent higher than the financial
border price.

26. For purposes of illustration, we will calculate one line from table 11.8 in detail and then
show the totals, without going through each of the detailed calculations (table 11.9). In general
terms, the procedure is to estimate the border price and then the economic price. The border
price is calculated by deducting the import duty from the financial cost. The economic costs are
calculated by adding the foreign exchange premium to the financial border price.4

4 We would have obtained the same result by applying the shadow exchange rate (SER) to the border price in dollars
to obtain the border price in domestic currency, because the difference between the border price converted at the
SER and the border price converted at the official exchange rate is the foreign exchange premium. The method for
estimating the SER is described in Annex 1 IA.
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Table 11.9. Economic Costs of Equipment and Furniture
(thousand 1995 Mauritius rupees)
Costs 1996 1997 199'8 1999
Cost calculation

Financial cost 77,641 5,331 3,281 6,480
- Import duties 11,475 781 481 950
= Border price 66,166 4,550 2,800 5,530
+ Foreign exchange premium 6,617 455 280 553
= Economic price 72,782 5,005 3,080 6,083
Conversion factor 0.9374 0.9388 0.9387 0.9387

Distribution of costs
Financial cost to UM and polytechnics 77,641 5,331 3,281 6,480
Government income from import duties -11,475 -781 -481 -950
Premium on foreign exchange 6,617 455 280 553
Economic cost to society 72,782 5,005 3,080 6,083

27. All of the relevant investment costs were calculated following tle same methodology.
The present value of the investment costs (discounted to 1995) was calculated at MR352 million.
The results appear in table 11.10. These costs would be borne by the government through
transfers to the UM. It should be noted that because not all the inputs are imported, the foreign
exchange premium is not exactly equal to 10 percent of the border price.

Table 11.10. Economic Investment Costs
(thousand 1995 Mauritius rupees)

Present
value

Total investment costs 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
Financial costs for UM and polytechnics 342,659 154,340 85,161 101,897 73,595 31,134
Import duties -15,796 -11,971 -2,823 -2,801 -1,233 -142
Foreign exchange premium 25,045 11,396 5,270 6,910 6,601 2,741
Economic costs 351,908 153,766 87,608 106,006 78,964 33,733

28. The final cost items are the incremental recurrent costs needed to keep the program in
operation: the costs of additional personnel and salary increases paid to upgraded personnel, and
costs of maintaining additional equipment and buildings. The present value of these costs as of
1995 was estimated at MR140 million. A summary of the present value of costs and benefits
appears in column 4 of table 11.11. As the table shows, the project is likely to increase the
country's welfare by about MR1.5 billion and therefore is acceptable from this point of view.
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Table 11.11. Summary of Costs and Benefits, Net Present Value as of 1995
(thousand 1995 Mauritius rupees)

Students UM and polys Government Society
Costs and benefits (1) (2) (3) (4)

Benefits
Incremental income 2,204,019 0 944,579 3,148,598

Costs
Forgone income (910,119) 0 (271,014) (1,181,133)
Tuition and fees (258,781) 258,781 0 0
Investment costs 0 (342,659) (9,900) (352,559)
Incremental recurrent costs 0 (143,992) 0 (143,992)
Transfers from government 0 486,651 (486,651) 0

Total costs (1,168,899) 258,781 (767,565) (1,677,684)
Net benefits 1,035,119 258,781 177,015 1,470,915

Fiscal Impact Analysis

29. Column 3 of table 11.11 shows that the overall fiscal impact of the project is positive.
The net benefits accruing to the government are on the order of MR177 million. This positive
fiscal impact comes primarily from MR945 million in additional income taxes that the increased
income of graduates generate. This income is counterbalanced by a loss of income taxes
amounting to MR271 million while students are in school and do not work. The government
also loses MR10 million from forgone import duties on reduced imports (the difference between
the import duties generated by the project and the import duties that would have been generated
by imports if the project had not been undertaken. This amount is given by the difference
between the import duties generated by the project and the premium on foreign exchange).
Finally, the institutional arrangement between the higher education complex and the government
is for the latter to pay for all the costs of higher education, shown as transfers of MR487 million
from the government to the educational complex.

A Public Sector or Private Sector Project?

30. Column 2 of table 11.11 shows the project from the point of view of the higher education
complex. It is clear that the project would not be viable without government subsidy: the fees
cover the recurrent costs, but not the investment costs. A private university, if it existed, would
not be able to initiate this project without a subsidy from the government or from the private
sector. If higher fees were charged, then fewer students would attend-the benefits of the project
would be lower and the income of the higher education complex would depend on the elasticity
of demand. In view of the many externalities associated with higher education (which are not
assessed in monetary terms as benefits of the project), it would be questionable whether fewer
students obtaining higher education would increase the net welfare of the country. The decision
to leave the project to the private sector would then be a strategic one. The important point here
is that the tools of economic analysis can shed light on the question, even if the final decision is
more a matter of policy than economic analysis.

Risk Analysis

31. The present values shown in table 11.11 are calculated assuming that all the variables are
certain. To assess risk and the expected NTPV of the project, it is necessary to specify the
variables that are considered random, their individual probability distributions, and any
correlations among the variables. For purposes of this analysis it was assumed that enrollment
rates, employment rates after graduation, and the income differential between graduates and
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nongraduates were all uncertain (Annex 1 lB sets out the key assumptions behind the risk
analysis). While costs are among the most important uncertain variables iin most projects, in this
case they were taken as certain because investment and recurrent costs are a minor proportion of
potential benefits. Therefore, even if a major error in estimating costs had been made, the
project's net benefits would still be positive and large. The project's 'NPV, however, is most
sensitive to changes in the incremental productivity generated by the project, as measured by the
income received by the students after graduation. This amount depends on three factors:
enrollment rates, the income differential between graduates of the project and nongraduates, and
the employment rate of graduates. If after graduation (a) the economic situation is such that
unemployment among university graduates and MBAs is rampant, or (b) the differential in
productivity (and hence income) between high school and university graduates (and between the
latter and MBAs) is small, then the project's net benefits may turn negative. Also, if graduates
emigrate, the benefits would materialize in a country other than Mauritius. Finally, if for some
reason enrollment rates do not materialize as expected (the quality of the program is
unsatisfactory, for example), the benefits of the project would not be forthcoming. To assess
how these risks would affect the project's outcome, a Monte Carlo technique was used to
estimate the expected NPV and its probability distribution.

32. Once we have chosen the variables that we will treat as random, the second step is to
choose a probability distribution that best describes their behavior. Surveys and other empirical
work undertaken as part of normal sector work can shed light on these issues; expert knowledge
and experience can also be of help. In this case the appraisal team chose the probability
distributions according to their own best judgment. For purposes of this H:andbook, however, we
chose different distributions to illustrate different aspects of the techniques. For the income
differential variable, we chose a lognormal distribution. This distribution ranges from zero to
infinity. Assuming that the income differential is lognormally distributed is equivalent to
assuming that the income differentials between graduates and nongraduates could be infinitely
large (with a virtually zero probability), but never negative: graduates would earn at least as
much upon graduation as their less educated cohorts, but never less. This is obviously an
empirical question that sector work would settle. From surveys we could have derived a
frequency distribution of the income of high school graduates and of the income of university
graduates and obtained the frequency distribution of the income differential. Lacking this
information, we assumed a lognormal distribution. In particular, the income differential between
high school and university graduates was assumed to be lognormally distributed with mean
108,000 and standard deviation of 13,300, and the income differential between university
graduates and MBAs was assumed to be lognormally distributed wilh mean 120,000 and
standard deviation of 12,000.

33. Similarly, sector work could have shed a light on the frequency distribution of
employment rates. Lacking the information, we assumed that the employment rate obeyed a
triangular distribution, with minimum value of 0.95, most likely value of 0.98, and maximum
value of 100. This was equivalent to assuming that the employment rate for graduates would
never fall below 95 percent and that most of the time it would be around 9'8 percent. It was also
assumed that unemployment rates between two consecutive years were correlated and that
unemployment rates and income differentials were contemporaneously correlated. If women
represent a high percentage of the graduates and a significant proportio.n choose to remain at
home, using the employment rates as proxies for the number of graduates entering the labor
force would be wrong. In particular, the fiscal impact of the project would be less. The
l-.-.etary benefits would also be less, but other, unmeasurable, benefits would not. Otherwise,
women would enter the labor force.
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34. The third critical factor was the enrollment rate, which was assumed to be distributed
according to a different triangular distribution for each year and faculty. Analytically, varying
enrollment rates could have been approximated by lowering the lower bound of the employment
rate. This, however, would have biased the results against the project as it would have been
equivalent to assuming that the graduates would undergo all the costs of the project but enjoy
none of the benefits. To avoid this bias and test the robustness of the project, a laborious process
of specifying the distributions for each year and faculty was undertaken instead.

35. The analysis showed that the project was extremely robust to the risks considered. Even
under the most adverse conditions (high unemployment and low income differential), the
project's net benefits were assessed to be on the order of MR500 million. Figure 11.1 shows the
assessed probability distribution of the incremental income accruing to society. The appraisal
team assessed other risks, mainly concerned with costs. Their assessment was also that the
project is extremely robust. Nevertheless, the analysis suggests that during supervision it would
be advisable to follow closely the actual evolution of enrollment rates, employment rates, and
income differentials.

Figure 11.1. Probability Distribution of Net Benefits
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Sustainability

36. The higher education complex in Mauritius is for all practical purposes an extension of
the central government. University professors are public employees, and the UM and the
polytechnics receive direct funding from the government. Political pressures make these
arrangements nearly sacrosanct. It is therefore unlikely that funding for the project would cease.
Nevertheless, if these arrangements were to be modified in the future, how would the project
fare?

37. A feature of the project that suggests that it is sustainable is the fact that the bulk of the
costs are incurred early on in the project and last for only six years. The first six years therefore
are the most difficult ones. The recurrent costs, of course, last indefinitely, but they are modest
and are more than fully covered by tuition and fees. Nevertheless, it is another factor that should
be kept in mind and followed closely during supervision: sustainability is more certain if student
tuition and fees cover the full incremental costs.

38. Another aspect that suggests that the project is sustainable is the fact that its fiscal
impact is highly positive. However, would the government perceive it as such? The outlays are
clearly identified, but the income is not, as it comes from incremental income taxes. To help
ensure government support it would behoove the educational complex to carry out a study
demonstrating the project's positive fiscal impact. Absent such a study, the government might
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consider that the program is a net user of fiscal resources and might contemplate cutting funding
if the fiscal situation were to tighten.

Cost Recovery

39. Charges levied on students via tuition and other fees more than cover incremental
recurrent costs. Should the students pay for the recurrent costs? It is clear from table 11.13 that
in the aggregate, students benefit handsomely from a university education, even if they are
charged in full for incremental recurrent costs and contribute towards defraying investment
costs. Of course, higher fees would mean fewer students, and a careful estimate of the elasticity
of demand would be necessary if the university and the polytechnics considered charging higher
fees. In addition, careful thought would have to be given to the structure of the fees, as more
detailed analysis shows that not all graduates would obtain the same benefits. MBAs benefit the
most, followed by bachelor's degree holders; however, the NPV of a PhD is negative.

Estimate of Benefits: Students' Viewpoint

40. To assess the relative benefits to students, we looked at the project from the point of
view of a typical student. We chose three types of students-high school graduates, MBAs, and
PhDs. For high school graduates, we chose a student from the engineering faculty. Engineering
students take four years to graduate, and their income upon graduating is presumed to be the
average income for university graduates. Other university programs take only three years.
Therefore, if higher education is profitable for an engineering student, it is profitable for any
student.

41. To calculate the benefits from the viewpoint of the students, we need to subtract income
taxes from the expected salary after graduation and add tuition and fees to the costs. Income tax
calculations presumed that the incremental income would be taxed at the applicable marginal
rates and appear in table 1.12. This was a convenient assumption adopted for simplicity's sake.
If a more detailed analysis had been useful, it would have necessary to collect information on
deductions, nontaxable fringe benefits, and evasion. Gathering such information, however,
would have been costly. While such information would have given a more precise idea of the
distribution of benefits between students and government, it would not have altered the
calculation of the net benefits to society. In this case the appraisal team was only interested in
assessing the economic benefits, not in their precise distribution, and hence decided that the
additional cost would not be worth incurring. Decisions such as this one must be made
continuously throughout the appraisal process. In this sense, economic analysis is itself an
exercise in cost-benefit analysis.

Table 11.12. Expected After-Tax Incremental Income
(1995 Mauritius rupees)

After-tax
Income After-tax incremental

Level of education Expected salary tax income income
MBA 300,000 82,250 217,750 84,000
Other postgraduate degree 240,000 64,250 175,750 42,000
Bachelor's degree 180,000 46,250 133,750 75,600
Secondary diploma 72,000 13,850 58,150

42. From the roint of view of a high school graduate, the benefits of a university education
would be the present value of the expected after-tax incremental earnings. A typical high school
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graduate who goes on to obtain engineering degree would be able to increase his/her after-tax
earnings from MR58,150 per year to MR133,750. The present value of the increased after-tax
earnings (discounted at 12 percent for 40 years) would be MR623,000 upon graduation.
Discounted back to the beginning of a program, this amount would be equivalent to MR396,000.
The present value of forgone earnings, tuition, and fees would be MR259,000. For a typical high
school graduate, then, the present value of an engineering degree would be about MR137,000
(see table 11.13). Clearly, high school graduates would have an economic incentive to enroll in
a engineering degree program.

Table 11.13. Net Present Value of an Engineering Degree
(1995 Mauritius rupees)
Costs and benefits Present value Year I Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Years 5-45

Incremental income 396,074 0 0 0 0 623,230
Forgone income 197,816 58,150 58,150 58,150 58,150
Tuition and fees 61,233 18,000 18,000 18,000 18,000
Net benefits 137,024 (76,150) (76,150) (76,150) (76,150) 623,230

43. MBA students would have an even greater incentive. Similar calculations show that for
the typical student, the present value of an MBA would be MR253,000 (see table 11.14). The
difference in the present value of an engineering degree and an MBA stems from two factors:
shorter program (two instead of four years) and higher incremental income upon graduation.

Table 11.14. Net Present Value of an MBA
(1995 Mauritius rupees)
Costs and benefits Present value Year 1 Year 2 Years 3-43
Incremental income 552,039 0 0 692,477
Forgone income 253,170 133,750 133,750
Tuition and fees 45,429 24,000 24,000
Net benefits 253,440 (157,750) (157,750) 692,477

44. A prospective PhD student, on the other hand, would have no economic incentive to
enroll in a doctoral program: the net present value of a doctoral education is negative because
after forgoing at least three years of income and paying tuition and fees, a PhD graduate would
not earn more than a regular university graduate (see table 11.15). Anyone deciding to go for a
PhD, then, would do so for noneconomic reasons.
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Table 11.15. Net Present Value of a PhD
(1995 Mauritius rupees)
Costs and benefits Present value Year I Year 2 Year 3 Years 4-44
Incremental income 246,446 346,239

Forgone income 359,794 133,750 133,750 133,750
Tuition and fees 64,561 24,000 24,000 24,000
Net income (177,910) (157,750) (157,750) (157,750) 346,239

Conclusions

45. In summary, the project looks very robust. Its net benefits to society are considerable,
and all of the main stakeholders gain from it: students increase their earnings potential, the
government stands to collect more taxes because of the project, and the educational complex
stands to gain in size and prestige. The project has several risks. Endogenous risks are that the
government may fail to introduce the policy changes needed to improve higher education, as it
stated in its policy letter, and that the higher education institutions may fail to improve the
quality of the education being provided. This latter failure would reduce demand for the services
of the higher education institutions. To address this risk, the project incorporates appropriate
measures to ensure that the quality of the education would be up to international standards:
provisions for twinning with reputable international universities, accreditation visits, and
development of postgraduate and research programs. The major exogenous risk was poor
macroeconomic performance leading to lower demand for university graduates and to lower
employment rates and lower income differentials. These risks were taken into account and
simulated through Monte Carlo techniques: even under the most adverse circumstances,
combining high unemployment rates, low enrollment rates, and low income differentials, the
project's net benefits remained positive.
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Annex 11A. Estimation of the Shadow Exchange Rate (SER)

46. Mauritius is an open economy with few trade distortions; hence the market rate for
foreign exchange closely reflects the opportunity cost to the country of using foreign exchange.
Nevertheless, the import and export duties that Mauritius imposes distort the foreign exchange
market, driving a wedge between private and social costs. The appraisal team did not calculate
an SER because it estimated that the premium on foreign exchange was small and, even if large,
would not alter the analysis because the cost of the imported components were not critical to the
outcome of the project. The SER was estimated in this exercise to illustrate the use of the
technique.

47. The calculation of the shadow exchange rate was done using the methodology explained
in the Technical Appendix. First, using IMF data (IFS and GFS), the average import duty rate
levied by Mauritius for all goods for the years 1990-1994 was calculated. Second, the average
export duty for the same time period was calculated. Third, the effective exchange rate for
imports was calculated by augmenting the official exchange rate by the import duty rate.
Similarly, the effective exchange rate for exports was calculated by subtracting the duties from
the exchange rate. The final step was to obtain a weighted average of the effective exchange
rates for exports and imports, using the methodology discussed in the Technical Appendix.
Table 1 IA. 1 shows the detailed calculations.

48. For this case, we assumed that the supply of exports in Mauritius was more responsive
than the demand for imports to changes in the value of the real exchange rate, we used -1.00 for
the elasticity of imports and 1.25 for the export elasticity. These assumptions are consistent with
what we know about Mauritius' economy: its exports compete in highly contested markets and
thus small price movements in the real exchange rate are likely to make Mauritius noticeably
more or less competitive and hence to affect its exports. Since Mauritius is a small island that
imports most of its basic necessities and raw materials, the volume of its imports is likely to be
less affected by exchange rate movements. Of course, more information gathered in the context
of ESW would have helped refine these judgments. The foreign exchange premium, estimated
with the information available, ranged from 7.3 percent in 1990 to 8.4 percent in 1994.

49. Table l1A.1 also shows another estimate of the SER using a more disaggregated
breakdown of imports and import duties provided by the government for 1992. According to this
estimate, the foreign exchange premium in 1992 was 15.5 percent-still moderate, but high
enough to make a substantial difference in projects with a large import component. If there is a
wide dispersion of duty rates, disaggregated data are likely to yield more precise estimates of the
SER and foreign exchange premium.

50. In short, a lower bound for the SER would be 1.08 times the market rate, and an upper
bound would be 1.15 times the market rate. For purposes of this exposition, we used a 10
percent premium for foreign exchange.
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Table 1 1A.1. Estimate of the Shadow Exchange Rate
Category 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994
Market exchange rate (MR/$) 14.32 14.79 17.00 18.66 17.86
Exports, FOB (thousand MR) 17,677 18,700 20,244 22,992 21,414
Imports, CIF (thousand MR) 21,921 22,212 22,931 27,507 29,307
Import duties collected (tho. MR) 3,703 4,247 4,159 4,685 5,200
Export duties collected (tho. MR) 374 427 416 433 400
Import duties as % of imports 16.89 19.12 18.14 17.03 17.74
Export duties as % of exports 2.12 2.29 2.06 1.89 1.87
Effective exchange rates

For exports (Px) 14.02 14.46 16.65 18.30 17.53
For imports (Pm) 16.74 17.62 20.08 21.83 21.03

Elasticity of supply of exports 1.25
Elasticity of demand for imports -1.00

Weights
For Px (Wx) 0.50 0.51 0.52 0.51 0.48
For Pm (Wm) 0.50 0.49 0.48 0.49 0.52

Estimate of SER 15.37 16.00 18.28 20.03 19.36
Premium on foreign exchange (%/6) 7.3 8.1 7.5 7.3 8.4

Alternative Estimate of SER
Effective exchange rates
For imports of consumer goods 19.02
For imports of intermediate goods 19.77
For imports of capital goods 21.32

Elasticities Weights
For consumer goods -1.00 0.11
For intermediate goods -1.25 0.32
For capital goods -0.75 0.10

SER for 1992 19.63

51. As the Handbook's Technical Appendix discusses, a more important question is the
likely path for the real exchange rate. Is the exchange rate undervalued or overvalued? What is
likely to happen in the future? A plot of the real exchange rate suggested that it underwent a
depreciation of about 20 percent during the 1980s and a sharp appreciation in 1990, and that it
has remained steady since then (see figure 1 IA. 1). We also noted that the deficit in the current
account of the balance of payments has been less than 1 percent of GDP. From these two
factors, the judgment was made that the real exchange rate was likely to remain constant at least
through 2,000, the last year in which the project uses tradeables.
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Annex 11B. Key Assumptions

Table 11B.1. Transition Rates for Degree Courses by F'aculty
(percentage)

Y1/Y2 Y2/Y3 Y3/Y4 Grad. Overall
Agriculture 95 98 97 90
Engineering 90 98 98 98 85
Law and management. 80 95 95 72
Science 73 98 98 70
Soc. sci. and hum. 73 98 98 70
MBA 100 100 100
Postgraduate 100 100 100 100

Employment Rates

52. Employment rates were assumed to be
uncertain and distributed according to a triangular
distribution with minimum value equal to 95 percent,
likeliest value equal to 98 percent, and maximum value
equal to 1 00 percent.::

Incremental Income for University Graduates 0.95 0.96 0.98 0.99 1.00

53. Incremental income for university graduates
was assumed to be uncertain and distributed according
to a lognormal distributions, with mean 108,000 and
standard deviation equal to 13,300. The mean value in
the simulation was 107,917.

Incremental Income for PhDs 74,14 94.358 114,533 134,707 154,882

54. Incremental income for graduates of doctoral
programs was assumed to be uncertain and distributed
according to a lognormal distribution with mean 60,000
and standard deviation equal to 2,000. The mean value
in the simulation was 60,037.

Incremental Income for MBAs 54,262 57,264 60.267 63,269 66,272

55. Incremental income for MBAs was assumed to
be uncertain and lognormally distributed with mean F

120,000 and standard deviation of 12,000. The mean
value in simulation was 120,100.

88,523 106,657 124,791 142,925 161,059

Table 11B.2. Expected Increase in Enrollment
Level 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009-

2020
Undergraduates 161 334 581 773 1,166 1,407 1,641 1,879 2,183 2,485 2,785 3,084 3,298 3,396 3,417 -
MBAs 6 14 24 36 49 63 79 96 115 136 158 184 211 242
MAs/PhDs 5 15 18 20 23 28 30 32 34 36 -o 40 42 44



Table 1 IB.3. Flows of Benefits and Costs from Different Points of View
Thousand 1995 Mauritius Rupees

PV 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010-2020

Society's Viewpolnt

Additional graduates (number) 3,586 0 7 108 169 240 271 446 485 506 643 721 790 909 992 1,023 5780

Incremental income 3,148,598 0 540 11,311 28,490 53,088 80,918 127,097 177,324 229,737 296,630 371,758 454,182 549,208 653,027 760,148 10,938,261

Forgone income 1,181,132 11,561 26,100 47,013 63,200 94,018 114,131 134,474 154,880 180,207 205,720 231,436 257,377 277,693 290,075 297,420 1,680,489

Investment costs 352,559 0 154,495 87,608 106,006 78,964 33,733 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Recurrent costs 143,992 3,900 10,444 14,408 15,147 18,266 20,465 21,424 21,470 20,921 20,894 20,894 20,894 20,894 20,894 20,894 118,056

Net benefits 1,470,915 -15,461 -190,499 -137,718 -155,863 -138,159 -87,411 -28,801 973 28,609 70,017 119,428 175,911 250,621 342,057 441,834 9,139,716

Student's Viewpoint

Incremental income 3,148,598 0 540 11,311 28,490 53,088 80,918 127,097 177,324 229,737 296,630 371,758 454,182 549,208 653,027 760,148 10,938,261

Incremental income taxes 944,579 0 162 3,393 8,547 15,926 24,275 38,129 53,197 68,921 88,989 111,527 136,255 164,762 195,908 228,044 3,281,478

After-tax incremental income 2,204,019 0 378 7,918 19,943 37,162 56,643 88,968 124,126 160,816 207,641 260,231 317,927 384,446 457,119 532,104 7,656,782

Forgone income 1,181,132 11,561 26,100 47,013 63,200 94,018 114,131 134,474 154,880 180,207 205,720 231,436 257,377 277,693 290,075 297,420 1,680,489

Forgone income taxes 271,014 2,224 5,451 10,007 13,767 20,403 25,048 29,841 34,699 40,588 46,612 52,785 59,121 64,508 68,514 71,711 405,182

After-tax forgone income 910,119 9,337 20,648 37,006 49,433 73,614 89,083 104,633 120,181 139,619 159,107 178,651 198,255 213,185 221,562 225,709 1,275,306

Tuition and fees 258,781 2,890 6,130 10,824 14,339 21,463 25,858 30,200 34,547 40,063 45,549 51,001 56,416 60,321 62,130 62,555 353,451

Net benefits 1,035,119 -12,228 -26,401 -39,912 -43,828 -57,916 -58,299 -45,865 -30,601 -18,866 2,985 30,579 63,256 110,940 173,427 243,839 6,028,025 H

Government's Viewpoint

Incremental income taxes 944,579 0 162 3,393 8,547 15,926 24,275 38,129 53,197 68,921 88,989 111,527 136,255 164,762 195,908 228,044 3,281,478

Forgone income taxes 271,014 2,224 5,451 10,007 13,767 20,403 25,048 29,841 34,699 40,588 46,612 52,785 59,121 64,508 68,514 71,711 405,182

Additional Import duties 15,796 11,971 2,823 2,801 1,233 142 0

Minus forex premium 25,697 12,126 5,270 6,910 6,601 2,741

Transfers to UoM&Polys 486,651 3,900 164,784 99,569 117,044 91,861 51,599 21,424 21,470 20,921 20,894 20,894 20,894 20,894 20,894 20,894 118,056

Net fiscal impact 177,015 -6,124 -170,229 -108,630 -126,373 .101,706 -54,971 -13,136 -2,972 7,412 21,483 37,848 56,239 79,361 106,500 135,440 2,758,240

Educational Complex's Viewpolnt

Tuition and fees 258,781 2,890 6,130 10,824 14,339 21,463 25,858 30,200 34,547 40,063 45,549 51,001 56,416 60,321 62,130 62,555 353,451

Transfersfromgovernment 486,651 3,900 164,784 99,569 117,044 91,861 51,599 21,424 21,470 20,921 20,894 20,894 20,894 20,894 20,894 20,894 118,056

Investment costs 342,659 0 154,340 85,161 101,897 73,595 31,134 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Recurrentcosts 143,992 3,900 10,444 14,408 15,147 18,266 20,465 21,424 21,470 20,921 20,894 20,894 20,894 20,894 20,894 20,894 118,056

Net benefits 258,781 2,890 6,130 10,824 14,339 21,463 25,858 30,200 34,547 40,063 45,549 51,001 56,416 60,321 62,130 62,555 353,451
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Technical Appendix

1. This technical appendix presents basic concepts concerning discounting techniques as
well as the conceptual framework for estimating the main adjustments to market prices needed to
reflect social opportunity costs and benefits in project evaluation.

Discounting and Compounding Techniques

2. The decision on a project's acceptability hinges on whether the benefits exceed the costs.
If all benefits and costs occurred in the same year, the decision would be a simple one of
comparing benefits and costs. Usually, however, benefits and costs occur at different times, with
many costs preceding benefits and, during the first years of the project, usually exceeding them.
This issue arises in both economic and financial analysis. The techniques used to compare costs
and benefits that occur in different years are the same in both types of analysis. These
techniques are called "discounting techniques."

3. Discounting is essentially a technique that enables us to compare the value of dollars in
different time periods. A dollar received today is worth more than a dollar received tomorrow
because the dollar received today enables us to increase our consumption today, whereas the
dollar received in the future can increase only future consumption. The fact that we have to
postpone consumption makes tomorrow's dollar less valuable than today's, even if tomorrow's
dollar has as much purchasing power as today's dollar. The declining value of money over time
has nothing to do with inflation, only with the postponement of consumption.

4. The declining value of money over time explains in large measure why we require
interest whenever we lend money. Lending money out entails postponing consumption. To
compensate for postponing of consumption, we demand for every dollar we lend an amount that
enables us to increases our consumption in the future. Thus, whenever we open a savings
account and place our money at, say, 5 percent interest per year, we are implicitly stating that for
us $1.05 one year from today is worth at least as much as $1.00 today. If we buy a five-year
certificate of deposit that pays 5 percent per year, for every dollar we give up today, we will
receive $1.28 in five years (assuming that interest is compounded annually): we are implicitly
stating that $1.28 five years hence is worth at least as much as $1.00 today.

5. Discounting involves the reverse procedure; it answers the question, how much is $1.28,
received in five years, worth today? The answer depends on the interest rate we are willing to
accept. If we are willing to accept an interest rate of 5 percent per year, then $1.28 in five years
is worth $1.00 today. Equivalently, we are saying that $0.78 today is worth $1.00 in the future
($1.00/$1.28 = $0.78).

The Mechanics of Discounting and Compounding

6. The mechanics of discounting are very simple, and routines for discounting are now part
of any spreadsheet program (Lotus 1-2-3, Excel, Quattro Pro). For the sake of illustration, we
present here an example on compounding. Suppose that we place $100 at 10 percent per year for
five years in a savings account where interest is paid on the total amount in the account at the
end of thc year. Table TA.1 shows the account balances for the five years:
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Table TA.1. Interest Accumulation
Amount at Interest earned Compounding Amount at end of

Year beginning of year during the year factor year
1 100.00 10.00 1.10 110.00
2 110.00 11.00 1.10 121.00
3 121.00 12.10 1.10 133.10
4 133.10 13.31 1.10 146.41
5 146.41 14.64 1.10 161.05

7. In this example, we calculated the ending balance by calculating the interest due at the
end of the year and adding it to the amount outstanding at the beginning of the year. We could
also have calculated the year-end balance by multiplying the previous year's ending balance by
the compounding factor (1 + i), where i stands for the interest rate. Both methods lead to the
same result. The above relations can be expressed in algebraic terms. ][f the interest rate is i,
then

Future value of one dollar in year t = (l +i)t

8. Discounting would reverse the procedure. Beginning with the endling balance, we would
ask, What would be the value of $161.05 received five years from today if we are willing to
receive 10 percent per year? To obtain the answer, we would divide the balance outstanding at
the end of the last year by 1.10: $161.05 . (1.10) = 146.41. We would repeat the procedure until
we reach the present. The value of future flows discounted to the present is called, not
surprisingly, the present value. The interest rate that we use to discount the flows is called the
discount rate. As before, the relation can also be expressed in algebraic terms. At interest rate i,

Value today of a dollar received in year t = I --(I +i)

Net Present Value Criterion

9. The present value of the net benefits of a project is the basic economic criterion that the
Bank uses for accepting or rejecting a project. Two conditions must be satisfied if a project is to
be acceptable on economic grounds: (a) the expected present value of the net benefits (or net
present value [NPV]) of the project must not be negative when discounted at an appropriate rate;
and (b) the project's expected NPV must be at least as high as the NPV of mutually exclusive
alternatives. 1

Internal Rate of Return

10. Although the NPV is the criterion the Bank uses to evaluate projects, many Bank staff
use the internal rate of return (IRR), called the ERR to signal that the analysis is in economic
rather than in financial terms. The IRR is the discount rate that results in a zero NPV for the
project. It is also the yield to maturity of a bond. If the IRR equals or exceeds the appropriate
discount rate, then the project's NPV will be not be negative and the project will be acceptable

For investments where no consensus exists on how to value benefits in monetary terms, it is necessary to specify
alternative project success criteria, and yardsticks for monitoring progress during implementation and measuring
success on completion. Such projects must normnally be shown to represent the expected least-cost condition for
achieving the posited expected benefits.
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from the NPV point of view as well. For example, in the Viet Nam Highway Rehabilitation
project discussed in Box 3.1, the discounted net benefits of the project (NPV) amounted to
$532.56 million and the IRR was 77.2 percent (see table TA.2).

Table TA.2. Viet Nam Highway Rehabilitation
Project: Calculation of NPV
(US $ millions)

Discount Discounted
Year Net benefits factor net benefits
1994 -30.9 1.00 -30.9
1995 -14.1 1.10 -12.8
1996 28.3 1.21 23.4
1997 53.4 1.33 40.1
1998 66.0 1.46 45.1
1999 80.6 1.61 50.1
2000 98.4 1.77 55.5
2001 118.6 1.95 60.8
2002 144.1 2.14 67.2
2003 173.3 2.36 73.5
2004 203.3 2.59 78.4
2005 234.4 2.85 82.2
NPV: 532.6

11. In most cases, both techniques lead to the same result: a project whose NPV is greater
than or equal to zero at some discount rate, say d, also has an IRR that is greater than or equal to
d1 we will accept or reject the project regardless of the criterion we use. There are many
difficulties with the IRR criterion, however, and it should be avoided for making decisions,
especially when comparing mutually exclusive alternatives. First, not every project has an IRR.
If, for example, the net benefits of the project begin so soon that the project shows positive net
benefits in every year, then the IRR does not exist.2 Second, some projects may have more than
one IRR; in these cases, the IRR rule breaks down. Multiple IRRs arise when the project's net
benefits change sign more than once during the life of the project. For example, a project that
has negative net benefits during the first two years, positive net benefits during the next two
years, negative net benefits again the fifth year (perhaps because of new investments), and
positive net benefits thereafter has three IRRs. In general there are as many IRRs as there are
sign changes in the stream of net benefits.

12. To be sure, most projects begin with negative net benefits that turn positive and remain
positive until the end of the project. For these projects, the IRR and NPV are equivalent in the
sense that projects acceptable under one criterion are also acceptable under the other, and
projects that are unacceptable under one criterion are also unacceptable under the other. Thus, if
the NPV is positive when the flows are discounted at some rate, r, the IRR is greater than r.
Likewise, projects with negative NPV (with benefits discounted at r) have an IRR lower than r.

2 Of course, the time periods can be redefined in a way that avoids this problem. For example, if the projecfs cash
flows may be defined in terms of months, a monthly IRR may be calculated.
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Moreover, the same information is needed to use either criterion: in both cases we need to
calculate the project's net benefits. If we calculate the NPV, we need to choose a rate to discount
the benefits to the present. If we use the IRR, we need to choose a rate to decide whether the
IRR is acceptable.

Comparison of Mutually Exclusive Alternatives

13. So far, we have talked about the equivalence of the two rules in reference to a single
project. When projects are independent, as long as the NPV is not negative, the project is
acceptable. The fact that one project may have a higher IRR, though lower NPV, than another
project is irrelevant. However, when choosing among projects or project designs that are
mutually exclusive-in the sense that they are alternative ways of producing exactly the same
output (e.g., hydro vs. thermal power production)-differences in ranking are important.

14. To illustrate these concepts, consider a small and a large irrigation scheme for the same
site. If the small scheme is built, it will preempt use of the site for the large one; hence they are
mutually exclusive. The NPV, IRR, and total cost of each design appear in table TA.3. If we use
the IRR to select between the two options, we would opt for the small-scale irrigation alternative.
If we use the NPV to select between alternatives, we would choose the larger project. Which one
is "correct"? Because the NPV criterion maximizes the net benefits accruing to the country, it is
preferable. If we choose the smaller project, the country will forgo 241.9 million in net benefits.

Table TA.3. Comparison of Alternatives Using NPV and IRR
NP V Cost

(millions of units (millions of units
Alternative domestic currency) IRR domestic currency)

Small-scale irrigation 441.2 27% 500
Large-scale irrigation 683.1 16% 2,500
Note: Adapted from Gittinger (1982b), tables 10-7 and 10-8.

15. Why does the IRR lead to the "wrong" decision? The answer concerns the initial capital
outlays and the incremental benefits that they entail. The large irrigation project requires five
times as large an investment as the small irrigation project. The additional investment (2 billion)
has declining marginal productivity and hence does not increase the benefits of the project by a
commensurate amount; that is, it has a lower rate of return than the initial outlays. Nevertheless,
the lower rate of return of the incremental amounts is still acceptable, and hence the bigger
project's NPV is higher, but not five times as high. The IRR is unable to yield this information
and should not be used to decide among mutually exclusive projects. As long as the incremental
amounts have a lower rate of return (and hence the larger alternative or project has a lower IRR),
the IRR will be biased against the larger alternatives/projects.3

16. The loss of information entailed in the IRR criterion can be avoided if, in addition to
calculating the IRR on the "base" alternative (the small irrigation project, in this case), we
calculate the IRR on the incremental funds needed to go from the small to the large irrigation

3 It is a common misconception to think that the larger the project, the larger the NPV. This correspondence does not
always hold.
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scheme. In the specific example illustrated in table TA.3, the incremental funds had an IRR of
14 percent, which, though lower, was still above the chosen cut-off rate of 12 percent.4 From
this point of view, as well, the larger project was preferable.

17. As another example, table TA.4 illustrates a hypothetical project with four technically
feasible alternative designs.

Table TA.4. Assessment of Alternative Designs

Benefits per project year
Design 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 NPV IRR
A -12,000 3,500 3,500 3,500 3,500 3,500 3,500 1,268 14.1
B -20,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 2,744 15.2
C -28,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 2,326 13.2
D -32,000 8,800 8,800 8,800 8,800 8,800 8,800 1,358 11.6

At a 10-percent discount rate, all of these designs are acceptable. Design B is optimal because it
has the highest NPV. If we had explored only design D, we would have accepted it, but we
would chosen the worst design from the economic point of view.

18. When examining alternative designs such as these, it is useful to calculate the marginal
returns to each design, either by calculating the marginal NPV (MNPV) or the marginal IRR
(MIRR). In the exarnple above, design B has a high return-for an additional investment of
8,000 it increases annual benefits by 2,500. As a result, the present value of the design is more
than double that of design A. Design C, on the other hand, has an additional cost of 8,000, but
annual incremental benefits of only 2,000-its MNPV is negative, as shown in table TA.5. This
example illustrates a useful rule: When considering several designs each of which involves
incremental investments, choose the design with the highest NPV, or else invest up to the point
where the MNPV becomes zero (MIRR is just equal to the discount rate):

Table TA.5. Assessment of MNPV and MIRR
Benefits per project year

Design 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 MNPV MIRR
A -12,000 3,500 3,500 3,500 3,500 3,500 3,500 1,268 14.1
B-A -8,000 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 1,477 17.0
C-B -8,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 -418 7.9
D-C -4,000 800 800 800 800 800 800 -967 0.0

If we had chosen design D, we would have spent 4,000 units over and above the cost of design C
for nothing: the present value of the project would have been lower because the additional
benefits would not have compensated for the additional investment. As the last column shows,
the IRR on the additional investment would have been exactly zero.

4 The detailed calculations appear in Gittinger, op. cit., p. 379
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19. Because the IRR is expressed in percentage terms, it does not depend on any unit of
measurement and seemingly facilitates comparisons among projects, even across countries and
years. A project with an IRR of 25 percent seems like a better project than one with an IRR of
only 10 percent, wherever the two projects are to be undertaken.5 Also, because of its close
resemblance to the rate-of-profit notion, the IRR appeals to decision makers; it has long been
standard practice at the Bank to select projects and present the results of economic analysis using
the IRR. However, when evaluating projects, and especially when selecting alternative designs,
analysts should be aware of the limitations of the IRR and use the NPV criterion. The IRR is a
useful summary statistic to present the results of analysis, but it is not a good basis for making
decisions.

The Discount Rate

20. It is evident from this discussion that the rate used to discount net benefits or used as a
cut-off point is crucial. The discount rate used should reflect not only the likely returns of funds
in their best relevant alternative use (i.e., the opportunity cost of capital or "investment rate of
interest"), but also the marginal rate at which savers are willing to save in the country (i.e., the
rate at which the value of consumption falls over time, or "consumption rate of interest"). The
Bank traditionally has not calculated a discount rate but has used 10-12 percent as a notional
figure for evaluating Bank-financed projects. This notional figure is not necessarily the
opportunity cost of capital in borrower countries, but is more properly viewed as a rationing
device for World Bank funds. Task managers may use a different discount rate, as long as
departures from the 10-12 percent rate have been justified in the Country Assistance Strategy.
(For guidance on how to calculate the discount rate, see paras. 2-8 of this Technical Appendix).

Conceptual Framework

21. This conceptual framework is based on three basic postulates:

(a) Competitive demand price measures the benefit of each marginal unit to the
demander.

(b) Competitive supply price (or marginal cost) measures the opportunity cost of each
marginal unit from the standpoint of the suppliers.

(c) In attempting to measure the benefits and costs to a society as a whole, one must
take the difference between benefits and costs.

22. The framework uses the same basic approach for the valuation of all goods and services,
be they material inputs, foreign exchange, or capital. The approach presumes that the

5 This notion is a misconception. Project A is not necessarily better than Project B because its IRR is higher.
Suppose that we have two projects with the following cash flows:

A -1 1 2
B -2 1 4

Project A has an IRR of 100 percent while project B has an IRR of 68 percent. The present value of B is higher
than the present value of A at any discount rate lower than 68 percent. Is project A better than project B? As long
as we can borrow and lend at less than 68 percent, by appropriate inter-period borrowing and lending we can make
the cash flows of B at least as good as those of A in each period. For example, if the discount rate is 10 percent, we
can borrow $1.21 from pe.:,d 3 and lend it to period I to obtain the following cash flow:

-1 1 -2.89
($1.21 discounted at 10 percent for two periods is equal to $1). We have thus reproduced the cash flows of project
A and still have $0.89 left over in period 3. We could not have performed similar transactions for project A. In
this sense, B is better than A. For any discount rate greater than 68 percent, A is better than B.
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government purchases goods or services for use in its own projects in a relatively well-
functioning, though distorted, market and that in doing so it bids up the price of the good in
question. The additional government demand is satisfied either through (a) reduction of
consumption of the good on the part of existing consumers, (b) increased production of the good
on the part of existing producers, or (c) a combination of both. The basic principle used for
valuing the good or service is that the value to society of the goods or services diverted to the
project is the sum of the values placed by consumers on the forgone consumption, plus the cost
of increasing production. Although for expository purposes the approach presumes that there is
full capacity utilization, the principles can be applied equally well if there are unemployed
resources.

Figure TA.1. Economic Price of a Good Sold in a Market with No Distortions
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23. To illustrate this basic principle, we first consider the valuation of any material input,
say cement, in a distortion-free and autarkic environment. The market price of cement in this
case is determined solely by domestic supply and demand, and there is a single market price for
consumers and producers (see figure TA. 1).

24. At the market price, P, for cement, the private sector produces qs and consumes qd. The
government, whose demand curve is not shown in the diagram, consumes the quantity bf or qs-
qdv When the government decides to implement new projects, its demand curve is displaced to
the right. If there are no imports, the additional government demand must be satisfied either
from a reduction in consumption, an increase in productiuii, or a combination of both. In
response to the government's new demand, the price of cement goes up by some minute amount,
which for purposes of illustration, is shown here as a discrete and perceptible amount. Assume
that the government bids the price up to P*. At the new price, consumers reduce their purchases
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from qd to qdand producers increase their production to from q, to q*. In this case, the
government satisfies its additional demand from the reduced consum]ption qd -q* and from
additional production, q*- qd: the new projects consume the difference between bf and ad. The
basic valuation principle used in this Handbook is that the value to society of the goods diverted
to the project is given by the value placed by consumers on their reduced consumption and the
cost of increasing production, i.e., by the sum of the shaded areas under the demand and supply
curves.

25. The value placed by consumers on the cement transferred to the project is equal to

PAD + 1/ 2APAD, where AP= (P* - P) and AD = (qd - qd)- This amount may be divided into two
parts:

* the market value of the units transferred to the project (PAD)., plus

* the loss in consumer surplus (11 2APAD).

Likewise, if we let AS = (q* - q,), the cost of producing the cement transferred to the project is
PAS+ 1/2APAS:

* the total cost of producing the extra units PAS, plus

* an increase in producer's surplus, 1/2 APAS.

26. The total value of the cement transferred to the project, then, is

PAD + I/ 2APAD + PAS + 1/ 2APAS,

and the unit cost of the cement transferred to the project is equal to the total cost divided by the
number of units transferred:

PAD+ I/2APAD+ PAS+ 1/2APAS
AD + AS

For very small changes in demand (which is normally the case for most projects), the changes in
consumer and producer surplus (i.e., the term 1/ 2APAD + 1/ 2APAS) are negligible, and
equation (1) reduces to:

PAD + PAS (2)
AD + AS

27. The areas under the demand and the supply curve will depend on the respective
elasticities of supply and demand. This can be appreciated by expressing AD and AS as follows:

AD=q PAD)~ AP = l,AP 3

( qAP) P P

AS=(sPAS )' AP =qsAP 4
( q,AP) P P

If we substitute these expressi is into (2), we obtain:

ilqd + E-qs Tlqd + 6qs
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where 71 is the elasticity of demand with respect to its own price and s elasticity of supply with
respect to its own price. Equation (5) simply says that the unit value that society places on the
units diverted to the project is equal to the market price of the good. This is exactly what we
would expect in the simple case where there are no distortions.

28. The effect of introducing a distortion in the market is to drive a wedge between the
social and the private cost of consuming or producing the good. For purposes of illustration, we
introduce a distortion in the form of an excise tax levied as a percentage of the price of the good
(see table TA.2). Although this particular distortion is in the form of a tax, the conceptual
approach would be the same regardless of the nature of the distortion.

Figure TA.2. Economic Price of a Good Subject to an Excise Tax
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29. The effect of the excise tax can be depicted as a displacement of the demand curve to the
left, with the vertical distance between the two curves measuring the value of the tax. As before,
at the initial equilibrium the market price is PO. The government purchases so - do. The
difference from the previous case is that producers receive PO for each unit of the good
purchased, whereas consumers pay P*= Po(l+t): as a result of the distortion (the excise tax in
this case) there is a difference between the price that producers receive and the price that
consumers pay. As the government demand for the good increases to sl-dl, it bids up its price
from PO to P1 . The higher price induces consumers to reduce their purchases and producers to
increase their production. As a result of the reduced consumption, the government loses tax
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revenue (not offset by private gain) in an amount equal to (P*- Po)(dO - dl).6 In addition,
consumers reduce their consumption in an amount valued at PO(do - dl). Finally, consumers also

lose consumer's surplus in an amount equal to - P)(do -dl). Society then, places a value

on the goods released to the project equal to the sum of these three amounts, which is equal to
the shaded area under the demand curve D(P*). Similarly, the cost of producing the extra units
of the good for the project's use is given by the shaded area under the supply curve. The total
cost to society of the goods transferred to the project, then, is given by the shaded areas under the
demand and supply curves:

P AD 1 /2AP AD + PAS + I/ 2APAS (6)

Ignoring again the loss in consumer surplus and the gain in producer surplus and expressing the
unit cost to society in terms of elasticities, we obtain an expression similar to (5):

Wv = p id + p( Eso 7
T Hdo+so ) d +ssos (

30. The interpretation of equation 7 is straightforward: the unit value (UV) to society of
each unit of the good diverted from the private sector to the government project is equal to the
weighted average of the price actually paid by consumers and the price perceived by producers.
The weights are proportional to the elasticities of demand and supply and to the original
quantities supplied and demanded. If the demand is totally inelastic ('1 == 0), consumers are not
going to reduce their consumption of the good and the project's additional demand will have to
be satisfied entirely with additional production, in which case the relevant price is the supply
price. If, on the other hand, supply is totally inelastic (e = 0), then the project's additional
demand will have to come from forgone consumption, in which case the relevant price is the
demand price. In most cases, neither supply nor demand will be totally inelastic and the relevant
price will be a weighted average between the two prices. This basic conceptual framework can
be applied to measure the social opportunity cost of nontraded goods, traded goods, capital,
foreign exchange, and labor.

Traded Goods

31. Traded goods can be seen as a special case of the most general case depicted in figure
TA.2, especially when we are dealing with a small country that is a price taker in the world
market. Let us first consider an import that is also produced domestically, as shown in figure
TA.3.

6 When the tax in question is a given amount, T, per unit of orcvilict (say, 10 cents per kilo), the extra cost associated
with displaced demand is simply TAD. However, when .im tax is ad valorem, the change in government revenue is
t(plql - p.q0), which in tum is approximately equal to p0tA + q0tAp. In this case it is cnly the first term that enters
into the calculation of the economic cost. The gain or loss to the govemment arising from qotAp is offset by
opposite losses or gains to demanders and suppliers.
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Figure TA.3. Economic Price of an Imported Good
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In this situation, the country consumes QD units of the good, of which domestic production
satisfies Qs and imports supply the difference (QD-Qs). As the government bids for goods,
domestic demand increases from DID, to D2D2; but because the good is an import and the
country is a price taker, the additional demand is satisfied with additional imports, which
increase by the amount QI-QD. The total cost to society of the additional consumption is the
area given by the rectangle abQIQD and the unit cost by the import price, Pi. As discussed in
chapter 5, the relevant price is not necessarily the international price of the good, but the import-
parity price, i.e., the border price adjusted for transport costs. Similar analysis leads to the
conclusion that the relevant price for an export good is the export price or export-parity price.
The same result obtains if we use equation 7 above. In the case of a small, price-taker country,
the elasticity of supply is infinite. As c tends to infinity, the weight of P* tends to zero and the
weight of P tends to unity.

32. If the good is subject to an import duty, then there are two possible cases. First,
domestic prices may be equal to the border price cum duty, or the domestic price may be below
the border price cum duty. We consider first the case where domestic prices are equal to the
border price augmented by the duty, as shown in figure TA.4. In this situation the border price is
Pi and the domestic price is Pi(l+t), where t is the duty rate. By construction, there are no
imports. The domestic price is determined by the intersection of the domestic demand and
supply curves. This domestic price is assumed to be exactly equal to the tariff-augmented border
price Under these conditions, the initial equilibrium is QO (initially, we assume no government
imports).
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Figure TA.4. Economic Price of an Imported Good Subject to an Import Duty
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New projects will shift domestic demand from D1D1 to D2D2. In this case the additional demand
is satisfied entirely from imports. The original consumers do not reduce their level of
consumption, and domestic production remains unchanged. The cost of satisfying the additional
demand for the project is given by the area cdQ,Q0 and is equal to the foreign exchange cost of
the additional imports. The area abdc is equal to the additional duties collected by the
government. The project entity, of course, pays the import duty to the government. While this is
a cost to the project entity, it is not a cost to society: the duty is a transfer from one government
entity to another one, or from the project entity to the central government. The opportunity cost
to society of satisfying the additional demand is given by foreign exchange used to import the
good, that is, the area cdQ,Q0 The unit cost is given by Pi. The financial cost of each unit of the
good to the project entity, however, is Pi(l+t). The difference in cost, of course, is the import
duty.7

Nontraded, but Tradeable, Goods

33. The tradition in Bank analysis has been to treat tradeable goods like traded goods and to
use the import- or export-parity price for tradeable goods, even if they are not traded. The
justification for using the import- or export-parity price as the shadow price of tradeable goods is
similar to one used for traded goods, discussed in the previous section.

34. There are some rare cases where the domestic price of a nontraded, but tradeable, good is
below the border price plus the tariff, that is, there is "water in the tariff." Figure TA.5 depicts

7 If the price is denominated in foreign currency, then the price in domestic currency is equal to the foreign currency
price times the shadow exchange rate.
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such a situation. The border price in this case is Pi, the domestic price is Pd, and the tariff-
augmented price is Pi(l+t). If as a result of a new project the demand curve shifts slightly to the
right and the domestic price rises, the additional quantity demanded will be met partly through a
reduction of consumption of original consumers, partly by an increase in supply. The cost to
society of each additional unit of the good will be Pd. Many experts think that the correct
shadow price should still be Pi because it would clearly be the opportunity cost to the country if
there were no import duty. Others think that if the government is expected to maintain the tariff,
then the shadow price should be Pd, unless the tariff is expected to be reduced or abolished in the
near future, in which case the correct shadow price should be Pi The correct way to deal with
the problem is to use Pd for as long as the government maintains the tariff. Using Pi
overestimates benefits if the good is an input of the project and underestimates benefits if the
good is an output of the project.

Figure TA.5. Economic Price of a Potentially Traded Good
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35. An intermediate case arises when the import and domestic goods are close, but not
perfect substitutes, and the tariff is not prohibitive. In these cases, domestic production and
imports coexist. In these cases, the economic price of the good is a weighted average of the net-
of-the-tariff price of the import good and the price of the domestic good. As in previous cases,
the weights depend upon the shares and the elasticities of supply and demand of the two goods.

Nontradeable Goods

36. In some countries certain goods cannot be traded for various reasons. One of the most
common barriers is transport costs: the cost of producing the good domestically is lower than
the price of imports plus transport costs. At the same time, the cost of domestic production plus
transport costs makes it unprofitable to export, rendering the good nontradeable for that
particular country. In Zimbabwe, for example, steel might be such a good. Because Zimbabwe
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is landlocked, domestic production enjoys natural protection, but at the same time exports are
unprofitable. If a project in Zimbabwe uses steel, the appropriate price for social evaluation
depends on whether the additional demand is satisfied from a reduction of existing demand or
from additional supply. Conceptually, the case is similar to the one shown in figure TA.5; the
only difference is that Pi would indicate the export price (net of transport costs), and Pi (l+t)
would indicate the import price plus transport costs: the domestic price is lower than the import
price but higher than the export price (net of transport costs).

The Shadow Exchange Rate

37. The same principles developed above may be applied to the calculation of the shadow
price of foreign exchange. In a distortion-free economy, this value is given by the market-
determined price of foreign exchange. Most economies, however, are not distortion-free and the
shadow price is not generally equal to the market-determined price.

Distortion-Free Case
38. For purposes of illustration, consider first the case of a distortion-free economy. The
price of foreign exchange is determined by the intersection of the demand and supply curve for
foreign exchange, that is, by the country's demand for imports and supply of exports. In this
economy, the initiation of a project that uses foreign exchange will displace the demand for
foreign exchange ever so slightly, causing the real price of foreign exchange to rise (even if the
nominal price is fixed), as shown in figure TA.6. At the new price, the quantity demanded of
foreign exchange will fall (freeing an amount of foreign exchange equal to Qo - Q1) and the
quantity supplied will rise (generating an amount of foreign exchange equal to Q2 - Q0). The
value to society of the foreign exchange available will be equal to the sum of the areas under the
demand and the supply curves. The unit value of foreign exchange will be equal to the sum of
the areas divided by the quantity of foreign exchange released, which in this case is equal to the
market price of foreign exchange.

Figure TA.6. Economic Price of Foreign Exchange in an Undistorted Market
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Uniform Import Duty

39. If there is a uniform import duty, the demand curve for foreign exchange will be lower
by the amount of the duty, as shown in figure TA.7. In this case, an exporter would receive P
units of domestic currency for every unit of foreign exchange earned. An importer, however,
would have to surrender P* = P(l+t) units of domestic currency for every unit of foreign
exchange imported, where t stands for the import duty rate. In this case, the effective price of
foreign exchange for the importer is higher than for the exporter by an amount equal to the
import duty paid. Which of the two prices represents the value of foreign exchange to society,
the price that importers are willing to pay or the price that exporters receive?

Figure TA.7. Economic Price of Foreign Exchange when Imports are Subject to a Uniform
Import Duty
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40. The answer depends on how the quantities demanded and supplied of foreign exchange
react in response to a price change. If supply is totally inelastic and the net result of a price rise
would be a fall in the quantity demanded of foreign exchange, then P* would be the relevant
price. If the demand is totally inelastic but supply is not, then the relevant price would be P. In
most cases, neither demand nor supply is totally inelastic and the shadow price of foreign
exchange is a weighted average of P* and P, where the weights depend on the relative elasticities
e; demand and supply:

SER= wP + w*P* (8)
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where w and w* are the weights, w = i/(rl + s) and w* = 1 - w, and 11 stands for the demand
elasticity for imports and £ for the supply elasticity of exports.

41. At price P, the demand and supply for foreign exchange is Q0. Importers pay P* =
P(1+t) and exporters receive P. If the price of foreign exchange were to rise (the new demand
curve has been omitted to avoid cluttering the diagram), the demand for foreign exchange would
fall to Qd and the supply would rise to Q5. The magnitude of these two quantities would depend
on the elasticities of supply and demand. The total value of the foreign exchange given up by
importers would be the shaded area under the demand curve, abQOQd, and the total cost of
generating the increased exports (Q5-Q.) would be given by the shaded area under the supply
curve, cdQ0Qs. The unit value of foreign exchange would be the sum of the two areas divided by
the quantity Qs-Qd, which for very small changes can be shown to be a weighted average of P
and P*, as discussed in the previous sections.

Multiple Import Duties

42. If there are multiple import duties, the principles for calculating the shadow price of
foreign exchange are the same, but the calculations are a bit more involved. Suppose that there
are four types of import duties falling on four different types of goods. The shadow price of
foreign exchange would then be a weighted average of the different demand and supply prices of
the various imports and exports:

SWR = w1PI + w2P2 + w3 P3 +w4 P4 +wePe (9)

As before, the weights are a function of the quantities imported and exported and of the
elasticities of demand for the various imports and the elasticities of supply for the various
exports:

(= id +gjsj) L(mland Wx d (10)Y iii+ g,isi) W, = ('ii + FA

wherew," stands for the weight of the price of the ith import good, w? for the weight of the price
of the ith export , qi for the elasticity of demand of the ith good with respect to its own price, di
the quantity imported of the ith good, si the quantity exported of the ith good, and Si for the price
elasticity of supply of the ith export.8

43. To illustrate the basic principles of the approach, consider the following example. Let us
assume that the country levies four tariff rates on imports (100%, 50%, 20%, 0%) and that the
domestic price reflects the duty-augmented border price, so that for every unit of foreign
exchange spent on the ith good, the equivalent amount of domestic currency is given by the
official exchange augmented by the tariff falling on the ith good. We also assume that exports
are exempt from export duties and receive no subsidies. Let us finally suppose that the official
exchange rate is 10:1, that total imports amount to $1,000 and that exports amount to $800. The
basic data can then be summarized as follows:

8 It should be mentioned that these are not ordinary elasticities, but elasticities that measure the response in demand
when all the prices of imports change as a result of changes in the exchange rate.
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Category MI M2 M 3 M4 X
Duty rate (%) 100 50 20 0 0
Domestic price per unit of foreign exchange 20 15 12 10 10
Volume in $ 300 200 300 200 800

44. As a first approximation to the social opportunity cost of foreign exchange we can
presume that the elasticities of demand and supply are equal, in which case the weights depend
solely on the proportion of the import good as a percent of total trade:

Wi=E Mi (11)

This would yield the following estimate:

SER=2OxO.17+ 15xO.11 + 12x0.17+ lOx 0.11 + lOx.44= 12.59

As a second approximation, we can use rough estimates of the ratios of elasticities. Suppose that
we estimate the supply of exports to be totally inelastic and the demand for imports of M4 to be
totally inelastic also, we have r14 = & = 0. Assume that the elasticity of the least elastic good, say
M1, is unitary and that we estimate the import demand elasticity of M2 to be twice as large as
that of Ml and that of Ml to be twice as large as that of M3, we have:

il =2
112 = 4
r13 = 1

14=0
s=0

The new weights, then, would be w, = .36, w2 = .46, and w3 = .18, and the revised estimate of
the SER would be:

SER = 20x0.36 + 14x0.46 +12x0.18 = 15.80

It should be noted that it is not necessary to know the values of the elasticities; it is only
necessary to have an approximate knowledge of their ratios, as in the example above. If we
multiply all the values of the elasticities by some factor, say K, the values of the weights and of
the SER remained the same. Box 1 shows the application of these concepts in India.

Quantitative Restrictions

45. In principle, quantitative restrictions may be handled in the same manner as import
duties: their effect is to raise the demand value of foreign exchange above the official rate. If to
provide foreign exchange to a project the government deprives other users of foreign exchange,
then the opportunity cost of foreign exchange is the value placed by those deprived on the
amounts of which they are being deprived. In these cases the empirical problems involved in
estimating the value are formidable and the estimates become very crude indeed.

46. In some cases the costs of refining the estimates may not be worth the trouble and
sensitivity analysis may be of use. If the NPV of the project remains positive regardless of the
value of foreign exchange (within some plausible values, of course), then it is not worth the
trouble estimating the shadow exchange rate with precision. If the NPV is highly sensitive, then
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it is worthwhile refining the estimates. For every type of good, one possible lower bound might
be the
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tItemst0 076/77 M I77 7&/79 79/801 80/81, t00B81/82 82/83: 083/84 84/85
XExchange ratetlli;0000000X0000.0-t :000i0tt,. -0;; ; 0-0-' 8.96 000000-.08.:740000 tyt0t8.19:g-. 8.13 7.86: 8.66 9 46 O 0 1 ;39.,&460
Exports($ billi o) 61 A4: t0:66.4 :71-.2 83.4 903 1 02.6 116.74- 1 19
hnmpots:($:bilon :4-0.:;0;.:;g: ::; - 0;; t:;S0g00 ;:::0:0;:56.01 -065.2y: :74.22 300.9 136 148.:2 158.1 176.1 195J3
Importsfdutiescletd~lo) 56j9521.9 27.96 3292 23 025.0:95 52

Implicittarff:(duties a%o i rts) 8 28.4 Q 337- 37.::7 32.6 31.2 -341 1:- 34.89. 39.5 48.8
subsidies.0 0 0 0 0.
Effective exchiange rates
ForexportskPx) 8 .96 8.74 8.19 8.133 7.86 8.66 9-46 :101 11.36
~For imports Mm) 11.51: 11.68 -11.28 10.78 10.31L: 11.61 142.74 140 169
:Weight
SFor Px(%90S'0'';-j-0S' --t l040-'- j;00.-: -' 26.740 -025.30 W 24.2 21.6 181 1 98.8 19.7 20.0 214:::
~For PmQ/o 733 4.7 75. 8 78.4 :8 1.9:: 813 80.3 8.0 8.
Shadow, exchange rate S10.83 10.94. 10-53- 0. 9.87 11.06 12.10 13.29 15.71
Conversion fator- 1.21 1.25 1.29- 1.26 1.26 1.28 1.2. 8 1.32 1.38
Soure Dhaka and Jenkins ~(1991). ...

Becauset of: quantitatlve restrictions;: on iimports,: there was an implicit itariff on imported! goods.; The' SER was
ther6eforetunderestimatedbiecause:the implicit: taiff increased the effective.exchange rate for imports. However,.
because thie share of foreign exchange in the total investment.was gsmall, gits itunderestimation was deemed unlikely to
distort the. estimateof minimum benefits fordi E
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tariff-augmented price, because those who receive a quota will pay as much in domestic currency
for every unit of foreign exchange received. An upper bound may be the ratio of the price of
goods in the domestic market to their border price.

Exchange Rate Adjustment

47. It is very unlikely for the real exchange rate of any country to remain constant over long
periods (see, for example, table TA.6). Because of the impact that the real exchange rate may
have on the relative prices of tradeables and nontradeables-and hence on the NPV of a
project-time and effort spent estimating the path that the real exchange rate may follow are
time and effort extremely well spent.

Table TA.6. Selected Real Exchange Rates, 1975-93
(1975 = 100)

Coefficient
of variation

Country 1980 1985 1990 1993 (%)
Argentina 32.25 74.62 61.70 35.08 37
Brazil 100.77 200.86 77.89 75.98 30
Chile 79.05 121.35 137.36 119.93 25
China 112.68 171.96 246.21 231.22 35
Colombia 81.14 85.10 143.61 126.45 27

Congo 100.16 119.44 98.02 95.16 9
Ecuador 92.01 72.22 176.54 137.79 33
India 123.29 118.35 163.10 218.39 23
Indonesia 121.72 129.22 209.11 191.07 33
Kenya 87.59 98.87 122.81 142.96 14

Malaysia 116.01 100.40 145.90 127.87 14
Mauritius 93.46 115.85 113.95 113.84 10
Mexico 125.57 131.70 149.24 110.64 20
Nigeria 66.72 43.25 193.29 215.04 60
Pakistan 104.71 113.71 162.88 172.02 23

Philippines 92.29 85.57 111.98 93.46 10
Rwanda 93.01 70.52 75.14 92.71 14
Senegal 112.97 130.63 114.60 127.09 10
Sri Lanka 233.06 207.25 247.76 222.79 21
Tanzania 94.19 51.36 245.76 288.34 55

Thailand 100.52 99.96 113.53 102.56 9
Tunisia 114.11 141.85 157.35 157.66 17
Turkey 109.62 139.77 120.15 112.32 21
Uganda NA 183.40 344.01 481.68 54
a An increase in the index indicates real depreciation.
Source: IMF International Firc ^;fal Statistics Yearbook,
1994.
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48. Changes in the real exchange rate depend upon three factors: shifts in the demand for
imports and the supply of exports, changes in government policy, and changes in capital
movements. Accordingly, there are three key questions to be borne in mind when attempting to
estimate movements of the exchange rate relative to other prices. First, what are the likely trends
in the basic demand and supply of exports? Are incomes rising and, if so, is the demand for
imports rising also? Is the composition of exports changing? Second, are there any transitory
factors pushing the exchange rate up or down? Are the prices of key exports extraordinarily
high? Are capital movements extraordinarily high? Are debt-service burdens temporarily high?
Third, are there any likely changes in government policy that will tend to rnake the exchange rate
higher or lower? For example, is there any intention of reducing tariffs, or nontariff barriers?
Assessing the implications of all of these questions is not an easy task but is extremely important
one in projecting the course of the real exchange rate and hence for project evaluation.

The Opportunity Cost of Capital

49. Traditionally, the Bank has used 10-12 percent as the discount rate for all Bank-financed
projects. This rate is but a rationing device for World Bank funds and should not be construed to
reflect the cost of capital in the borrowing countries. Task managers are free to use a higher or
lower discount rate where warranted, as long as they provide a sound justification. A discount
rate lower than 10 percent might be difficult to justify. Most research has shown that the cost of
capital for developing countries is higher than 10 percent. Nevertheless, for the sake of
completeness, we present here the conceptual framework for determining the opportunity cost of
capital.

50. To keep the presentation simple, we first consider a country without access to
international capital markets. We assume that the country levies a corporate income tax and a
personal income tax. In figure TA.8, I(R) depicts the demand curve for investible funds as a
function of the pretax cost of capital R, assuming full employment of the economy's resources.
Investment will presumably be carried to the point where its expected marginal productivity will
be equal to the cost of capital. I(R), then, represents the marginal productivity of investment.
For purposes of this example, we assume that corporations are subject to an income tax. Private
returns, then, are lower than social returns by the amount of the tax. I(i) represents the after-tax
yield on private investment. The difference between I(i) and I(R) is, of course, the income tax-
assumed to be a constant percentage.
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Figure TA.8. Economic Price of Capital
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Similarly, S(i) depicts private sector investment as a function of the market. S(i) shows the
relationship between the volume of savings per unit of time and the market interest rate. S(r)
depicts the after-personal-income-tax yield on savings (r). Thus, while S(r) shows the volume of
savings that savers are willing to set aside at a given post-tax yield, S(i) shows the relationship
between savings and the market interest rate (i) that must obtain in order for savers to receive a
post-tax yield (r). Initially we assume that government borrows an amount equal to the
difference between private savings and private investment: So-Io. The market equilibrium
interest rate is given by io. If the government decides to borrow an amount equal to S'-I', the
additional demand will push up the interest rate to i'. As in the case of cement (see figure TA. 1)
where the effect of an increase in its price reduced the demand and increased the supply, the net
effect of a higher interest rate will be to reduce the amount of private investment in the amount
Io- I' and increase private savings from SO to S'. To determine the social opportunity cost of
funds, we must determine the value that society places on the investment forgone to release
funds to the government and the consumption forgone to increase savings from SO to S'd

51. As in the cases discussed before, the shaded areas under the demand and supply curves
give the cost to society of the capital borrowed by the government. The social cost of diverting
funds from the private to the public sector can be broken down into three parts: (a) forgone
consumer surplus not offset by increased taxes; (b) forgone taxes not offset by private gains; and
(c) forgone (after-tax) income by private investors. Similarly, the shaded area under S(r)
between SO and S' represents the social cost to society of the increased savings. Equation 7 in
this case becomes

OCC = r -S + RF [ IO 1 (12)
Eso - 11Io F-So - TjIo
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52. Consider the following example. Let us suppose that in the country in question there is
no inflation and only one market for investible funds. Suppose that there is only one corporate
tax rate, say 40 percent, that the income tax applicable on savings is 45 percent, and that the
market interest rate is 10 percent per year. Assume further that the volume of savings is 120
units of domestic currency and that the volume of private investment is 100 units (government
borrowing is 20 units). In terms of figure TA.8, this means that Io = 1.00 and that So = 120.
Because the corporate tax rate is 40 percent, the pretax corporate return on equity, R0 , is 16.67 =
10/(1 - 0.4). Similarly, the after-tax return on investment, ro, is 6.5 = lOx(1-0.45).

53. As a first approximation to the opportunity cost of capital, we assume that the elasticity
of savings and investment with respect to the interest rate are the same. 1:n this case the weights
depend solely on the proportion of investment and savings as a percent of the sum of investment
plus savings:

Wi = J (13)
So + Io

So (4Ws = 50 (14)
So + Io

in which case the OCC would be

OCC = 16.67x0.45 + 6.5x0.55 = 11.2

As a second approximation, we again use rough estimates of the elasticity of demand for
investment and of supply of savings with respect to the interest rate. We do not need to know the
elasticities, but a rough a idea of ratios would do. Say that the elasticity of demand for
investment is four times as large as the elasticity of supply of savings. Our new weights would
then be

4x100 =0.769

4x100+120

and W1 = 1-W, = 0.231. The new estimate of the OCC would then be

OCC = 16.67x0.769 + 6.5xO.231 = 14.3

As in the case of the shadow exchange rate, it is not necessary to know the precise values of the
elasticities-a rough idea of the relative values is adequate.

54. A multiplicity of tax rates on corporate entities and a graduated income tax complicate
matters, but the principles remain the same. Suppose that there are tvo investment sectors:
corporations, subject to a 40-percent income tax, and noncorporate entities, exempt from taxes.
Suppose also that there are three classes of savers, one with a marginal income tax rate of 15
percent, another with a marginal income tax rate of 30-percent, and a thlird with a marginal tax
rate of 45 percent. We also assume that the elasticity of investment with respect to the interest
rate is higher for the corporate than for the noncorporate sector and in turn the elasticity of savers
with respect to the interest - - z s lower the higher the income. The basic data are shown below:
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Sector Tax rate Volume Relevant return Elasticity
(%) ($) (%)

Corporate 0.40 150 16.67=10/(1-0.4) -2.0
Noncorporate 0.00 50 10.00 -1.5
Total investment 150
Savers
Low-income 0.15 70 8.50=10 x (1-0.15) 1.0
Middle-income 0.30 100 7.00=10 x (1-0.30) 0.7
High-income 0.40 150 6.00=10 x (1-0.4) 0.5
Total savings 220

As a first approximation to the OCC, we assume that the elasticities are all the same. This would
imply that when the interest rate rises in response to government borrowing, each of the
investment sectors reduces its demand for funds in proportion to its share in the total pool.
Likewise, each group of savers increases its savings in proportion to its present contribution.
The OCC, then, is a weighted average of the pretax returns to investment in the private sector
(the marginal productivity of capital in the private sector) and the post-tax returns to private
savers (the time preference in consumption for different groups of savers), with the weights
equal to the proportion of funds that the particular sector contributes to the total:

OCC = 16.67x0.29 + IO.OOxO.10 + 8.50xO.13 + 7.00x.0.19 + 6.OOxO.29 = 9.99

55. We know, of course, that each investment sector is going to react differently for a given
change in the interest rate, and that savers are also going to react differently. In short, we need to
take into account the various demand and supply elasticities. If we take the elasticities into
account and re-calculate the OCC, we obtain:

OCC = 16.67x0.50 + 1O.OOxO.13 + 8.50xO.12 + 7.OOxO.12 + 6.OOxO.13 = 12.28

56. Foreign borrowing is often an important source of funds that can and should be taken
into account when calculating the OCC. As suppliers of funds, foreign savers can be included in
the broad class of savers and entered into the analysis just like any other saver. If foreign savers
are an important source of funds and the elasticity of supply of foreign savers is very high, the
OCC might just be equal to the cost of borrowing abroad. This result can be seen if we introduce
foreign borrowing into equation 12:

OCC = rf eSO + Rf -JI° - + f 4° . (15)
( ESo -nIo + 0Fo ) s S'SO- iIO + PRO ) f ESOS- I0 + (15)

If it, the elasticity of supply of foreign funds, is very large, the relative weight of the cost of
borrowing funds, f, will dominate equation 15. This is the monetary counterpart of the
discussion in paras. 31 and 32 above concerning the opportunity cost of traded goods: for a
small country facing an infinitely elastic supply of funds, the OCC will be given by the cost of
borrowing abroad. If the country faces a less than infinitely elastic supply of funds, the marginal
cost of funds will be equal to P(1 + 1/l), where P stands for the average cost of funds.

57. All of the above rates should be in real terms. If the values appear in nominal terms,
they should be adjusted for inflation. The general formula for adjusting for inflation is

Rn -iRr = R1+ i) (16)

where Rr denotes the real rate, Rn the nominal rate, and i the expected inflation rate.
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Box TA.2. Opportunijty Cost. of Capital in Indonesia,4993~~
Jenkins:andI ElHMaii J&H). estimatd: th potn ost ofcaital for ~Indonsiai 1992.

Their: calculations are summarized in. the table ~below J&H begani by separating investors and savers :into
households, business, government, and foreign savers. Frm he national: accounts~,' the cluated the
shares ofjinvestmnentand savinigs for each gopashwnin colum 1.

Nettey esimte the marginal noinal re-turnon*investment for each group on te assumption
that at the m4fargin the retuirn toinvestmen ~t iqual o th otofbroing For:hoiuseholds J&H
.estim~ated ~~the ~:nominal '~after-tax returno sinvstent at25 23 te :averag rae forlas osal-cl
enterprises-ad t he marginal nomipnal. return for business. at1% oernment-inve stent was, assumed
to be: independent:of theitrs ate.

Q1:n the savings side, for houiseholds:: J&ll used the expected ~6-monthfi depsit rate,: 16%Y. For
-busies,they estimated th euno qiya 1.% oy6viernmet savings Was ~:assumed tobe

inependeto the interest rteFial,&Hstmate hcs f borwn abod at.LIBORps3
Poins or 9.28%.V

Next, J&H :calculated thew relevant returns foreah gop(grossrtrsfrivestors and net
returns1 for savrs. Forouseholds, & begn ith th fe-a oialrtr,2% hyestimated
the tax paidby assuming that households incur interet epnes euivalenit6to30% oft toal rturn 'that is,
that 3.0% of the totAl return:to househobldswas sheteredfrom inome tax Theesiad t he taxi burden as,

[R-0.30 xQ GJx: 0.5, and. express:ed the ~after-tax return as follows,: ~0.23 GR - Tax = (R -[R-
(03 R]: x- 0.:15. Sving for GR(rsreun,tyobtaind 25.7% iial,frtebusns

sector, they etimated a retrn of 25.6%: he interest o l answs1%m heicmea rat 25%, indtes
VAT equivalentto 10% of poisJ& thnusedbte following equation6 to clcuate. the grs-of-tax.
nom,inal iretum.n: ~GR:= ..19/.[(lVAT x {(l::- %D) x MT wher %D stadsfor the prprinof interest

4ense:a a -percent of grsrfit and TRIforthe miargina ltax rate. F or savers, JrWHl simply utrce
the:tax. from the: gross return to arrive ate netreu. Finally the adjuted Iechrtur for inflationi

usnPqatio 151.1Column:6S showsthe: real returns: for eachof the sectors.
For oregn fnds J& sed a weighted average offixed anid. variable: ineesae lon. For

fie-rt l oans tey:calculated therea :rate:at4.0% or variable-ratel lans thyasmd that Ithe
elasticity of supl was2:and :estima~ted .the ~share: oftoafregboownatvrblitrstaest

60.Using the ~relationship in' para. 32, MC = (l~ +le,J&H ~calcuated thL agia el oto
variadble rate loans at6.11%: ~4.07 x[1+ 1/2]..&H then calculated the cstf forig funds b,wigtn
each rate by its respective share,:,. (4.%)(.4) (611%)0.)=.3

Column77shows the elasticities that J&{ assme foah sco.Colmn8shosthe hare .o
funds:contributed atthe'margin by eac oftescors in: response to a rise in ineetrte.Fnly
column 9 shows therefturnsweightd b,y.the shares .in .colunm 8..Thelsroshw thek oprniy cs
of capital fr: Inoesiaas: derived by J&H.

Shar NoWa nom eeatinilo el lsiiWeighted
(%.Y etzer.I t tLrate .ttn .retur.rn :(% .:.(j Rew

Setr - I 2 () 5 6) 7 . 8
Investment sector
Households. 19.7 ~23 15 2. . 1.10 13.4 2.28~
Businiess 56S8 19 25 ~ 25.6: 7. 5 16. A-.0 38.7 6.51,

Government 23.5 00 . l0.

Houiseholds 33.6 ~16 15 13.6 7.5 5605 15 06
Business~ 41.1 1 8,9 25 1 4.2 7.5 6.2 0.5 ~:~:14.0: 0.87
GovernMent 8.90. 0.0.

Foreign ~~1:6.4~:~ 93~ 0.0~ ~9.3: 5.0 SO 20 224 19

Opportunity Cs fCptl1.
Souc:Jnin n IHfnw 19)
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The Shadow Wage Rate

58. The same basic principles can also be applied to the calculation of the social opportunity
cost of labor. Their application, however, is vastly more complicated by the huge variations in
types of labor, depending on skills, regions within countries, and even individual jobs. It is also
complicated by government interventions such as minimum wage legislation, unemployment
compensation, and income taxes. Nevertheless, the basic principle-that the value to society of
labor diverted to the project is equal to the weighted average of the values placed by society on
the different kinds of labor used by the project-can be of practical use here also.

59. We first consider the simplest case of a full employment market with one distortion, an
income tax on wages. The cost of labor in this case would be the weighted average of the market
wage (which represents the value to the employer of the forgone labor) and the net-of-tax wage
received by labor. This simple case gets complex very quickly. Labor may be drawn from
regions other than where the project is located, or from other employment. In each case, there
may be some external effect. For example, as a result of the transfer of labor from one region to
another, taxes may be lost (or gained). There may also be an increase in economic rent, if the
newly employed would have been willing to work for less than the going wage.

60. If there is unemployment, the complications multiply. There may be savings of public
funds if, for example, unemployment compensation payments fall as a result of the newly
created vacancies. The diverted labor may also come from the pool of unemployed, or from the
informal sector, etc. In each case, there may be external effects that affect the valuation of labor.

61. The most common type of distortion, of course, is minimum wage legislation. A
minimum wage set above the market clearing rate gives rise to unemployment, including what
some authors call "quasi-voluntary unemployment," that is, the pool of unemployed who would
be willing to work at the minimum wage, but whose reservation wage is higher than the market-
clearing rate. Minimum wage legislation also gives rise to fragmented markets: the "protected
market" (or markets), and the free markets. An expansion in the number of jobs in the
"protected sector" will draw workers from the free-market sector as well as from the quasi-
voluntarily unemployed, leading to an average supply price that will be above the free market
rate (but below the minimum wage). To measure all of these effects requires a vast amount of
information and may not be worth the trouble if the NPV of the project is not sensitive to the
valuation of labor. For these reasons, in this Handbook we suggest a simple, but practical
approach based on sensitivity analysis.

62. If the market works fairly efficiently and there is no minimum wage legislation (or
unemployment is low), then a good approximation in most cases will be the going wage rate. If
there is minimum wage legislation and substantial unemployment, the going wage rate in the
protected sector may be an upper bound and the going wage in the unprotected, or free market
sector, might be a lower bound. If the NPV is not negative in both cases, then the cost of labor is
irrelevant for the decision at hand and there is no need to continue refining the estimates. If the
NPV is negative at the minimum wage rate but not at the free-market wage rate, then it might be
worthwhile spending on market research to determnine the source of labor for the project and
using as the shadow wage rate a weighted average of the different wage rates.
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